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Courses here fhis fall i i " , , .  ~' , .~ , . i  ' : ' :  . . . .  i .: . ; "~:  ~:  ~, ~'~! : 
Curious about th U? 
TERRACE ~ You may have 
heaid the news that the Univer- 
sity9fNorthenl B.CI wou't be of- 
ficially opeuing until September 
1994',:but did you lmow you can 
university level, aiid offerings in- 
dude English .and Canadian liter- 
ature, nativcm~d provin¢ial his- 
tory, women's studies and  
psychology. : "  i : 
take UNB c courses in Terrace Gerry Martiu, who heads the 
this fall? . . . .  Terrace University Access Coun, 
:IUNBC; holds an information e i l i  predicts • Terrace will 
sesSt0n at Northwest Commumty  eventually have a four-year hber, 
College tohl0rrow, August 20 at 7 al:arts program in eonjmwtion take two years here and i.then 
i~,m~, on ./its, fa l l  and winter: with UNBC.  . ~' , " :  tran'sfer t0 Rupert," All course/; 
Co'urses., -~  i, ~ . . . .  We need a broad general pro, would be  recognized as UNBC 
Anyone inferested in  these or gram tO satisfy the Ifiaiiy needs Of courses. ' 
future UNBC programs is wel- people here and for the people Earlier in tile year the university 
c0me to attend, who need to upgrade," said ~'access council was coucerncd 
The courses are at the third year Martiu. about the amount of say the 
Elsewhere in t i l e  northwest regions were haviug ill UNBC. 
region, towus are looking at 'de- .But those concerns eem to have 
velopit|g specialized- a reas  o1' been addressed by a meeting held 
study. . here earlier this mouth. 
Kitunat ts Iookiug'at m~: apt , ' I  thiuk there's been definite 
plied tcchnol0giesl c0urse'a'nd progress ~ particularly with the 
Rupert is 10okiug at marine regionalization," said Northwest 
studies," Martin said. ',/Mly9iie Conununity College student asso- 
interested inmarine studies i:0uld elation represeutativ¢ Ken Haw- 
kins. 
The next major Step ill the uni- 
versity's development will be the 
release of a major documeut on 
regional operations and how 
UNBC will link with northern 
colleges. 
City worke[s 
halve pay hike 
TERRACE - -  Non-union extra mouey for the first six 
workers and managers and the 
city have come up with a dif- 
ferent kind of pay raise for- 
mula. 
TechnicallY, staff members 
received a fiat $2,540 a year 
increase this year . . . . . . .  
mouths of the year. 
"We I~lew the inoney was 
goiug to be a bit tight for the 
city this year," Fisher said of 
the staff's decisiou to take the 
cat .  
She said it meant someone 
That works out to all approx-: earning $20,000 a year will iu 
imate average iucrease of 4.5 fact receive $21,270 ill '92 ill- 
per cent. stead of the $22,540 the 
:BUt enipioyees will 'see only ~ n6niiual pay hike calls for. 
half that amount of money ill The deal eusures the employ- 
their pay cheques, says acting cos won't lose auy ground in 
city admiuistrator Denise the long term. 
Fisher. Their increases uext year will 
That's because the employ- be calculated on the 1992 base 
ecs have agreed to forego the rate of $22,540. 
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Year of the Drag, n .... I , : :  . . .  
,,on iaking a stroll through GeorgeUtt le  Memorial Par k ,keep  a Iqi;d~: out~lo'r~',~ine~ 
idel~heath?it]~e; nea~f;'i~;:~;Ely,' :~!s one,  Was spored  lurkiiag/nearshebUShes. Hid ing ut ' 'earfid~l:]~'"i! l  
• ,.~dl~r:6f:thepapier.,... : .  . . mache mask. '  and s=x" otherchi ldren'  " . . . . .  :~1iifi~ii 
ng.a f ivo:day v~ork. " at itie art!~al!~r y~, ~-?.'., ~. :~,,: ~ i;.ii-:~,:": " "  '~shop taught by DaWn Germyn . .'~ ,.. ~;'- , 
; : . . . .  
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Local groups want 
more information 
on Nisga'a talks : 
TERRACE - -  Local govern- 
meats aud forest companies will 
be askiug for more information 
when they meet tomorrow with 
federal and provincial officials 
negotiatiag the Nisga'a land 
claim. 
And they'll want a say ill plans 
by the federal and provincial 
governmeuts to give the Nisga'a 
more say in logging and mining 
development before there is a 
fiual claims settlelneut. 
The meetings are being held in 
conjunction with a negotiations 
session taking place here next 
"I'll probably make the 
same comment that l 've 
made before ~ that local 
people don't really know 
what is going on." 
it Could be a shock to our sys- 
tem," said Talstra. 
"Or it could be a pleasant sur- 
prise or it could be the kind of au- 
nouneement that'll fo/'ee us to 
t~ethink how we've done tMags in 
the past. It's.not fair to present us 
Pat Ogawa, who was instrumental 
in arrauging the May and:-toinof 
row sessions, said he and other 
forestry represe~ltatives are• also 
interested in the interim pro- 
tection measures agreement. 
"The unfortmlate part of  tiffs is 
that confidentiality elause they 
have," said'Ogawa ill comment: 
lug ou all agreement between the 
parties not to speak about the ne- 
gotiations. "It slows it down ~, 
closes the door. They have to fig- 
ure out a way to stlckhandl~ 
through that." 
John Sparks of Orenda Forest 
week. with a finished product," he Products, which cuts i n  the 
"I'11 probably make the same added:. . . . . .  Nisga'a !alld claim~ said there ha~ 
• comment-~.I'.ve.-,laade-.b~fom~-,~:~,.~,Ht'-~il~e~i'01~g~a~re to-change-in  a ......... b~'di'/:" ti'6:,:~"kii~6iis'g'i6ii'~:~i(lf!-'li'ig ' 
that local people doll t. real!y democrahe process, t t s  usually company since the Maymeetu|g,. ,, 
• , ' . 11  • , . , . . . . . . . . .  .. . • . . . .  ~ , know what s going on, said done m mfonnatlon meetings and "We are anxious and frus: 
mayor Jack Talstra last week. iu my view that's not being doue 
" I 'm not exactly sure the local 
uon-uative people in this areas 
are represented by the province or 
the federal goverument or the 
Nisga'as for that matter. It would 
be helpful to all if that were the 
case," he said. 
The mayor's also worried about 
the prospect of a power shariug 
deal called all interim protection 
measures agreement. It could be 
released this Friday. 
" I f  there's some kind of agree- 
men,, signed, sealed and 
delivered an pronouuced upon us, 
now," Talstra said. 
This'll be the second time since 
May local government and forest 
companies have met with uegoti- 
ators. 
Tile interim protection 
measures agreement is Considered 
importanfbecause it'll most like- 
ly form the base for a fioal claims 
settlemeut. 
The Nisga'a want the agree- 
ment so as to not have the value 
of their claim diminished during 
negotiatious. 
Skeeua Cellulose fibre manager 
A slim year 
for sfudenfs 
• : iTe¢m:fo, scoiJr northwest . :,.:: ',; :.~.; . .  it, 1990. 
! ' lic health"i   ;:,.!mee.t set 
the ucx! presentation. 
Bert Boyd, a Vaucouver- 
based health care consultant and 
member of the review team, 
said the submissious must be 
based on the'- mandate of the 
review team. 
"This is by no means a repeat 
of the royal connnission (into 
health care arid costsi," said 
Boyd. 
"Thts is strictly a review to 
look at levels of services, of 
Specialty services. To determine 
if there is duplication on a 
regional basts, to determine if 
there are effieiencies that can be 
made, and to determine if the 
level of community-based ser- 
vices are Sufficient to meet 
ueeds on a regional basis," said 
Boyd. 
The review will also recom- 
mend changes" to services or 
changes in the way services are 
provided. 
The Terrace portion of the 
team's northwest agenda will be 
followed by visits to Kttimat 
TEIUL&CE - -  The door to the 
student employment centre shut 
last week, euding what has been 
the slowest summer in three 
years. 
Two hundred and two students 
were placed this summer, the ma- 
jority of those ill casual jobs. 
These numbers compare to 257 
last year, aud 384 students placed 
and to Prince Rupert. 
It has made provision to 
return should the need arise. 
Leisinger described the 
team's schedule as "very am- 
bitious" given the amount of 
people and groaps to be iuter- 
viewed. 
"We're confident Io lel the 
TERRACE ~The public has 
achance for a say in a proviu- 
cial review of uorthwest hospi- 
tal and eommuuity health care 
services. 
A scveu-nlcnlber team as- 
signed by the provincial 
governlnent o do the review 
will hold.a public session the 
evening of Aug. 31. 
They'll have already spent the 
day interviewing hospital offi- 
cials, health care uuiou leaders 
and organizatious providing 
comlnuuitYbased care. 
Terrace Regioaal Health Care 
Seemly clnef execuhve officer 
Michael Leislnger, Who is help;. 
ing organize ,lie team's ~.,isit 
here, said a two-hour public 
session is planned. 
The team wauts those appear- 
ing at the. public SessiOn to give 
| 
a inaxunum five-minute, oral 
versiou of a writteu Subtnission, 
said Lelslnger. .. 
' 0 Thats  t be followed by a 
five-minute question and ans, 
Werperlod before going on to 
"We did as much as we could, 
but it was really down,", said 
Nicki Karlash, employment 
couuselor. "During the .  mill 
strike, the whole town panicked." 
She blalued the reduction in 
hiriug on recessiou. 
"People are not spending 
money the way they used to," 
she said. "Businesses areu't 
doiug as well." 
This downward trend isu't 
unique to Terrace, she said, ad- 
ding hiring at student employ- 
meut centres was down all across 
facts speak for themselves," he B.C, 
said of the hospital's position The students who did find jobs 
that more money is needed to 
maintain service levels here. 
Those interested in making a 
preseutation to the review team 
can phoqe Lelsinger at 638- 
4021. 
were paid an average of $6.50- 
10/hr. Householders provided the 
majority of jobs which would last 
auywhere from a day to a mouth. 
Students also found jobs in. the 
service sector and in business and 
f l it ~llCe. 
tratedy said Sparks of Orenda',s 
efforts Io learn more about ile in- 
terim protectiou measures agrce- 
mont .  
"we asked particularly to have 
some role in this ncgotiation pro: 
ccss and it was denied. We asked 
and it has fallen on dcafcars," he 
said. 
The mectings will also give the 
pr0vilice a chaiice to introduce its 
uew chief negotiator. 
Jack Ebbels, who previously 
worked for the land claims unit in 
the attorney-general's ministry, 
took over from Tony Sheridan 
Aug. 1. 
Sheridan, who was atl assistant 
deputy minister with the 
aboriginal affairs ministry, has 
taken early rctircmcut. 
i, ,. ,, 
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Rezoning request bares " " ' ° '=* ' ° " "  WE WILL MAIL YOU A FREE BUYERS GUIDE SO THAT . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,=,~ SMIL ING MONTHS LATER 
t -T I ]P :  Dont buy the 
city's planning dilemma 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
TERI~CE - -  Attempts to 
rezone property for multi- 
residential use have a turbulent 
history here, at least in recent 
years. 
But Richard Sandovcr-Sly's ef- 
fort to have his two Park Ave. 
lots beside the Evangelical Free 
Church given an R3designation 
so he can sell them is hitting new 
heights. 
And this time the battle is not 
being waged by outraged neigh- 
bours, it's being fought out 
among the aldermen themselves. 
The affair has even included a 
pr0cedurai rUling by mayor Jack 
Talstra challeilge being formally 
~:hallenged. ~!,~ 
And Talstra 1 can't recall that 
happening before in his 12 years •
on c6iiiiciL ~ ~ili::'.;:::i 
Alderineit..!Bob Cooper and Rick. 
King ii~i~,e'been tr~,ing to get a de- 
cisioff'delayed"until late} this 
year. 
They point out the present Offi- 
cial Conunuuity Plan (OCP) 
designates the property as corn- 
mercial. 
Given the city is in the process 
of drawing up a new OCP, they 
argue the property should not be 
rezoned anything other than com- 
mercial unlil after public meet- 
ings for the new OCP. 
Although they've been losing 
the most recent votes, in a sense 
Cooper and King are winning in 
that five months have now passed 
since Sandover-Sly" first asked for 
the zone change. 
And at least another month will 
go by before council makes its 
final decision. 
The tortuous tale of how it has 
all come to take so long is as fol- 
lows: 
MARCH 16 - Sandover-Sly ap- 
plies to rezone 4632 and 4634 
Park Ave. from single family R2 
tomulti-residential R3. He indi- 
Gates the rezoning will help him 
sell the: property. 
MARCH 23 - Council" refers 
the request o the planning and 
public works committee. 
MAY 20 - The request finally 
makes it before committee. City 
RUNDLE5 
Baby's Name: Shawna Ginger Jilllan 
Hyzims 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 8, 1992 at 11:31 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Nancy & Lawrence Hyzims 
Baby's Name: Kaliagh Beth James 
Date of Birth: 
Aug. 6, 1992 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 15 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Scott & Kathleen James 
Baby's Name: Brandon Joel Johnson 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 7, 1992 at 4:41 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Tracy Johnson & Cameron 
Davis 
Baby's Name= Matthew Roger Kelly 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 9, 1992 at 10:22 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 9V2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parenls: Marlene & Dominic Kelly 
Baby's Name: Chad Alan James Ippel 
• Date & Time of Birth: 
Aug. 7, 1992 at 8:12 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 10 oz. Sex: Male 
. . . .  Fdfdflt~, ~l~in':&'M0illca'lppel; Brother 
lor Matthew, 
Baby's Name: Jennifer Lynne Kallna 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
Aug, 10, 1992 at 10:58 p.m. 
.... .Weight: 8 Ibs:,l-.oz. ~ Sex: Female 
Parents: Peter & Denise Koilna.Sister for 
Matthew & Lyndsy 
Skeena Mall 635-5236 
Parks I 
Did you know that one of the most unique parks in all of Canada is located .,. 
just 100 km north of Terrace, B.C.?The Nlsga'a Memodal Lava Bed Park en. 
compasses one of the most recent (+ 250 years) and the roDS i accessible ; 
lava flows In B.C. It commemorates the destruction of two Nisga'a villages by 
the flow and the deaths of 2000 Nlega'a ancestors. " : 
The park Is approximately 18,000 hectares in area and includes the 
craters from which the lava erupted and the lava plain In the Nas a Valley' 
which is mostly unvegetated. It covers the odglnai course from which the 
Nass River was diverted and contains a variety of lava features such as aah 
(rough) and pahoehoe (smooth) lava, pressure ridges, lava tubes or caves, , 
tre.e.moulds and subterranean streams. . . . . . . .  
The Nisga'a Memodai Lava Bed Park Is a joint venture of the Nlsga'a Tflbal 
Council and the B.C. Parks without prejudice to the Nlsga'a lend clslm, All 
facilities and programs In the park will be planned so as to respect the area's 
spidtual slgnlticafice as a memodal site. 
The Park Naturalist at the Laketae Lake Park will be leading several guided 
hikes into the new park during the summer, The hike will feature the 
geographical history, of the area as well as the Nlsga'a explanations and 
legends surrounding the lava flow. This Is e unique opportunity to acquaint 
yourself with aspects fo the NIsga'a culture which they wish to share. 
Meet at the arena parking lot In Terrace at noon on August 23, 1992 or 
call the park naturalist at 798-2277 for further information. See you all therel 
,Park 
Report  
by 
Greg McDonald 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
:PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
THURSDAY, AUGUST 20:3:00 pm - 8:00 pm - "Our Stingy Fdends" Meet 
"Life on a Leg". Come and make puppets 
and learn about creatures that live on a 
nurse log. Picnic sheltei, 
8 oo pm-  "Meet Me at the park". A talk 
and slides, on the B,C. Parks' plan for the 
9O's, 
local Bee keeper Martin De Hoog and find 
out where honey comes from. Taste some 
local fresh honey, 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 23:12:00 pm - 
"NIshga'a Memorial Lava Park". Join the 
' park naturalist for an excursion to the 
FRIOAY, AUGUST 21:3:00 pm - "Wat¢' Lava park, Meet at the parking lot beside 
Cycle Game"; A game for the whole fatal, the Pool in Terrace, then travel a short 
ly that shows how all the Creatures in the distance to the New Park. Suitable for 
' water are Connected. Then take a short families, good firm shoes a must, 
walk to along the beach, Picnic shelter, 8:00 pm - "Death of a legend", Help the 
8:00 pm.  "Hug a Tree and Survive". 
Saiety In the woods for the whole family. 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22:3:00 p.m, 
"Earth Explorer", This Jerry's Ranger pro- 
gram encourages kids to be safe In the 
woods and learn tO use map and com. 
'pass, .~! . '  
naturalist dispel myths surrounding, the 
wolf and the Impact man has had on this 
animal. Video and presentation, 
MONDAY, AUGUS T 24:8:00 pm" "Meet 
the Did Men of the Forest" Join the park 
naturalist on a short bike on the Twin 
spruce Trail. Meet at tile start of the trail • 
near the host site, 
I 
' FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS CALL B.C. PARKS 798.2277 
I I  
planner Mawin Kamenz reeom- After Ljungh asks for a decision 
meads rejection on the grounds to be postponed until all council 
the property is one of only a few can be present, Halleck proposes 
large, commercially-zoned lots the rczoning be referred to the 
left near the downtown core. next meeting of council's corn- 
Alderman Me Takhar, however, mitres of the whole. 
says it will be a long time before After that fails for lack of a 
commercial developmenl moves seconder, Cooper and King vote 
that far north and' points out to table the matter until the first 
Sandover-Sly will, in the 
meantime, be stuck with paying 
taxes on land he can't sell. 
Takhar and Danny Sheridan, 
the other commitlee member in 
attendance, decide to table the 
matter to a later date when 
Sandover-Sly can be present. 
JUNE 3 - That second meeting 
takes place. Sheridan is again 
present as is Bob Cooper this 
time, but Takhar's absent. 
After hearing a presenlation 
• from realtor Rusty Ljunghi agent 
for Saudover-Sly, Cooper and  
Sheridan rec0'mmend rejection of 
the rezoning.• 
JUNE 8 - The recommendation 
comes before council, Cooper, 
Rick King and Ruth Halleck 
being the only aldermen present. 
council meeting ill December. 
Hallock voles against. 
JUNE 22 - With all aldermen 
present, Takhar asks for the June 
8 decision to be reconsidered. 
King, however, uses the "lack of 
nolice" argument o have any 
reconsideration postponed until 
the next nleeting. 
JULY 13 - King and Halleck 
are on holiday. Takhar himself 
proposes a further delay, later 
revealing be did so at the request 
of King. 
JULY 27 - Only Halleck is 
missing from the table. 
King claims Takhar's July 13 
motion is invalid because he used 
the word 'table', which did not 
exist in parliamentary procedure, 
Cont'd Page A l l  
)uter desk, before you buy 
system you may find things 
fit the way  you thought. 
PHONE ~ C E  
tAM COMPUTERS 
798-2491 
Summer 
CHANGES 
Special 
COLOR & DEEP 
CONDITION . 
TREATMENT 
Wash in Excitement,.. 
• Freshen up faded colors 
-Enhance your hairstyle 
• Clear color for incredible extra bogy 
and shine 
.Blend Grey just lhe right way 
WE HAVE IT ALL FOR YOgi TOTAL HAIR CARE 
228.00.o,o, 
635-7737 '" 
o l  IIv 0 r rl / 
IF YOU CASH YOUF 
FAMILY 
L LOWAN C 
l 
• / 
/ 
AT W0OLWORTH'S IN 
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER: " 
. '  • , 
. •7  
SAVE 
OFF YOUR PURCHASE 
, ALL GOODS APPLY . 
See store for details 
YOUR BACK TO SCHOOL HEADCtUARTERS! 
HOURS: 
4647 Lakelse, Terrace 635-7281 
•• . "  
Mon.- Tues . .9 :30  am- 6:00 pm 
Wed,- Fri . . . . .  9:30 am- 9:00 pm 
Saturday . . . . .  9:00 am. 6:00 pm 
Sunday . . . .  11:00 am- 5:00 pm 
, . . . . . . . . . . . .  .C  . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  . . . .  
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EMERGENCY room nurse Pat Surtees removes Ken Gill's cast, Doctors don't have cast saws in their onices. 
H e a l t h  c a r e  i s  n o t  free 
TERRACE ~ While slicii~g 
potatoes for dinner, you give 
yourself a nasty cut on your 
thumb. Your first thought is 
likely to be, ' I 'd better go to 
emergency and get this 
stitched.' 
But what if that nasty wound 
were instead a paper cut? What. 
would your first thought be 
then? 
" I 've had people come in 
here with a paper cut," said 
Laurie Dahms, head uurse o f  
the emergency room at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. The frus- 
tration she feels is evident itt 
her voice. 
"People come in here regu- 
larly with bug bites," she said. 
"We can do nothing for those 
people. They could put 
calamine lotion on at hom~," 
Dahms estimates 20 to 25 per 
cent of the $763,000 emer, 
gency room budget can be at- 
tributed to non-emergency 
cases. 
That amount is approximate- 
ly one-third of the $525,000~ ~,,~ ' " ~,,.~'~ ~';"i~ 
:~;~ 
deficit which caused lay offs 
and bed closures at the hospital 
this year. 
Emergency room use has es- 
calated ever since the federal 
govermnent eliminated user 
fees for hospital emergency 
rooms in 1986, said Mills 
Memorial administrator 
Michael Leisinger. 
Last year we saw just under 
20,000 patients in emer- 
gency," ,said Dahms. "Five 
years ago we were seeing 
10,000-12,000 patients a year. 
That's an 80-100 per cent in- 
crease in the last five to six 
years with uo increase in 
staff." 
Both Leisiuger and Dahms 
attribute much of this increase 
to the public's perception that 
medical care is free. 
A visit to the emergeucy 
room is not free, and typically 
costs a great deal more than a 
visit to a doctor. 
Taking into account what a 
doctor bills the medical ser- 
vices plan (MSP) for treating a with care." 
f . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  I I  
patient in the emergency room, 
Leisiuger estimates the average 
cost to the health care system 
is $100 a visit. 
In comparison, the average 
fee per service when a patient 
visits a doctor's office is $26. 
Emergency rooms are ex- 
pensive tO operate because 
they are open 24 hours a day, 
and doctors charge more for 
late night or early morning 
visits. 
!'A person who's had a cold 
for five days and suddenly on 
Saturday night at 11:00 de- 
cides they're going to  do 
something about it ~ that's 
the kind of thing that just 
drives u~ nuts," said Leisiuger. 
Under the Hospital Act, no one 
can be turned away from the 
emergency room. 
"But I don't want people to 
make: the wrong choice, and 
don't come in when they 
should," he emphasized. "The 
hospital emergency room is al- 
ways there, but please use it 
%: 
A 1991 review of Mills 
Memorial hospital's finances 
and operations revealed some 
doctors were using the emer- 
gency room as a second office. 
When a patient visits a doc- 
tor in his or her office, the doc- 
tor bills the MSP for the visit, 
and out of that fee, pays for 
rent, supplies, and a recep- 
tionist. I f  a doctor arranges to 
meet a patient in the emer- 
gency room, the taxpayer picks 
up the tab for the overhead. 
"There is a certain amount 
of doctor abuse. It's a con- 
venlence thing ~ seeing a 
patient at the hospital," said 
Leisinger. "But we're working 
to reduce the amount of emer- 
gency use by physicians." 
Many physieians hax~e agreed 
to meet patients in the hospi- 
tal's consultant rooms i f  they 
want to see them outside of 
normal office hours. The doc- 
tors then use their own sup- 
plies and staff. 
But two doctbrs' offices here 
don't have wheelchair access. 
AUGUST 15 toSEPTEMBER 25 
POWER BOOK 100 
4140 
*179900 
CLASSIC 4140 
With Stylewriter Printer 
*1499 °° 
i'::'-! !i~V '/ , 
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News in brief 
Liberal leader visits tomorrow 
COUNT 'EM. Not one, not three but five Liberal Members of the 
Legislative Assembly will have made an appearance here by the 
time smmner has ended. 
It began in June when party municipal affairs critic Art Cowie and 
transportation critic Doug Symons paid a visit to Prince Rupert and 
Terrace . . . .  
And it continues this Thursday when Liberal leader Gordou Wil- 
son speaks to a Terrace attdDistriet ~Chamber of Commerce lun- 
cheon. 
He'll be accompanied by Dan Jarvis, the party's energy, mines 
and petroleuin resources critic, 
Also in the area will be attorney-general critic Allan Wamke. 
He's doing double duty because the party has given him the job of 
keeping in touch with the three ridings in the northwest - -  North 
Coast, Skcenaaud Bulkley Valley-Stikiue. 
Leader Wilson has a full agenda ~¢aiting when he arrives in the 
northwest for his first visit since last fall's provincial election 
resulted in the party becoming the official opposition. 
In addition to Terrace, he's visiting Prince Rupert, Kititnat and 
Smithers. Wilson is also scheduled to have dinner with the Nisga' a
Tribal Council here, will visit the Nass Valley and will spend time 
in the Hazeltons with the Gitksau and Wet'sawet'eu. He's also the 
party's critic for aboriginal affa irs. 
Taxes going up in smoke 
VISITORS TO the province's parks and campgrounds this sum- 
mer will have noticed bright yellow metal basket arrangements at- 
tached to wood pile enclosures. 
That's to cut down ou the amount of wood being burned, says lo- 
cal parks program interpreter Greg McDonald. 
• Parks officials estimate the people using each campsite bunt au 
averag e two cords of wood over the season. There are 390 provin- 
cial campgrounds in the province containing 11,000 campsites. At 
two cords a piece, that's 22,000 cords being burned. 
What parks officials want people to do is fill up one of the basket 
attachments. They estimate that amount is sufficient for one day's 
burning. 
McDonald says the less wood that is burned means parks officials 
can reduce the amount of money theY're spendingon supplying fuel 
i for all of the campgrounds. ~ 
Paying those politicians I 
AND HOW much should Members of the Legislative Assembly 
get paid? The provincial' government has appointed a commission 
to consider the question and i t wants to hear from members o f  the 
public. 
A provincial MLA now gets an amual salary of $32,812 a year, 
plus a tax-free xpense allowance of $16,406 for a total of $49,218. 
MLAs also get a healthy benefits package and those who serve 
more than seven years or through tw o elections also get a pension 
plan. 
The premier eceives an additional $45,000 while cabinet minis- 
ters; the Speaker and the opposition leader receive an additional 
$39,000a year. : , ' . 
C.J. Connaghan, hired to conduct the pay review, can be con- 
tacted at Review of MLA Renumeration,~ Suite 510-789 West 
Pender St., Vancouver, B.C. V6C 1H2. A toll-free number of 1- 
800-461-8668 is being set up for a l lof  Septembe r to take recorded 
COUllnCnts. 
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" CONTROLLED 
Special thanks to all 
our contributors and 
correspondents for 
their time and . 
tale nts. 
Wanted: City plan 
"What's the point of having an official 
community plan if we don't follow it?" 
Mayor Jack Talstra. 
Truer words were never spoken by the 
mayor. In this context, he's refer:ring to a 
council dust up over rezoning two lots on 
Park from commercial to multi-residential 
use. The issue has occupied council for 
months and a resolution isn't to occur until 
next month. 
Despite the mayor's definitive.statement 
the real question could very well be: 
"Does the city' indeed have an official 
community plan?" There is such a creature 
on paper, yet it's woefully old and out- 
dated. 
An official community plan is council's 
road map for the future. It points the way 
to where any kind of development should 
take place. It outlines where industry 
should go, where residential areas should 
go, how dense housing should be in any 
location. 
Obviously, it's important. A city without 
such a plan invites disaster of immense 
proportions. Cities and towns across North 
America are littered with such examples. 
, A strong ease can be made that the city's 
current official community plan, because it
is so outdated, doesn't exist. The city has 
far outgrown those guidelines set years 
ago. 
There's been trouble, for instance, in hav- 
ing land rezoned to permit apartments or 
other kinds of multi-residential develop- 
ments. As the downtown core fills up, 
businesses will want to filter out to ad- 
jacent streets. 
And as the city grows, so do the issues 
and the needs ~ for recreation. We could 
use more green space, for instance. A not 
so hidden problem is that of affordable 
housing. Not everybody can plunk down 
the amount needed for the new houses dot- 
ting city street. There's a desperate need 
downtown for adequate parking. 
This spring the city devised an ambitious 
plan to hold community meetings leading 
toward a new official community plan. 
Somewhat ironically, the frenetic onstruc- 
tion season caught up with the planning 
department and the whole process is late. 
Instead of doing what its name implies, the 
planning department has been playing 
catch up and that could pose problems. 
Council is well advised to pour whatever 
money it takes into the new official com- 
munity plan. The city will continue to 
grow. Hast~ decisions made today have 
unfortunate consequences tomorrow. 
The name game 
It's ~time for council to lighten up a bit. during the 1980s and now the NDP mere- 
Just recently it faced the problem of ber for Skeena, he's so far been excluded. 
naming new streets~ One now bears the Could it be there's some mean-spirited 
.name of~the first baby born on July ~ in , . and petty attitude, on the,part of council? 
honou~'-,~ff~h~'/counffy's',.'125th'~'bi~da~ . . . . .  Can not polit ieaior *pe~onal :'cBnsi~iBra- 
~qb~"if!g : ~lrhwing up a list *o'fTl~ioiieet 2: ......... ii0ns be'seti~ide, atleast in /h i s  cireum- 
family names. Both methods are gracious 
and worthy. 
Yet what happened to the past practice 
of naming streets after former mayors? 
Consider Vie Jolliffe. Never a fav0urite 
of past or current council members, he 
has a stubby little toe of an undeveloped 
lane named after him on the bench. And 
how about Helmut Giesbrecht? Mayor 
stance? 
Mayor Jack Talstra and Alderman Me 
Takhar both have subdivisions underway 
that require street names. Appropriate 
steps to recognize Mr. Giesbreeht and to 
give Mr. Jolliffe his rightful due are in 
order. If this city is to be seen as a place 
reaching adulthood, the same should 'be 
expected of its civic leaders. 
Bi ke, do n' t d rive 
Convenience stores are the 
cause of half the traffic - and 
air pollution - in their neigh- 
bourhood. 
I bike at sightseeing speed, 
gearing down for headwinds, 
steep hills, and long inclines; 
So it takes me half an hour to~ 
pedal to our nearest.24-hour 
store and home again:.: Yet in 
those 30 minutes, I may see 
many subdivision neighbours 
driving the same route, return- 
ing in less than five minutes. 
Some neighbours make more 
trips per day than Terrace' 
Transit. 
Convenience stores are so 
handy and efficient, nipping 
over to them is no trouble. Al- 
though I consider more than 
Through 
Bifocals 
by  C laudet te  Sandeok l  
:. customers leave their motors 
running despite Lock It or 
Lose It. Kids left waiting in 
the car can track mom's 
whereabouts hrough the plate 
glass window. Try.that at a su- 
permarketl 
Best of all, shopping is 'a 
cinch. The average shopping 
expedition is quicker than a 
bank heist, No convenience 
store customer ever ap- 
one dailyvisitLto Terrace ex- preached the checkout to en- 
cessive barring unusual cir- counter a 'Closed. Next Lane 
eumstances like hemorrhag-. Please' sign, or a snake of 
ing/ any number of spur-of- shoppers impatiently waiting 
the-moment appearances at a their turn to pay. Short aisles 
convenience store seems rea- replace shopping carts with 
sonable, wonky wheels. 
Because the.corner store :is :Picking Out a range of 
in a supermarket 
/ 
My two favourite rcasons for 
patronizing the local con- 
venience store are their casual 
atmosphere and the fact that I 
can bike to it. Dress code is 
come as you are. If I pedal to 
their door arriving with my 
hair spiking in all directions 
like the Statue of Liberty, one 
pant cuff pinned snug to keep 
it out of the chain, and wear- 
ing a jacket fringed by the 
pup, the cashier won't even 
"glance up [rom skidding pur- 
chases along the formica 
counter top. Now, if I wore a 
dress, heels, and  carried a 
matching handbag... 
Charity begins at home. So 
does reducing the consump- so convenieni,~::i'::g0ing there .: groceries 
seems!i~iiake-n6 time or gas. calls t'or hiking shoes, pre- tion of gasoline. 
In reality, o!,course, two trips conditioning exercises, and a Partietpacting to the cornet 
to the i~mer~:store ::USeS'iihe : compass. Convenience stores store would be a start. 
same amoUnt,0.f gasas onetrip "sell most necessities but stock 
into Terr~'butfi ir ' l~Stime.':, ::.only one *or two of the most. 
In the tim/~i/iiaail shopper.." pol~ular sizes, flavours, o r  
circles the'parking,lot hunting i~tices. (except for cigarettes 
for a space.to Wedge':into, a " and candies), so even people 
who failed math or can't rans- convenience store shopper has 
time to re-visit~the store for 
the litre of milk she forgot to 
buy with her Province. 
late bar code can comparison 
shop with confidence and dis- 
patch. 
Be side/~ ~-tiiejr/proximity, All clerks know where to 
p,'irkmg ~!ati~!~ii I ~cbrnef store find anything you might not be 
c6uldn~t "b~ ~' Simpler/Usually able to find by yourself. And 
it's one row,aUangles, inches parking lot attendants aren't 
frbm~ iiie~sfreei,,:.Tlm store's, necessary. Most customers 
front: door ~is;'Soi:Up fr0nt s0mo .* buythree or fewer items, 
I JtlSt off a few Kids I[ 1 and c]o.home..ear.l¥ to-day.,.. l(:'3 yDove,' prtnda , 
...... ~. !~""  ,. , -*,  .~-_~ . . 
p, 
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Figuring a method 
fhat w'll help out 
VICTORIA ~ When 
Stephen Owen accepted the 
NDP government's offer to  
head the newly-created Com- 
mission on Resources and En- 
vironment, he insisted on 
several conditions, one of 
which was that any report o 
cabinet be simultaneously 
made public. 
Owen believes trongly that 
resolution of any dispute is 
only possible with full public 
parhmpatton, and smee land. 
use is Bntmh Columbra s
number one dispute, he wants 
the public to be in on what 
he's doing. With that in mind,' 
Owen issued his first public 
report last week. 
The report contains what 
Owen calls a draft Land Use 
Charter for public considera- 
tion and comment. It also out- 
lines how the public can be- 
, come more directly involved 
in making land use decisions 
.at the regional and community 
levels. 
The report isn't racy reading. 
It won't keep you awake at 
' night, and it would be easy to 
dismiss its contents as mother- 
hood stuff, but it's an impor- 
tant document evertheless. 
The revolutionary aspect of 
what Owen proposes in his 
draft charter for land use in 
I British Columbia is its in- . 
sistence that the use of Crown 
land is too important to be left 
to politicians in Victoria. 
That approach isa dramatic 
departure from the status quo 
which saw all power over land 
use, with all its implications 
for our natural resources and 
the environment, firmly 
entrenched in Victoria, more 
often than not ignoring the 
needs and wishes of com- 
munities far removed from the 
seat of power. 
The other key elements of 
the land use charter are a clear 
commitment to environmental, 
economic and social 
sustainability. And Owen 
makes it clear that if those 
three mandates are to be 
.achieved, compromise will be 
required from everyone who 
has a stake in this province's 
From the 
Capital 
by  Huber t  Beyer  
land use. them reach some sort of con- 
Owen's definition of social sensus. Owen said he will 
sustainability is that the con- - make a recommendation t  
terns.of individuals.and corn ....... cabinet within a year. . . . .  , 
! munities must be respected as The Slocan Valldy, specifi- !
environmental and economic cally Terry Ridge, just above ' 
needs are balanced. 
The report doesn't touch on 
the controversial issues into 
which the commission has al- 
ready injected itself. While 
working on an overall and use - 
plan for the province, the com- 
mission is working on a num- 
ber of pilot projects in land 
use hot spots. 
Vancouver Island, the 
Kootenays and the Cariboo 
Chilcotin are the areas in 
which the commission is al- 
ready active in trying to estab- 
lish a consensus involving 
land use conflicts. And while 
it's not going to be an easy job 
to bring adversaries to the 
table, Owen is optimistic. 
"If not keen to participate in
the process, the parties are at 
least keen not to be left out," 
he said in an interview. 
• One of the hot spots is the 
Tatshenshini-Alsek region in 
northwestern British Colum- 
bia, An area of exceptional 
wilderness , the region also has 
high mineral potential and the 
proposed site for the Windy 
Craggy mine. 
The lines between industry 
and environmentalists are
clearly drawn in this issue. 
Both sides have taken an all- 
or-nothing stand. Environ- 
mentalists claim that any 
mineral activity, no matter 
how insignificant, will com-' 
promise the delicate cology 
of the area, while the industry 
says that the veryfuture of the 
province's mining industry 
depends on the project. 
The commission's unenvi- 
able task is now to bring all 
the parties together and make 
Slocan Lake,is the venue of : 
an&her land use drama, 
revolving around the question 
of how to Safely Iogin a 
watershed; 
In this case, too, the issue 
has already gone, beyond the 
point of i'easoned ebate.Last 
year, 70 people were arrested 
during a protcsibver loggifig 
in. that.waterSlied. ' i  . . . .  -~. 
A thi-i'd pile!, prO ect:!nvolves 
the Amiheim i.~ak~ Loiind 7~ 
table, a local group t.rying to: 
find consensus over Jogging-ln 
the West Chilcotin. This one:is 
. . . J k "  
even more senslttve because it
involves the local Ulkatcho In- 
dian Band. 
Owen admitted that there is 
some skepticism on all sides' 
whether "thisrevolutionary . 
new p~fBcess'; will work, but.. 
he iScoiwincedtliat it's the.~:~i 
only way i0 cndi.he war be- 
tween the wtrious land use~ i~ 
stakeholders. 
The old confrontational 
methods, he said, have failed 
miserably, and a new appro~ich 
was needed. 
"Fundamental change is i.ak- 
ing place in our society. Under 
our current practices, we are: 
losing environmental optiqns~" 
economic certainty, jobs and 
community stability," he Said. 
"The Commission on ..~: 
Resourccsand Environment 
has been created to help 
manage this change in a way 
that is socially, economically 
and environmentally , 
suslainable. While this can't 
happen ov.ernight, if we work 
together now on this goal, w~ 
can Stnrt to make an important 
difference." 
il 
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Squirreling away future forests 
TERRACE -. The muffled, 
rhythmic thump from the chopper 
blades carries across the small cut 
block near Douglas Creek. 
Forest Service silviculturalist 
Bob Wilson heads across the 
clearing towards the sound, 
'!Here he comes now," he says 
asthe  Sound rises in pitch and 
volume. 
And then the helicopter is in 
view, clearing the distant pines 
will slow growth for a few years, 
Wilson. emphasized it did not 
greatly effect the tree long term 
and was certainly not fatal. 
Once collected, inspected, 
measured and cured, the cones 
are sent to the Seed Centre where 
several hours kiln drying releases 
the seeds. 
These are eventually stored at a 
temperature of-18 degrees C. in 
which.those of.some species cau 
attd heading ill for the spot where be held for 30 years or more. 
a small crew is hard at work. 
Suspended from the helicop- 
ter's cable is a large and some- 
what bizarre looking object. 
"That's the shear I was telling 
you about." 
Two of the crew break off to 
head for the nearby drop site. The 
chopper carefully lowers the 
shear-and the pai r rapidly begin 
emptying short lengths of tree top 
from the net basket running 
aronnd the side of the contrap- 
• l ion .  
It's cone collecting thne again 
:~ in the Kalnm Forest district. 
,. Although the Forest Service's 
- Seed Bank in Surrey usually car- 
ries enough seed to grow more 
than two billion seedlings, Wii- 
. son said the district still likes to 
add new seed as and when crops 
are available. 
That's parlicularly important 
with certain species. For example, 
some spruce trees average only 
one abundant cone crop in 12 
years. 
In the Douglas Creek operation, 
:rlodgepole pine coues were the 
ta get. 
Wilson said the shear being 
used there was an improved vari- 
ation on the "rake". 
That was an open-ended evice 
with teeth around the hole at the 
top. It was lowered over the 
crown of the tree. and, as the 
helicopter pulled up, the teeth 
stripped the cones which fell into 
a basket running round the out- 
side of the raking tube. 
The difference with the new 
system is the rake-like tceth have 
been replaced with an hydraulic 
shear which cuts off the top three 
to four feet of the tree. The cones 
• are then stripped by hand by the 
Wilson also pointed out com- 
plete records are 'kept 6f each 
seed batch's origins. 
That's because seedlings nmst 
be planted on sites which are 
similar, iucluding elevation, to 
that of the trees which provided 
the seeds.. 
It also allowed the Forest Ser- 
vice or forest companies to later 
assess the perfonnance of seeds 
taken from specific areas, he 
added. 
Explaining how collection sites 
are selected, Wilson said a Forest 
Service personnel keep an eye out 
for promising sites when in the 
field. 
That means sizable stands .of 
good qualily trees carrying large 
quautities of cones. 
The age of the stand is also im- 
portant. While full grown trees 
were needed, if too mature they 
wouldn't provide enough coues 
per tree aud the vitality of the 
seeds inside those cones would be 
reduced. 
That done, a closer and more 
systemalic heck is carried out 
from a helicopter to confirm the 
ground assessment. 
Once likely stands have been 
spotted, the next step is to collect 
sample cones from the target 
trees, usually by falling a few. 
If those samples prove out, it's 
then a quest!on Of waiting for just 
the right moment to collect the 
cones. 
And timing isall important.- 
While tl~e mbryo seeds have to 
be given time to become fully de- 
veloped, wait too long and the 
cones will have opened, letting 
the seeds scatter to the forest 
floor. 
on-site crew. Wilson _said that usually trans- 
B 
lated week "wiudow". While toppiug the tree like that to a one 
. . . . . . .  . ,  ; : : " "  ":  ' . r  • . " - 
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Gold 
snap 
Ices 
cones 
'; " TERRACE- -  Local gardener,'. 
tricked by this year's apparently 
early spring well remember the 
lethal effects of the late May 
frost. 
- Nor will it soon be forgotten by 
: those  responsible for collecting 
: this year's crop of cotles from Io- 
• col'forests. 
:i:~. = Roy Scully of Pacific Regenera- 
~" lion Technologies has been in- 
: volved in the cone collection 
i ~game for many years now. 
i:,: :But even he admits he's uever 
~/seen anything like the damage 
.... that killing frost caused in the 
::' bush. 
The problem was the trees were 
also fooledby the wann tempera- 
tures experieuced earlier that 
month. 
As a result, the cones of many 
species fell victim to the May 24 
cold snap. 
Not that you can tell by simply 
iookiug at the trees, says Kalum 
forest district silviculturalist Bob 
Wilson. 
"Amabalis fir looks like a great 
crop," he points out. However, 
when the plentiful, cones are 
opened up, it quickly becomes 
apparent lhere's been no embryo 
developmeut. 
Describing the '92 fir and cedar 
cone crops as "a write off", he 
says it's close to the same story 
with spruce. "The frost came at 
exactly the wrong time." 
And, because cones develop 
over a two-year cycle, the effects 
of the frost will be felt beyond 
this year. 
At Douglas Creek where his 
crew is harvesting from lodgepole 
pine, Scully points out the buds 
which will be next year's cones 
HOVE ING above the dro s te (above), the helicopter pilot carefully lowers another car q0 of 
c6 'e  ~ldleff tree to ~ to th.e wa t rig ere~ mernbets.'Marieuvenng thecraft so close to ~e ,tree top~. "am'  ,, , .. ,, . ~,t-i,,..,,,.. ~:::,.-~,~,t:,~,-L,;~, _,:.~ ,,,...;,,,, ~,.,..;.: ,,. ~ . ,  ,.~ ..... , ~ . . . . . .  v,.,,m,,,, ,,~. '.gsu.al,~l~t~lWp[U!~l!~trP)~ ¢t,m,:
aemanas tremenoous con- 
centration. For that i'eason, 
. . . . .  • --; The:point is,rein~0rc.eu; wn,en he 
euis opeu several' ~on'ed'to rev d 
it. 
~,  .. , fu  
e(  
J 
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Surrey. 
two pilots take turns putting 
in about an hour and a half 
stint. At left, Forest Service 
siMculturalist Bob Wilson 
(left) and crew boss Roy 
Scully check the quality of 
the cones brought in and 
are pleased with the results. 
At right, theshear  used in 
the collection operation is 
an improved version of the 
old rake system. The 
hydraulic shear is located at 
the top and the cut tree tops 
fall into the basket edging 
the device. Final destination 
for the cone seeds is the 
Seed Centre in Surrey. 
small brown: specks' indicating 
potential seeds which didn't make 
Seully predicts similar eoues 
will produ~ only two or three 
lly developed seeds next year 
compared to the target average of 
Therefore, he al r~dy blows 
next year's lodgepole crop wil l  
not be worth harvesting iyen the 
high cost of collection. 
Bad as the effects of the frost 
have beeu, Wilsott says they're 
t critical because of the vast 
ock of seed on hand at. the 
rest Service's Seed Centre iu 
Thunderbird land use plan in final stages 
TERRACE -- After more than two years For his part, Kalum Forest District manager time to work out the complete implications. 
work, the Thunderbird land use plan is close Brian Downie was equally pleased with the However, he was Coufident he plans would 
to becoming aworking reality, outcome, be ready to go before TRAC and a public 
Earlier this sunnner the Thunderbird Noting he had worked for the Forest Service meeting by this fall. 
Resources Advisory Committee (TRAC) in this region for the past 21 years, he  de, "k*  ~r "k "k 
presented the Forest Service with its final scribed the.Thunderbird as "a laudnmrk.pro- 
reportand recommendations, cuss." . In keeping with its mandate to look at all 
Formed'last year, TRAC included rePresea- Downie also pointed out i twas a0t often resources within the Thunderbird area, 
tatives from 22 interest groups, goventment agreement was achieved where the issues in- 'TRAC,s recommendations cover far more 
agnecies and forest companies, volved Were so Coinplex. .... than just what trees are or are not cut. 
(The Thunderbird area extends south from AlthOugh it has now submitted its report, . For example, it recommends: 
the Skeena River at Terrace tO a point close to Downie said TRAC's work was not uecessari- * creation of two new recreation reserves in 
Oniou Lake and west from Hwy 37 to the ly fl,ished. Helisgate Slough and Limestone Hills areas; 
mouth of'the Lakelse River.) It could, he said, play a valuable role in the * establishment of a district team to identify 
" I 'm quite excited about this plan," corn- future as a monitoring roup, examining how areas where erosion Is a problem attd how to 
mittee co-chairman Lars Reese-Hanseu said as the final guidelines actually work and the per- solve it; . . . . . .  
he imt his signature to the report. . fonnance Of  the govenuneut agencies * carrying out a survey on concerns about 
Describing the plan as breaking new ground, " responsible for seeingthey arecarried out. increased camping and Iitterlng along the 
. . . . . .  Downie said the Forest Service:would now Lakelse River; and he added all who had takeu part in the process 
• should feel good about he results. ', begiu lmttiug together the necessary opera- * collecting more t,fonnation on area's or- 
SIGNED AND DELIVERED. Co.chairman Lars Reese-Hansen That included the Forest Service which tional plans for everything froln silviculture to cheoiogical and heritage values. 
signs off the Thunderbird Resource Advisory Committee's final Reese-Hansen said should be Congratulated road engineering. Downte pointed out he could not make any 
repeal which includes recommendations on land use in the area. taking this approach in establishing lalld use Wliile he considered the proposed strategies promises on some of those recommendations 
Fellow co-chair Norm Parry of the Forest Service and Damlen plans, coutaiued in the report as "workable", because they fell outside the Forest Sewlce's 
Keating, Skeena Sawmill's commlssion'representative, look on. Downie but cautioned It would take a little mandate. . 
Students hired 
ment centre closed last as much this summer .  
week .  , Hir ing was down all 
They  p laced 202  stu- across B.C. because o f  
dents this ~;ummer, Most  the recession, '  
students got casual jobs Students who found 
for a day to a month ,  jobs  were  paid an average 
In the Summer  o f  1991 Of $6.50-$ ]0 an  hour, 
the centre p laced 257 s tu ,  Staf f  at the employment  
dents; In.1990, 384 stu-centre urge students to 
dents gotj0bs, finish high school if they 
~,  Stari"is for people ~ " Local businesses and want to get a job. 
learn ing how to read. ~ ~ ' i: . . . . . . . .  :~ / ' i ! 
•  ii iii:i i ii: 
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Build boom 
RETIRED LOUISIANA police chief Wilburn Harris, right, is 
just one of many tour bus passengers to visit the area 
That's driver Bud Tingle giving him a hand 
Bus tours, ,steady 
TERRACE --- The number of traffic although there will be a 
bus tours passing through the change next Year. : 
area is holding steady. That,s because one tour,com,. 
• Coast Inn of the West inan- p~iny Will either fly its clients 
a g, er Debbie McInt y re said tour. up north to ...... , ,waiting buses or fly. 
operators are looking 'for the ~ there'"out ouce the tour 'has 
best price for 0veniight stops; ended' .i.:;:i,: : ,i: ~ ~i.i :'. 
"We're ' at about the Same: ~0x '  said her  :establish,:. 
from .last -.'year/, she- said. ~ ment!s restaurant does.benefit: :  
"The-GST, i~rovincial ,taxes. t'roin'bus toulmeai s'tops bek 
and the high/Canadian dollar cause 6fthetitning 6ft'erry a~'-i 
are making it very expensive." rivals atPrineeRupert... ' " 
" i f  itwash't: f0r:Rendezv0Us :; ie~nWhiieii! : i<icD0naJd'~;" : 
'92,I'd betrilling you s0me' 0fftler~Maic01m H|lcovO:-.:~aid ,: 
thing different, she sa~d of bus tourst0ps ai-e upfrom:~:last:: 
tourist: interest ge]ierated by yea;r.. ' . '  ~/-/i.:~:ii:i::~ii~:. :~" 
:the 50th anniVersary of the !:'We're :averagilt~!~i~;:~ee~i: 
Alaska H,g iway. (buses) a day In the. p{ist it s : 
Slumber Lodge manager bcen more like two a day," he 
Jeu~Ifmox::also reports:steady sa id , , ' . , ,  -i- ; 
sets record 
TERRACE-  Higher and high- 
or. 
Evcry building permit issued 
between ow and the end of the 
year will drive the city's new 
construction record to a new high. 
The previous best of $15 mil- 
lion, set in 1990, was surpassed in
the first few days of this month. 
With more than four months 
left in '92, it appears the year's 
final tally will be close tothe $25 
originally forecast by permits 
director Bob Lafleur. 
Figures released by Lafleur 
show permits worth $14.75 mil- 
lion had been issued to the end of 
July conrpared to $11 million to 
the same point in 1990 and more 
than double last year's figure. 
Housing starts account for $9 
million of this year's boom, the 
bulk of that coming from the 61 
single family homes which have 
been started to date. 
Seven du-plex and four-plex 
projects contributed $1.4 million 
to the housing figure. 
Although no new commercial 
construction permits were issued 
in July, the year-to-date total of 
$4.17 million is more than triple 
last year's equivalent figure. 
Industrial ($53%000)and in- 
stitutional projccts ($286,000) 
make up the rest of the total. 
10v   OVT 
TERRACE - -  Woolworth has 
made changes in its interior' 
layout. 
The  store's seasonal mer- 
chandise sales area is being colt, 
centrated upstairs attd the 
customer service desk is where 
the jewelry department once was. 
Inretum, the electronics depart- 
ment has been moved downstairs 
" to inake rooi.n and the jewelry de 7 
parunent is beiag shifted over. 
:closer to Safeway. ; . :  
' . And there's a slightly different 
: Walking route between the store 
find Sa feway, : 
.:  Store manager Walter Pearce 
described the  changes as 'a  
response to customer requests. :7
"They wanted seasonal mer- 
Remember gender-neutral lan- 
guage? 
That was the phrase, given to 
new terms replacing •firemen, 
• policemen, etc. 
The provincial government has 
now changed the term to gender- 
inclusive language, saying it bet- 
ter represents the effort at• new• 
descriptions for workers. 
"It is the government's.policy 
to use gender-inclusi~'e language 
in all communications;" ays a 
recent newsletter. 
"Of course, on your own time 
you can write or spesk however 
you wish," it adds. 
The chamber of commerce has, 
chandise , front and centre and receiv¢.d..$~,~,00.,f, r0m.the provin- 
customer service Upstairs," he ..cia!.govemment;to help. finance 
.said: : : . . : .  : . .  . , i ts activities~ ";?" : :~..'.:'. 
= Also being; planned are cos: ~It'!ll be Sl~.~tt 0n'busln~'gs devel- 
.metre changes to the:stores out- opment programs~?:promotions 
:stde to match the new Safeway : pubheattons-,and 'access to  a 
facade, province-wide ' electronic mail 
WoqLworlh,~,  ~qn~cp~v~t)a ~,stem proyiding information on. 1 
: ma jo /~t~,s4  ~qrS~ ~:~:; ,L;~usincss.0pportunitieS,,:.: : i:~:':;.:,:~'!~": 
<;.~ :~,~•~:! t.:=, At '~t~'~."/  ; :+',.~r.': : '4' "~": (" " ,~.:•t "" ' 
I IIIII I] I I ] II[ I ;: .. .:. .e,, 
I'CAR RENTALS.'] 
Call  Us  Today  For  Complete  
Renta l  Rate  Informat ion 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAUS 
3779 River Drive 635-5717 
!¸:1% i!, ¸ 
Lil Be.(  ue .ffr~ )~e. 
aervi*,vs * an~ h.s deUX 
Somet imes  smal l  bus inesses  . . . .  . : 
need  a l i t t le  p ract i ca l  adv ice  : ;: 
FBDB's CASE program l bus inesses  need ing  
(Counsel l ing Ass i s - (~~ practical advice about 
tance for Small En -~f inanc ia l  p lann ing ,  
terprises) connects ue- " V "  marketing, product ion : 
eessfnl pe0i~le with small I and personne l . .  • : .~ :  
= i i~. 
Bob Welch, Co-ordinator 
8354951 ' ] :  " 
COMMITTED TO YOUR SUCCESS 
_ . . . .  
~ 1  Federal Business Banqus f~d6rale 
Oevelopm:ntBank deddveloppsment ~ C a n a d ~  I U 
' l ' 0  -- 
k.J L JE  
< ::'.? , 
Open S!oc.k p,eces), you can always I~ sure to have enough flatware on hand for 
every omm8 occaslon 
l o3, o33 o4, " I '~  ' ) ' ,  '~ ' .  I "  ~' =~ so, 1 2~ .o .~v I 
Shopping Hours 
i r j . . . . .  ~ d 41 L 
12; ; : - "  is:,:,, i: 
SATURDAY),  
, :~ ~: , : , . 
GEC 
COMMUNITYS lL¥£RPLAT£ I I I1|  I~R I~EI~Lq $|LYERPLATg J GOLDgNACCENTS i l / IE I rA INULq$ I LTB I Ik lSTA INLF3S 
7~ ~) 96_7 ~)~ l.=~J 6~_= ~ 4~ ~_2. *~ ~p "~i~ I ~ .6,0 m ~. ~ ~, 
COMMUNITY DELUXE 1141 &~'AINLF.gS I nUm OOM|I~ST~NI.¢~ I••  , , , m~AI .L~ I "" i 
weeks for delivery. ~ . . . .  i ~ ~I- Jul; l to August 31, 1991 Allow $ 
...... > FULL;LIFETI~ WARRANTY= DISHWASHER SAFE 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .i 'i 
,,, ,,, ,,,,, r I ii ii 
. •; • sINCE 1910 • : '  
. i; ! 4037 L l~e lee  Ave. ,  Terrace - -  63S-7440 . :  iii:: 
<: Skeena Ma l l ;Tar ra©a - -  635-5111'  .' < 
" I I1 [I " I] I 11 " [ I I III i ( i  :ii ~:' ; 
i 
., i. i 
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TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
B.C. can't be like 
sad Newfoundland 
Dear Sir: 
The recent •events in Newfound. 
laud, where their economy has 
been shocked by the shut down of 
part of the fishing industry, 
highlights the need to respect and 
understand the role that the 
resource sectors have in driving 
our provincial economy. 
Here in B.C., we should be very 
concerned about the trends in the 
people directly in B.C., and with 
a very high average wage of 
$57,700. Many of our interior 
communities depend partly or 
entirely on this industry. Most o f  
mining's $3 billion output is ex~. 
ported helping our national 
balance of trade. 
It is estimated by the Mining 
Suppliers, Contractors and Con- 
sultants Association of B.C. that 
mining industry. I understand that in addition to the t:4,400 direct 
the 23 operating mines in B.C.' mining jobs thai thercare air'ether 
will probably be reduced to about 
12 mines in the next decade. 
Mining is extremely important 
tothe total economy of B.C. Our 
base economy has been and will 
continue to be driven by the 
resourcc economy The economy 
is~shifting, but it has been recog- 
nized by the Round Table on the 
Economy that the resource sector 
will continue to be that underly- 
ing strength of our overall econo- 
my. 
Mining employs about 14,400 
20,000 direct jobs with supplier~ 
that depend on-mining in B.C. 
When you consider the 
downstream effects, there proba- 
bly are 100,000 peoplel in B.C. 
benefitting directly from mining. 
Miuitg is also important to the 
govenuuent of B.C. For example, 
in 1991, miuing paid $175 mil- 
lion in taxcs.'And with 100,000 
people depending on mining 
throughout the:province, it is'an 
industry that deserves govern- 
ment support and attention. 
All this benefit from an indus- 
try that not only restores the faud 
when a mine's life is c0mpiete, 
but also uses less land thfin any: 
other economic activity. AI! of 
the mines, Currently or ever, in  
operation in B.C. use less than 
1/10 of 1 per cent of the land in 
B.C. 
The bottom line is that rnining 
brings high:paying jobs th'rough- 
out B.C. and. that with good man- 
agement the mining industry can 
continue to be a strong con- 
tributor and driver of our provin- 
cial economy. 
Let's learn from the sad exam- 
ple that we see in NeWfound!and 
and work toward keeping aviable 
mining industry hr this proviuce. 
Gulf Muehch, 
Chairman, " 
• Mining Suppliers, 
Contractors & Consul- 
tants Association of  B.C. 
Natives not distinct society 
Dear Sir: 
The  French people of Quebec 
are a close knit society, maintain- 
iug their own rich culture, and 
speaking their own language. 
:They are indeed a distinct 
society, as everyone can observe. 
The natives are spread all over 
the country, lost their cultures, as 
well as their many different lan- 
guages. They are certainly not a 
distinct Society at all. 
Integration, not separation, with 
theiest of Canada is the best way 
for them to go. Self-government 
This Year's 
Exhibition 
Promises To Be 
Shear Delight 
for them is just a dream, void of 
substantial reality and possibility. 
Apartheid is a thing we sure 
don't want in Canada, do we? 
Assimilation" is a must for na- 
tive young people. They refuse to 
be confined to reserves and ghet- 
tos. Apartheid is racism, both 
ways. We should live in hannouy 
and unity as one happy Canadian 
family. 
Self-government is just the idea 
of a handful, hungry for  power 
and status/the same mental dis- 
tortion feminists uffer from! 
The silent majority of Indians 
have no desire to be singled out 
as distinct from other aces. 
Bill Homburg 
Terrace, B.C. 
Canc:i =r 
testtt' g 
change 
TERRACE - -  More than 500 
women die of breast cancer in 
British Columbia each year. 
Though the disease cannot be 
prevented, it can usually be 
treated successfully if detected 
early. This. is reasoning behind 
the opening of five screening 
mammography centres in 
northern B.C. 
Terrace women over the age 
of 40 can make an appointment 
for the no-charge x-ray exam- 
ination simply by making a 
free long-distance all. 
The advantage of this system 
is that a woman would not 
have to be referred by her doc- 
tor to have the breast cancer 
screening test, explained John 
Lambert, technical director of 
radiology at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
"Some ladies, 'they, don't 
want go to their doctors be- 
cause they are feeling well," 
said Lambert. But screening 
mammography can detect a 
tumour in the breast, years be- 
fore it can be felt, as for exam- 
pie; during a monthly breast 
self, exam ination. 
"The  intent of the program is 
to detecl breast cancer at an 
early stage when the prognosis 
is excellent," said health min- 
ister Elizabeth Cull. 
Early detection also allow~ 
for more conservative and less 
costly therapy, added Cull. 
To qualify for the screening 
mammography program, you 
must be a female resident of 
B.C., and over 40 years old. 
Women who are pregnant, 
breast feeding or who have had 
breast implant surgery are not 
eligible. 
Appointments can be made 
by calling 1-800-663-9203 
(free of charge). 
I ¸  L 'ii I "~ ~ 
, 
Bring the whole 
family to the 
:: ,'Show of the North" 
' Augsust  28 to  30 
, in  Smi thers  
New 1992 Okbrnobile 88 
R~/ate 4 dr. Sedan loaded 
with options. Stk. 
#92001 
Was $25336.00 
Save 8 4000.00 
Sale 
Price 821336.00" 
NIw 1992 Bane'rill 4 dr. 
Sedan loaded with op- 
tions. Stk. #92000 
Was $26190.00 
Save 8 4195.00 
Sale 
Pdce $21995.00" 
New 1992 9MC $lmmlEx- 
tended cab, 4x4, 4.3 Iltre 
re, 5 sp, causers, In. 
statrsck.Stk~ #02011 
Was $19460.00 
Save $ 3465,00 
Sale 
Pdce $15995.00' 
Was $9140.00 
New 1992 LI M|nl  Save $ 1145.00  
ABr=cHIm2 dr, 1.6 litre, 
fuel Injected.Stk.#92157 Sale 
Price $7995.00" 
New 1992 CMv S.~r2 Was $28890.00 
dr. tahoe, 4.3 litm VO, Save $ 5000.00  
auto~ air, disc player, Sale 
loaded with options. Stk, 
//922 lO Pdce $23890.00" 
New 1992 Skylark Grand 
Sped4 dr. ~ Sedan, air, 
cruise, power windows, 
power seat, disc player, 
loaded with options. Stk. 
//92142 
Was $23994.00 
Save 8 3000.00 
Sale 
Pdce $20994.00" 
McEwan 
Terrace 
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ChronIc fatIgue uon he onu of the wanfin.~ si~.s o| diabetes, If  you ft.'el u( I st t y tired or 
laekltt~; ill energy, dOll't igtlor,2 it, Iqeltse sen your doctor. 
For nlorc Jltforltl[ll]Olt ill,l)tll dild,clu,.;. C(lltlllCl Ihu (:lllHIdJ|tll I)inbetcs A..;.~ocilfliOll. 
,40 mlwl! ¢O,I be do.t ' .  l . i  
..... I . . . . . .  D iabetes  ~ D¢AiI|TlS CAMAI~[N"I 
~soclatlo~ I I:,u 0mll[,¢ 
• ~ _ _ ~  Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation 
4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2W7 
A thoughtful way to remember is with an In Memoriam gift to 
the Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation. Donations are 
gratefully accepted at the above address, the Terrace Fire 
Dept.  on Eby Steet or please contact Helene McRae at 
635-5320.  Income tax receipts are available. 
iii!l iii i iiliilii:i i i i !i!i!!iiiii!i! 
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Ihe B.C, Liquor Distribution Branch has received, and is consid- 
}ring, a request for an Agency Liquor Store in the community of 
)ease Lake. Agency Liquor Stores may beestablished, generally 
n Conjunction with an existing grocery business, for the sale of 
)eer~wine, and spirits in PaCkaged form. The program is intended 
o improve service to consumers in small rural Communities 
vithout convenient access to retail liquor outlets. Comments on 
his subject may be made, in writing, to: 
Rural Agency Program 
Store OperatlonsDepartment - ~ : 
Liquor Distribution Branch . . . .  ' 
3200 East Broadway . 
Vancouver, B.C., V5M lZ6 
mtil August 28, 1992. 
New 1992 Safld Extended 
Van aLE Air, •cruise, 
PW,PL, AM/FM cassette, 
antilock brakes, loaded 
with opt ions.  Stk. 
#92138 
Was $26310.00 
Save 8 4000.00 
Sale 
Pdce 822310.00' 
New 1992 SunNnl 8E 4 dr. 
Sedan, air, tilt, AM/FM 
casseRe, power antllock 
brakes, loaded with op- 
tions. Stk. #92115 
Was $16230.00 
Save $ 3235,00 
Sale 
Price $12995.00' 
New 1992 GIk¢ % Ton 4x4, 
VS, air, power windows, 
cruise & tilt, AM/FM 
cassette, loaded with op- 
tions. Stk. #92016 
Was $25990,00 
Save $ 5000.00 
Sale 
Pdce $20990,00' 
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In Terrace court 
TERRACE - -  Here are oonvictions 
resulting from recent cases heard in 
Terrace provincial court: 
May 8 
Frederick Gerald Mowatt pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving. Mowatt 
was fined $700 and is prohibited 
Corey Wade Lemieux pleaded 
guilty to two counts of impaired.driv- 
ing. Lemieux was sentenced to one 
month in jail and three months proba- 
tion, and an automatic driver's 
licence suspension. 
May 22 
for one year. ~ , 
Fern Crystal A.zak pleaded guilty to 
impaired driving. ,/~zak was fined'~ • 
$300 and (s prohibited from drivlng 
for one year. 
Kore Nels Hugstedt pleaded gui lty 
to two counts Of driving with a l~lood- 
a c0hol level over the legal limit of  
0.08 and three violations of the Motor : 
from driving for one year. James Anthony Lalonde pleaded 
Michael 8tewart. Adam pleaded gu Ity to driv ng with a b ood-a cohol 
guilty to drug possession. Adam was love over the legal limit of 0.08; Vehicle Act, Hugstedt was sentenced 
sentenced to one dayin jail and was Lalonde was fined $350 .and to two imonths and seven days in 
fined$500, prohibited from drivingfor one year. prson, was fined $300 and is 
Edgar Norman George pleaded Betty-L0U Campbell pleaded gu ty( prohibited from driving forone year. 
gu ty to theft under $1,000. George to theft under $1,000 Campbell wasl . . . .  • 
was fined $150. , . . . .  given a suspended sentence and four.  ~:::!- : May 26 . . . . .  
Richard Freddy Wesley pleaded months'probation, andan brdei':to iR0nald Donald Carlick pleaded 
guilty to mischid" causing less than perform eight hours ~c0mmunlty work ~- guilty to assault causing bodily harm. 
$1.000 damage; Wesley was fined 
$40e, was ordered to pay $1,700 
restitution and is onprobation for one 
yea r. 
Michael Frederlek Saigcon pleaded 
guilty to assault, l-le was fined $300 
and is on probation ['or one year. 
Elsie Dorothy Campbell pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving. She was 
fned $300 and is prohibited from 
driving for one year. 
Brian Donald Yeomans pleaded 
guilty to driving witha blood-alcohol 
level over the legal limit of 0.08. 
Yeomans was fined $500 and is 
prohibited from driving for six 
months. 
May 12, 
Rodney Dennis Bolan pleaded 
guilty to two counts of impaired riv- 
ing. Bolan was fined $1,000, is on 
probation for six months and is 
prohibited from driving for one year. 
May 14 
Mark Donald Crompton was con- 
victed of narcotle possession. Cron~ p- 
ton was fined $100. 
May 15 
San Francisco Gifts Ltd. pleaded 
guilty to two counts of selling un- 
approved electrical equipment. The 
equipment included a "'de~rative 
llalloween ten-light sot" and a 
"magic fountain." The store was 
11ned $750. 
Alvin ISee'Eichhorst pleaded guilty 
to possession of. stolen property 
valued at less than $1,000. He 
received a six-month conditional dis- 
c mrge. ,, 
Shamn'Elizabeih ,Ste~'en s :pleaded 
guilty to theft Under'$1,000.Stevens 
was given-'a ' tx~mbnth:.conditional 
discharge arid ~ oroerttJ perform' 15 
hours (:onimu~iity w0rE sei'~,ico. 
Balwinder Bal  pleaded guilty to 
theft, und6i:: $i;0i~ i ]a l  wasgiven a 
four-n ri0nth~ ;fiditi0n~i discharge and 
an order to p! ~rm eight hours com- 
munity~v6rk set::Vicel.. 
Caloin Trent McNeil pleaded guilty 
to impaired,dri~'ingand failing to ap- 
pear id court. Mel~eJl was fined $400 
andis prohibited from,driving for one 
~ye~,lr. '~!.~;:. .... :: 
service. • ' " Carlick was sentenced to 30.days in 
James Ke y Roberts peaded gu ity "' jail and three months probation. 
to mischief causing less than$l,O00 ' Chuck Corwin Quash pleaded 
damago. Roberts was fined $100 guilty to,taking a motor vehicle 
Reginald RaymOnd Watson without consent, lie was given £oar 
pleadedguilty o impaired driving.- months probation and eight hours 
Watson was fined $500 and is comznunityworkservic~, 
prohibited from driving for one year. Barrington Gilbert Quash pleaded 
Carol Cindy Benz pleaded guilty to guilty to impaired driving. He 'was 
impaired driving. Benz was fined fined $450 and is prohibited from 
$400 and is prohibited from driving driving for one year. 
£) 
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Go with gas! 
Terrace Stock Car Association i [ / 
BUMP TO PASS NGV ....... 26 .7  
AND DEMOLITION RULES cents perlitre equivalent 
1. Any lull bodied passenger cars allowed, No convertibles. I " "O" 'N"  3 2 - 5  i 
2. Tires, wheels and suspension must be stock. I cents per litre i 
3. Fenders may be cut out for tire clearance. 
4. All glass and chrome must be removed, " -: ~ ,: 
5. All doors must be chained or bo l ted . . - i " .  :i ;-i:.:i.~i:~ ,~ i '  ,~  ~ L 
be leftqn StOck position or movedii0~ihe ~":] ! '  5 6. Gas tanks cab U I t runk ,  ,. _: . : . . : :  : -~ : .  : GASOL INE. .  _ ___ , ,  
7. Battery may be securely mounted io the'f oar in,the = , ;- cents per live I 
drivers compartment i0rovlded ihey are Covered with ~ :; 
rubber, to prevent acid sp!ll s. , I 1 
8. Driver's door must be filled with I 
9.  Three point seat belts required: z C H E C K  O U R  / 
10. All drivers & passengersmust wear approved helmets. I SPR IN(~ SP I=CI .~LS  n 
11.  Passengers must be seated in~fr0rlt seat With thiee 
point seat belt; :~. : • 
12. All drivers must be 16 years of age and hold a valid 
drivers Iicence;. ?~:-: ;~/ 1~ " " " -- 
13, Radlaio~ musl ~ie~al~in Stock location. No reinforcing Is Posted prices as of 
allowed in froiit el/radiator. ' . . . .  March 16, 1 992 
14..MUSt hav~'aflre x(inguishei secured Within easy reach 
of driver. 'i'r~:'''~:'~:~:':' '~ :~ ' ~` i  f : 1 " : in Terrace area .  
15. 'Must have a ioil 5aiiu'sibehind iiver Or have a single 
post secured between Tool and.floor., : . L . :  
16. Must Wea~!ong.slee~edco~,eralls in'. pits and cars. 
17 Entryice ~ $25 O0 and cover,:driver a:nd 2mechanics. 
18. All c~irs ~iil I~'e 'teche~ by T:s.C.Ai.:.Offi'ciais; ~,ny car that 
-- the oificialsdeem uns;ife or nat c~mplying With the rules 
. , will be, cut from th'~ IJrogtam until the program is fixed. ,~ l~~¢F~'~'~ ~=' 
• . . . . . . . . .  ,-. ;,~ .~ 
? - , 
".] 
Natural Gas for Vehicles (NGV) is the most inexpen- 
sive fuel you can buy for your truck or car. At less than 
half the price of gasoline, NGV from Farwest Fuels is 
a safe and economical fuel. 
Farwest Fuels converts cars and trucks to run on 
NGV -- but we leave the original fuel system in place. If 
you need to, flicking a switch returns you to running on 
gasoline. 
Government grants are available for motorists swit- 
ching to NGV -- and financing is available OAC from 
Pacific Northern Gas. Call Farwest Fuels today to find 
out more on how to save money and the environment by 
converting your vehicle. 
24-hour  access ib le  cardlock 
Four locations: 
Terrace Smithers 
635-6617 847-91 72 
Prince Rupert Kitimat 
624-6400 632-7388 
Residence: 635-9023 
Mobile: 635-4991 
Dave Storey, 
District Manager 
LASER II 
512 K 
6 pages' per minute. 
PC Magazine 
'Best Buy in 1992' 
=999oo * 
STD325 386SX 33 Mhz 
Super VGA Monitor .28 
Mouse, Dos 5.0 & Windows 
2MEGRAM = 1 4 9 9  00  
105  MEG HD 
1.2 OR 1.44 FLOF:;PY 
STD340 386DX 40 Mhz 
Super VGA .28 Dot Pitch 
Mouse, Dos 5.0 & Windows 
105 MEG HD ~' n o ~ 
1 2 OR 1.44 FLOPPY . . . .  
CONFUSED? RELAX! 
.---. , get n troub e 
,d~~'~,,~/~,~(~, we will ~ gi(;e~~yOu~th'~ 
. .~~ 1/  : : \~ '  support:' y0u need,: 55:. 
#t /W: ' /~"~I .  l~.,J phone or:in, person,~ 
~__~.=~_.._**...= days or evenings... : 
PREMIUM series 
HERE YOU GET , 
, FOR YOUR MONEY, 
::IT S THAT S IMPLE!=!"  
SPEAKERS 
PANASONIC 9 PIN 
COLOUR PRINTER 
=29900* 
PANASONIC 24 PIN 
COLOUR PRINTER 
=399oo * 
12900* system 
purchase 
STD425 486SX 25 Mhz 
Super VGA :28 Dot Pitch 
Mouse, Dos 5.O & Windows 
UPGRADEABLE TO 50 Mhz 
4MEGRAM' s1799o 0 105 MED HD 
1.2 OR 1.44 FLOPPY 
=SS~SUNe 
 x==oo 8 INTEGRATED PERSONAL 
FACSIMILE , 
• 15.s~ml transml~on 
• Automatic pap~ cutler 
• lO.sheel aut0magc document fnedet, 
• Telephone answerln~ machine interface 
• 10 one.touch speed dlall~ 
• $599oo • AutOn~l~ FAX/TEL funcK=l v~th outOdnO SS,FX2200 , 
FX2200 
( 
q 
 .u 
A er 
 l . / 
 l  
DOG.  ! 
* 90 aMItk 
omate 
.
.''k [ 
QUALITY,SERVICE 
In home Ins~/ l~S 
::~ In home:l s :~i::: : 
' Inh0~,suPport& servlee 
~; F ree :~o~a~e.  
Fu!l"tWo year warren,b/ " 
LOWER PRICES 
Repairs 
Upgrades 
Multi.media 
Software 
Hardware 
• .k   nr ....... .. 
Y K U  • n '),4 o.4 
, .... • # g =L- , I ,  17 l 
C O M P U T E R S  : ..... 
:, . :: r : PHONE DAYS & EVENINGS 7 DAYS A WEEK 
, t 
! • 
?i 
Observers making headway 
TERIL~CE -- After a rocky start, 
the program which puts observers 
aboard commercial fishing boats 
opcratiug near the mouth of the 
Skcena River is gradually hn- 
proving .................... 
'That's the assessment of Robert 
The idea is to prove or disprove 
sportsfishermen's Ioug held claim 
the fleet is responsible for the 
decline in steclhead returns to the 
Skee|ia. 
Describing the first day as "a 
debacle,', Brown said only four 
Brown,  eo-ordilmtor o f  the 
voluuteer effort which got under 
way last mouth. 
The voiuuteers are p laced  on 
randomly selected boats in the 
~ commercial f eet where they keep 
track of how many steelhead are 
.......................... the nets. 
observers were placed on boats. 
The effort was hampered by 
Vietuamese crews who did not 
understand English and "a lot of 
skippers(who) don't even lazow 
about the program,', he ex- 
plained. 
A lack of preparation and au old 
Lab techs gather 
TERRACE- More. than 300 
health care professionals+are ex- 
pected to couverge ou +Terrace 
next month when the Northwest 
Academy of Medical Laboratory 
.Technologis!s Iiost Outreach '92. 
• The Sept. !16-19 gathering will 
and what it~had to offer. 
Ear! said the more thatt 50 
speakers scheduled to appear 
came around the province, across 
the  country aild even the United 
States. 
She pointed out local health 
be the first time the tcclniolrogisls ' Care professionals unable to at- 
provincial body has held its an- teud the entire congress could 
nual collgress: ill the northwest, take  iu individual lectures tbr a 
.says Kirsten Earl, memf~er of file $10 lee; ..... 
organizing cominiltee. . . . .  ; 
. . . . .  The event will also feature a 60- 
And that!~:a big plus as far as booth exhibition covering medi- 
tcchuologisls ~ located in the:north 
are Concerned, she added, cal products and infonnation. 
e The major She xplained professi0nais i i i .  : "' part of the congress , 
this regiou-usually fiad to travel ..... including 'the exhibition, will be 
soulh to take advantage of the ed '  held in the hm of the West with 
ucational' opporiu||ities such some lectures beiug scheduled for 
e~,ents offered~ . . . . .  ' - the Terrace hut. 
That , s  an expensive proposi-  Earl said the regional academy 
tion,.sheadded., was seeking fina,cial support 
Holding tlie Congress in Terrace from local corporations and 
wouId:also allow members from businesses to eusure the event 
e!sewhere to see the northwest brokeeven. 
and inadequate water taxi also 
coutributcd to the problems expe- 
rieuced that first day, he added. 
Sittce then, things have im- 
proved with up to 15 observers at 
a time getting on the boats. 
Despite the improvement, 
Brown is still concerned the sum- 
mer tun steelhead are being hard 
hit by the gillnetters. 
He said the federal Departmeut 
of Fisheries and Oceans (DF0) 
had indicated it would restrict 
commercial openings to three 
days a week this season to ease 
the pressure on those fish, but 
that's imply not hal)pening. 
Claiming the fleet was actually 
operatiug closer to four days a 
week, he maintained the result 
was "the same number of boats 
fishing the same amount of time" 
as last year. 
However, Brown suggested the 
steelhead run may get some 
relieve owing to the price of fish 
targetted by the conunercial f eet. 
With processors paying only 25 
cents per lb. for pink sahnon, he 
attticipated many of the boats 
would head soulh to pursue the 
more lucrative sockeye. 
COOSEMANS 
PIANOS 
• Imports 
• Sales m ~: 
• Piano Tuning, : 
Regulat!on & Rebuilding 
'~. 
1 
.... NOW AVAILABLE: 
MODEL 130-A BLACK EBONY 
"COOSEMAN" PROFESSIONAL UPRIGHT 
*4800 °° - retail 
OFF IC IAL  DEALER FOR SAMICK P IANOS,  OTHER MAKES 
ALSO AVAILABLE.  NEW & USED.  
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
Jose Coosemans  
4703 Stmume Ave., Terrace 
635-9275 
A KELOWNA • VERNON • KAMLOOPS • CACHE CRK~ TH NK yOU ! 
+ SlumberLodge-----" 
BREAKFAST ~_ ~ ? 
i [FREE! ~ ~  First Choice Racing (Car#44) ,,m, 
would like to thank the following sponsors for their help in 
making the Terrace race a success. 
Norm's Auto Refinishing River Industries 
All West Glass Kalum Tire 
Farwest +: Terrace Truck & Diesel 
:,~.~Tymoschuk: Agen©,ies~ 
ACROSS B.C., ALL SLUMBER LODGE INNs & MOTELS 
ARE OFFERING FREE BREAKFAST SPECIAL OR 
CONTINENTAL FARE. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY. 
I . Thanks Again I I 
:~:!i!~:;:'",+•', . , i  +Cl(en Hl ebert & calJohnson I 
j - ; : :  :+ : +:: ++ . . :  + : :  . . . .  
! F.UTON SOFABEDS 
at +A Great Idea! 
.+m, X+o~ + 
i - Ca l l  1-800-663-2831 m 
....... , , . .+ :  FO 'RRE~.SERVATIORS, : i . .  ,. ..... .+•  if) 
PRINCE GEORGE-  WILL IAMS LK .  - 100 MI. HO 
~'"~ o~ x~e~. 's ~x~j 
• ,:+ 
i ~ 
? • 
: ; .  
i iiiiiiii ii!i:!i+i ~ ~!'ii;~ii i I~  ' - - - - -  
only , ~on frarno " .~ l r  , 
7' _'"++ - +'+me-";. 
? ~:++ . 
• .p 
, > 
• i Y • . 
• ,...:+:+~:?~+:>:.,t-Z+.+#.:++!5:++:++,+:+,~+ ,,~+,m++.+L+: ;. :. ~+ i ~;~.i+: '.+:+i ,` .. ~+::+:+ ~+ 
. " The "= '  comfort e! O~ r.O~"" ~ ." *;otto#. 
,oo~, ~, ~jo~' °~x~ ~ -'~">__Your;;at:ll, lnsertsincr, 
. _~ J~/~_~, ,  ~I ~ 7 at/n Oe°' ? by aed/n+ ease t,#e life of Se ~fn, _+"'U Shah,, 
[ :NRNITURE &+APPLIANcELTD. 
CHARGE PLAN 
• ~ i . S ince  1963 
el Avenue, Terracel B,c, i 4501 Lak se  
~ m m  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' : "  ~: .... = '  i " 
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635-11 58 
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ITP TERRACE TRAVEL 
roe A wARD 
"v . . .  , I 
Margaret, Elsa, Carolyn, Sandra, Ste )hanie, George 
For the 7th time ITP Terrace Travel has won the 
coveted Canadian Airlines Gold Achievement 
Award, Only those travel agencies who achieve an- 
nual sales in excess of $1 Million while maintaining 
the highest standards of service excellence qualify 
for this award. 
FOR YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS 
SEE THE A WARD WINNING TEAM 
ITP TERRACE TRAVEL 
4600 Block Lakelse Avenue 
• , :/~,i?i !/i ¸ ,/: i~ 
~ }::~ : : ,  . . . . .  , + 
We Are The 
DEAL 
CR USHERS 
Our used car lot is overflowing! 
Come down today and let us 
1991 GMC $ONOMA 
Black, ext. cab, 4x4, 
tully loaded, light bars, 
bush bar, cruise, auto., 
a/c, am/fm cass., p.w,, 
p.l., N.G. conversion, 
must be seen1 
1990 DODGE 
GRAND 
CARAVAN 
7 pass., biggest selling 
minivan, auto, VG, tilt, 
cruise, stereo. 
1988 NISSAN 
PULSAR S,E, 
Red, t.tops, bra, 5 spdl 
1988 DODGE 
DAKOTA 
P.U. 4x4, yeltew~ 
1988 GMC 
S-15 
P.U., 4x4, exl. cab, 5 
spd. 
show you how we 
"Crush A Deal!" 
1991 DODGE CUMMINS + 1991, 
TURBO DIESEL'  CHRYSLER 
4x4, LE,, blue, fully 
loaded, only 12,250 NEWIYORKER 
ks, mint cond., 5 slxl., 5th Ave i4  dr., gold, 
am/fro eass. a/c, =/4 auto., VG, a/c, tilt, 
ton. cruise, 
1990 FORD I 1989 GMC 
F150'EXT. CAB J 1500 SLE 
XLT LARIAT SIERRA 
Fully loaded, a/c, Fullload, 350 hp, auto,, 
p.w., p.l., amllm cass.; 
cruise, am/fro case. : cruise, bedlinor. 
i . 1988 TOYOTA 1988 , 
COROLLA L .E .  GMC4x4 
4 spd. auto, two-tone Longbed, blue, low 
grey. mileage. 
1988 DODGE 1988 TOYOTA 
DAKOTA TERCEL DX 
P,U. red, long bed. Red, 5 spd,, sunroof. 
1986 
CHEVROLET 
.ASTROVAN 
8 pass., auto., a~, 
am/lm caes, tilt, Now 
reducedl 
1986 GMC 
JIMMY ~ 
Red, 2 dr,, auto,, 
cruise, tilt, p,l., am/fro 
cass,, a/c, 
TERRACE  MOTORS 
TOYOTA 
"Canada's Oldest Toyota Dealership" 
491.2 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C/ 
DLR. NO. 59~7 635-6558 
, ,  , ' • 
I I II I ~1 
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Council shorts 
Council pay rates rise ~/il~:~salf;~rp~lrkl development at the corner of 
Aldermen last wcek approved a 3.7 per cent 
hike in their annual indemnities, backdated to Jan. 
I of this year. 
That's in line with past practice of tying council 
pay increases to that of the Vancouver Consumer 
Price Index in the previous year. Nonnally the. 
pay adjustment is made each January, This year 
council decided to postpone a decision until Au- 
gust by which time it would have. settled a new 
contract with its hourly paid and staff employees. 
The indemnity increase compares to an average 
4.5 per cent increase awarded to non-Union 
workers and management and 4.6 per cent of this 
year's CUPE contract. 
The pay increases mean the mayor now receives 
$18,928,11 per year while aldermen pick up 
$8,251.14. Both figures include an amount for ex- 
penses. 
Land swap approved 
The city has begun negotiations with Willi 
Wandl of Principal Construction o1! a land swap 
which would see the company give up a lane 
right-of-way: to the west of its property at the 
corner of Lazelle and Sparks in exchange for a 
new 20ft. lane to the north of the lot. 
The strip of land at present designated as a lane 
divides the Lazelle'Sparks property from adjacent 
land owned and already developed by Wandl. 
I The land offered it! exchange by Principal will 
connect he existing lane to Sparks Ave. and ease 
acc'ess for both snow ploughs and large delivery 
trucks. 
Road names pondered 
Council has two more streets to natne and ironi- 
cally both are in subdivisions being developed by 
one of their own' 
The first is the short road which services mayor 
Jack Talstra's mall sub-division off Kalum Lake 
Drive at McConnell. The other is located between 
Benner and Munroe Sts. on the bench attd part of 
aldennan Me Takhar's project. 
Having exhausted the possibilities of past 
' mayors with the ~,xception" of current Skeena 
MLA Hehnut Giesbrecht, council has asked for a 
list of pioneer family names to assist it it! its deci- 
sion. r ' . * 
' Permits get approval 
Aldermen 'last week gave the go ahead on two 
development variance permits. , 
" In the case o f  property owned by Elise 
Wightman, council agreed to relax the minimum 
lot size requirement for land zoned Heavy Indus- 
trial from 1 acre to 0.58 acres• The variance rec- 
tifies a situation created in 1974 when the city ap- 
proved a subdivision which created the non- 
conforming lot. The property is located ou the 
city's southside at the corner of Hampton and 
Wightman ....... ~ ' , 
Rear and sideiryard:isetback regulations were 
rela~ed and'a p'rohibiti0ni6n parking faeiiities in 
s Lawr~ce 
The planning parade 
The planning department has been told to start 
the process of varying regulations on where an 
out-building is located in a back yard and the 
maximum size and height that building can be. 
Those changes have been requested by Eva Kerby 
and Gary Webb of 4909 Mills Ave. for their new 
garage/storage shed. 
Similar preparations will also now begin on 
John and Dina MacCormac request the city drop a 
requirement it put in a paved driveway adjacent to 
a picture frame shop they propose to construct on 
their 2814 Cramer St. property. 
Meanwhile, council has referred a rezoning ap- 
plication from Herb Quast to the planning and 
public works committee. Quast Wants to change 
the designation on five acres of his North Thomas 
St. property from A1 Rural to R1 single family 
residential. Quast plans to sell the remaining one 
third of the land. 
Travel request referred 
The local family court and youth justice com- 
mittee has asked the c i tyto cover the cost of 
sending two delegates to the 1992 Conference of 
B.C. Family CourtCommittees. 
In making the request, chairman Lynda Bretfeld 
pointed out the Terrace committee has decided to 
put in a bid to host the 1993'conference. There- 
fore, attending this year's gathering would give 
the delegates an opportunity to discuss what's in- 
volved with this year's hosts, West Vancouver. 
The city has approved similar requests in the 
past but because no cost estimate for the trip was 
included with the request, the matter was referred 
to the finance cmnmittee. 
Travel requests approved last week included 
director of operations John Colongard to attend 
next month's B.C. Public Works Association an- 
nual seminar in Prince George (maximmn cost 
$2,000) and RCMP Inspector Larry Yeske being 
given the go.ahead to spend $867 to attend a two- 
day B.C. chiefs of police meeting in Port Alberni. 
Absenteeism on the rise 
Some city employees may in future be required 
to provide a medical slip even if they are offwork 
for only a day. 
That is one of the conclusions reached by the 
inanagement staff committee after reading a 
report by personnel director Denise Fisher on ab- 
senteeism in 1991. 
The  report showed overall employee sick time 
was slightly up from the year before and a trend 
towards increasing short-term - -  one to three 
days - -  illnesses. 
It has therefore been suggested employees log- 
ging more sick time than the city average be re- 
quired to produce medical slips even for short 
term illnesses of up to three days. However. it 
will left to department heads to "exercise their 
own judgemeilt" in deciding who has to produce 
those slips. 
FALL 
Belive it or not, computers are like cars, 
they require a tune-up once in a whi le.  
Before your system calla it quits due to 
neglect, bring it in for a full 24 hour 
make-over. It may  be the ounce o f  
prevention you  need. 
*75o0 
• . Virus Detection/Removal 
• Haiti Dbk Tests 
a. Re4ow level 
b. Bad Track Mapping 
c. File Restoration 
d. Data Integration 
• Clean Floppy Ddves 
• Floppy Drive Integdty 
• HD/FD Conlroller Tests 
• Memory Tests 
• Video Controller Check 
• Sedal Port(s) Test 
• Parallel Port(s) Test 
• Joystick Port(s) Test 
• Mouse Porl(s)Test 
• Clean Out Keyboard 
• Vacuum Intsrn~l Componenls 
• Clean MonlIor 
• Monitor Tests 
• Reseat Expansion Cards 
* Recondition Contacts 
Special Rates for Dot .matr ix  and 
Laser Printers are Ava i lab le  
CCi Cal, eOo CoOmputers Inc. 
" 635-7886 
THANK YOU 
The Canada Employment Centre for •students would 
like to take this opportunity to thank all those 
businesses and householders that hired students this 
summer! 
P 
All West, Glass ,. 
Overwaitea ~ " "" 
Safeway 
Terrace Co-op 
CFTK 
O 
:e Standard 
•~ . . . . .  ~ Sight & Sound 
Mt. Layton Hotsprings 
Inn of the West : 
cky Fried Chicken 
PITCH-IN 
CANADA! 
i 
Oeloitte& 
Touche 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
Call .us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564.1111 
Toll Free: 1-800-663-5103 
DEL01"I3"E & TOUCHE INC. 
#800 • 299 Victoria Street 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 5B8 
DIVIDEND NOTICE 
NOTICE is hereby given that 
the Board of Directors of Pacific 
Northern Gas Ltd. has declared a
quarterly dividend of 40 cents per 
share on the issued and outstand- 
ing Class A and Class B Common 
Shares of the Corporation payable 
on September 22, 1992 to share- 
holders of record at the close of 
business on September 8,1992. 
By Order of the Board 
P.G. GRIFRN 
Secretary 
HOMES LTD. 
Visit us today and see 
the fine selection of 
Quality Homes 
Sales & Listing Service 
Trades Welcome! 
CLASSIC  H o ~ s  
HWY. 97 SOUTH 
(Across from the Husky Truck Stop) 
Prince George 562-8511 
DLR 9395 . :. 
Red Cross Water Safety Says: (~ DON'T DRINK AND DIVE 
Drinking and diving don't mix. The use of alcohol or 
drugs affect reaction time and judgement. If you are 
under the influence, don't swim; div e or operate a
boat. 
rt~e Canachan Red Cross Sooe ly l~  
T.M.H. 
REGISTRATION 
Sat., Aug. 22 --- 10 am to 2 pm 
Sat., Aug. 29 - -  10 am to 2 pm 
Pre Novice (Ages 5 & 6) $11 O.00 
Novice & Up (Ages 7 -  19) $130.00 
TERRACE ARENA (DOWNSTAIRS) 
EQUIPMENT SWAP 
September 13, 1992 
TERRACE ARENA (DOWNSTAIRS) 
Possible limiting of registrations, 
so register early to avoid disappointment. 
FOR FURTHER INFO, CALL ANN RIGLER 638-1552 
THANK YOU! 
BIG BROTHERS & BIG SISTERS 
OF TERRACE 
.Would like to thank the following sponsors 
of our 3rd Annual Golf Scramble. 
All Seasons Sporting Goods ., , 
Canadian Airlines . . . .  : " 
Terrace Truck and Dies °~ - • - ; ~ ~ 
Skeena Cellulose 
Elan Travel 
C.F.T.K. 
Donahue Insurance 
Chateau Granville 
Red Carpet Coffee 
McEwan Motors 
Bank of Nova Scoti= 
Overwaitea 
K-Mart 
Woolworths 
Totem Ford 
A&W 
Inn of the West 
Goodwill Bottling 
Northwest Sports 
CN Rail 
, . . . , ,  .~ : . .~ , , ,~  ~ i '  " '  II ~ :~; ! ' . ! : ' - -~  b 
WIN 2 TICKETS TO KASHTIN! 
You and a friend could be on your way to Smithers September 5 to see Kashtin perform 
livet 
S!mply match the 5 questions below to the answers and drop off your entry to the Terrace 
Standard, Monday - Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
QUESTIONS 
1.What do the Haida call the Queen Charlotte I~ 
2.Who is the president of the Nisga'a Tribal Co 
3.What does the word Git or Kit mean in Tsim., 
4.Where is B.C.'s newest provincial park? 
, 5.What is the village of Kitwancool now called' 
SOLUTION 
1.  - ............................................ • . . . . .  ;~,::~/(,::!~,.(~!~::,,,,,~:: . . : . : :  ...... 
ANSWERS 
3.  - . . . .  .......................................... " " - 7 - i " ' - " " - ' " ' " ' " ' " ' " ' "  . . . . . .  " - "  . . . . . . . . .  
4 .  - ................................... ~ ..................................... r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The first correct entry to be drawn will win 2 tickets to the show in Smithers plus a Kashtln T-Shirt and 
ball cap. 
The second correct entry to be drawn will win 2 Kashtin T.Shirts and 2 ball caps. 
DRAW WILL  BE  HELD AUGUST 27 AT 5 P.M. Tickets on sale at Misty River Books 
Sponsored by= 
 TEI  CE SrANDAR D 
! 
Sunmtersault Records and The Dze L K ant Fr iendship Society 
I 
1 
J~ 
From Page A2 
Planning dilemma " "  
rather than "postpone". 
After administrator Bob Hailsor 
reads from Bournoit's Rules of  
Order ~ the rule book the city 
uses - -  Mayor Jack Talstra re- 
jects King's argument. 
King then "challenges the 
chair", in other words calla for a 
vote on whether aldermen accept 
Talstra's own ruling as valid. 
King loses 4-1. 
King then moves for postpone- 
ment of further discussion of the 
rezoning until the first council 
lneeting in December. The mo- 
tion fails for lack of a seconder. 
Takhar moves the rezoning be 
allowed to go ahead. Sheridan 
seconds. 
King interrupts with another 
motion to postpone, this time un- 
til all council members are pres- 
ent. Again, there is no seconder. 
The vote on allowing the rezon- 
ing follows with Takhar, 
Sheridan and Laureut combining 
to outvote King and Cooper. 
AUGUST 10 - The voting pat- 
tern is the same as council gives 
first and second reading to the by- 
law to change the zoning on 
Sandover-Sly's property. 
But it's not over yet. 
Before the rezoning goes 
through, there has to be a public 
hearing because the zoning 
change proposed contradicts the 
official community plan. 
That will take place ? p.m. 
Monday, Sept. 14, prior to that 
evening's council meeting. 
In the sometimes curious way 
in which local government works, 
council members will form the 
panel at the public hearing, listen 
to any presentations and then, 
during the council meeting, report 
their findings to themselves. 
That done, they will move to a 
vote in which the fate of 
Sandover-Sly's rezouing applica- 
tion will finally be settled. 
And that's where it will likely 
get interesting, assuming the full 
council is prese_nt for the vote. 
Hallock voted June 8 against 
delaying a decision until Decem- 
ber but there was a question as to 
whether that indicated support for 
the rezouing or simply opposition 
to the tactic being used. 
Also, she has expressed concern 
in the past at the number of times 
council has rejected its own plan- 
ner's recommendations. In the 
recent case of attother Park Ave. 
rezone bid, she sided with the 
planner and voted against it. 
There may even be a question 
mark, albeit a small one, over 
Sheridan's position. 
In the case of that other Park 
Ave. rezoning (it was to change 
the lot to a commercial zoning), 
he argued the OCP designated 
that property as commercial and 
therefore, in the absence of any 
other i)la,, it should be rezoned 
as such. 
Although he has been voting 
the other way on the more recent 
Sandover-Sly motions, it should 
be recalled he was one of the two 
committee members who 
originally recommended outright 
rejection of the application. 
And, if the aldermen end up 
deadlocked on the vote, experi- 
ence indicates the rczoning will 
fail. 
That's because the tie breaker 
will fall to Talstra who has in the 
past taken the line his vote should 
be used to "maintain the status 
quo." 
That would translate here into 
voting to preserve the current 
OCP zoning. 
A comment he made during the 
July 27 council meeting should 
also be noted: "What's the point 
of having an official community 
plan if we don't follow it?" 
Orenda committee meets 
TERRACE ~ Government offi- 
cials are flying here next week to 
go over plans to set up a monitor- 
ing committee for the proposed 
Orenda Forest Products proposal. 
They'll be meeting with the 
regional district and area natives. 
Both want the committee to have 
its own budget and more 
authority. 
The regional district and area 
natives will be co-chairs of the 
committee. Its membership will 
include local govermnents, feder- 
al and provincial agencies and the 
community association at Lakelse 
Lake. 
The regional district and area 
natives ay the committee should 
be able to hire its own consultants 
to assess various reports given to 
it. 
That's different from the pro- 
vinee's eoueept which regards the 
committee as a body that'll be the 
conduit between the parties in- 
volved and the public on all 
facets of the mill. 
It's also meant to provide a 
body to comment on mill con-" 
struetion and operation. 
Provincial Major Project 
Review Process official David 
Parsons said monitoring com- 
mittees set up for developments 
elsewhere don't have the kind of 
authority being proposed by the 
regional district and by area na- 
tives. 
"The intent is not to replace 
regulatory agencies," he said. 
Establishment of the committee 
is one of the requirements leading 
to final government approval of 
the project. 
THE PARTY WILL 
i CONTINUE... 
What are you wading for? . . . . .  
COME OUT AND SEE IF YOU CAN RUIN THE PARTY! 
Thursdays 8:00 p.m. 
MOUNT LAYTON HOTSPRINGS SPLASH DOWN LOUNGE 
WIN YOUR OWN T-SHIRT! 
DON'T BE LATE! 
MOUNT LAYTON HOT SPRINGS 
798-2214 
RESORT LTD. 
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1992 Jeep YJ 
.. ~ 6 .9% 
financing Test Drive the 
NEW 1993 
.... "~-  ~ Or 
~'~:~:~:" ~=':~ $500 JeepGrand 
R~hnt~. Cherokee 
 2000 
Rebates 
on 1992 
Eagle 
Premiers 
I ' I (~DUI (~ O i l  
1992 Jeep Cherokees! 
FRONTIER CHRYSLER 
- JEEP/EAGLE-  
Highway 16, Smithers • 847-4266.1 -800-772-4292,  DL5019 
I 
E N,. y 
NO FRILLS 
NO GIMMICKS 
LOW PRICES 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA ....... i~i~ ~i ,~: i ! ,  ~i~ ~ ~i i ~,~;!?~;~ 
Program:  ..... 
OPENHOUSE "u" 'u"  I 
UNBC staff will be holding an informal open house in Terrace to ~ ~ '~~ ' "~""~"~"~""  ~:!!!~ 
" ~ give information, and answer questions, on the Fall '92/Winter VARyBRANDNAMESBy LOC T ON I 
: i •  ¸ : 
i (~  ~; " ~ • 
~i~i i~ii~i~i  i ~ ~ 
i i 
'93 program of courses. If you are interested in taking university 
courses in English, History, or Psychology, or would like to know 
more about the University, please come along. 
The Fall program is largely aimed at those with two years of 
university transfer credits, but the courses may also be taken for 
personal interest. 
The open house will be held at: Northwest Community 
College, 5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, August 20 at 
7:00 pm.. 
If you are unable to attend the open house, but would 
like to be sent information on the courses, contact 
UNBC at 565-5555, or toll free 1-800,667-UNBC 
UllSC 
i 
Or'ENL~..N,~G 
iil ~  ¸;ii~:?i~ • :• 
Huge selection of famous 
brand name furniture & 
mattresses for every room 
in your home...at major savings. 
I I 
, i ,  ~ )~ ~.3...' 
N 
U 
:•': ' i ' / i  ¸ 
JIr • '  " .i, ' ~ 
r 
4730 Keith Avenue 
635-4111 I te l~t  k te .  
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: Mon-Wed & Sat: 10 am- 6 
Thurs & Fri: 10 am - ! 
t, ( 
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NEW WHITE 
POTATOES 
Locally grown. 10 lb. bag. 
CANNING 
TOMATOES 
Canadian or U.S. grown. Approx. 20 lb. box. 
PICKLING DILL 
CUCUMBERS 
Canadian or U.S. grown. Approx. 20 lb. box, 
I i • 
SUMMER TIME FLAVORED POP 
Lime 
Orange Crush 
Hires Rootbeer 
2 litre bottle 
Mountain Dew 
Raspberry Ale 
Grape 
~,,s .~os.~ C rea m ~ S od a 
Tropical Punch 
r TOP ROUND & 
SIRLOIN TIP STEAK 
GROUND BEEF 
• r Regular Chub 
$4.40 for 5 lb. 
$8.36/kg ¢ ChvUrb, imi ,t ,~1:40 
,0,,,0u,,0 88  
POPSICLES ORANGE JUICE 
LB. 
. 
CINNAMON BUNS 
Baked in-store 
6 ,pack  s1.3 9 
TREBOR CANDY 
1 2 pack frozen fold South Frozen Y Reg. 99=/100 g 
11 68  .... . . . . . . .  - ¢ 8  ..... ..... .... , IS  ...... el OFF REG. PRICE 
, . ~ !' : , THURSDAY, AUGUST 20 
~, ~ ,~ i ~ FRIDAY, AUGUST 21 ,~, ~- ~ ! 
.~ ~ ,,~' i ~ SATURDAY, AUGUST 22 
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offers What's Up as a 
publ ic service to its 
readers and community 
organizations. 
This column is intended 
for non-profit organiza- 
tions and those events for 
which there is no admis- 
sion charge. 
To meet our production 
deadlines, we ask that any 
item for What's Up be 
submitted by noon on the 
FRIDAY preceding the 
issue in which it is to ap- 
pear. 
For contributed articles, 
the deadline is 5 p.m. on 
the preceding THURS- 
DAY. 
We also ask that all sub- 
missions be typed or 
printed neatly. 
AUGUST 21, 1992 - -  Combined 
• support group meeting for peo- 
ple with chronic fatigue syn- 
drome or fibromyalgia, Informa- 
tion available: phone Darlene at 
638-8688 or 635-4059. Meeting is 
at the Happy Gang Centre at 
7:00 pro. We will also be having a
guest s~aker on stress Manage- 
ment at this meeting. 
• ~.  "A, ~" ~ ~ 
AUGUST 22, 1992 - -  
B.C,O.A.P.O. No.73 members 
Annual Bar-B-Que at the home 
of Hazel & AIf DeFrane, 4814 
Scott. Saturday at 2 pro. Call 
635.9090 for further informa- 
tion. 
~r 9t ~ ~ ~r 
AUGUST 27, 1992-  The 
Skecna Valley Car Club will be 
holding its regular monthly 
meeting at the Terrace Kin Hut 
on the corner of North Sparks 
and Halliwell. On Thursday, 
at 7:30 pro. For more informa- 
tion call Doug at 635-4809 or 
Larry at 638-8746. 
WITH OVER 50 VOLUNTEER 
positions at a variety of  com- 
munity organizations to choose 
f rom, we can help you find the 
volunteer opportunity to match 
your interests and skill,=, Visit 
our office, at 4~06 Lakclse,  
"" "~v'~ ~k-d ~-~,TbffW~h ."8:30'/i. ffi~  ~ind: 
• ,4:30 p.m.-~Teir/'ce Community, 
Volunteer. Bureau & Senoirs In- 
formation Access. 
• k 'k  ,k ~ 'k 
EVERY MONDAY -- Terrace 
Co-Dependents  Anonymous  
meets  from 8=9 p.m. Call Karen 
6384)707. 
,k "k 'k "k "k 
EVERY MONDAY at 5 p.m. 
Teen Survivors of  Sexual 
Assault/Abuse meet in Skeena 
Hea l th  Aud i to r ium.  Boa 
635.4042 or Tonee 635-4822 
(please contact first) 
• k "k 'k ,k ,k 
EVERY WEDNESDAY - -  
Building Healthier Babies holds 
weekly groups for anyone that is 
pregnant and would like infor- 
mation on pregnancy, labour, 
parenting and everything inbet- 
weenl It is a chance for you to 
talk with other pregnant women 
and also enjoy guest speakers. 
We provide a snack and would 
be happy to pick you up. 1-2:30 
at Building Healthier Babies in 
the Child Development Centre. 
Call 635-7664 for more info. 
EVERY WEDNESDAY from 8 
-8:00 p.m. Terrace Narcotics 
Anonymous  "Steps  to 
Recovery" meets at the Skeena 
Health Unit auditorium. For in- 
fo. call 638-8117. 
.k W~ w,k 
EVERY THURSDAY at 7:30 
p.m. Overeaters Anonymous at 
Women's Resource Centre. Call 
635.6446. 
EVERY WEDNESDAY at 7:00 
p.m. in Sexual Assualt Centre, 
Female Survivors of Sexual 
Assault/Abuse. Please contact 
Loreen 635-4042. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS meets 
once a week. Contact Rosemarie 
635-6985. 
• k ,k ,k ,k '~' 
ALCOHOLICS  
ANONYMOUS: Monday 8:30 
p.m. Anglican Church; Tuesday 
8:30 p,m. Catholic Church; 
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.; Thursday 
7:30 p.m. Hospital Psych Unit; 
Friday 8:30 p.m.  Kermode 
Friendship; Saturday 7:00 p.m. 
Hosp i ta l  Psych  Unit (Ladies); 
Saturday• 8:30 p.m. Hospital 
Psych  Unit; Su'nday 7:00 p,m. 
Hospital Psych Unit (Mens). 
BCTV OFFERS TOURS: of its 
studios in Burnahy to families 
and small groups. The tours run 
throughout he summer, Man- 
dayto Friday at 12:00, 2:00, 4:30 
and 6:00 pm. For more informa- 
tion or to schedule a tour, please 
call Laura or Bob at 421-9451. 
• " ~ ~ ~'~t  ~ 
ART GALLERY SUMMER 
HOURS: make it easy to visit. 
10ran - "/pm Saturday to Mon- 
day, and 10am. 9pro Tuesday to 
Friday. 
• k ,k,k ~,k  
SKEENA VIEW TENNIS  
COURTS (on Halliwell) are now 
open to the public. Please be 
courteous of  Others and follow 
the rule~ posted. Have fun, be 
respectful, and enjoy the game of 
tetmhadd 
Canoeing in history's wake 
BY CRIS LEYKAUF 
A 
FISHING CANOE 
draped in plastic lies 
alongside a grass- 
covered path. Hewed 
from a cedar log that was headed 
for the kiudling pile, this canoe 
lacks the grace of Cliff Bolton's 
other sleek creations. But it 's ob- 
viously one of his favourites. 
"You can stand up inside it," 
Bolton says of the 24-foot canoe. 
"And it's very steady. Wouldn't 
go over too easily." 
Bollon, a Kitsu|nkalum band 
member who lives near the 
Zymacord River, has made 
canoes for more than 12 years, 
but says the art of inaking canoes 
amoug his people is dead. 
"There's ahnost no one alive 
among our people that knows 
how to make canoes," says 
Boltou. In order to get northwest 
coast designs dating back to the 
1900s, he had to find old photog- 
raphs and pictures. 
"When the white man 
came with steel, they 
switched to steel axes and 
adzes," says Bolton. " I  im- 
agine if Columbus came 
with power tools they 
would have used those, 
tOO." 
Curiousity prompted Bolton to 
learn how to make canoes. He ap- 
prenticed with his step-son, Mark 
Point from Chilliwack, a self- 
taught master at the craft. 
"I was his joe-boy," says 
Bolton. " I  did the chopping, and 
helped him clean up." 
Now the two frequently work 
together, building cedar canoes in 
the Salish or Nootka style, altd 
repairing ~Qt.her~c,atao¢~,,~ ~ ....... ~ ..::~. 
~Cedar yeas 'the iiibSt ° lJopiilar' 
wood • chosen for canoes in early 
times, but cottonwood, despite its 
teudency to absorb water, was 
also valued for its density. 
"The old' people said with 
cedar canoes i f  they got speared 
right, the canoe wood would 
split," Bolton.says. "But with 
the cottonwood, • the canoe 
wouldn't split - -  the spear would 
just stick in." 
Race canoes are Bolton's 
specialty, but he also makes war, 
river, fishing and oceaB-going 
canoes. The difference betweeu 
the styles is evident sometimes 
just in the size. All ocean going 
canoe can be over 70ft long, 10ft 
wide and 5ft high. 
Though Bolton's canoes echo 
old northwest coast styles, he 
feels no emnpunction about using 
modem tools to make the job 
easier. For iustanec, be uses 
power tools to hollow the canoes. 
"We're always getting asked 
'Why don't you burn it out like 
the old people did?' ~ but I 
don't have 10 winters to do it," 
BoRon says. 
When the 'old people' made 
canoes they would light a fire in- 
side of the log, aud pack wet 
moss around it to control the 
bum. Then theywould chop out 
the ashes with stone adzes to hol- 
low the canoe. 
"When the white mau came 
with steel, they switched to steel 
axes and adzes," says BoRon. "I 
imagine if Columbus came with 
power tools they would have used 
those, too." 
Once the rough work is done, 
Bolton turns to old-style knives 
and adzes, which have the curved 
blades and shapes needed for 
more precise work. 
"We make some (of the old) 
tools," he says. "We're always 
scrounging around trying to buy 
some." 
After the canoe is hollowed, the 
bow is shaped. Depeuding on the 
type of canoe, there are many dif- 
ferent styles of bows. A split bow 
stem on a r iver canoe lifts the 
bow so it won't drive into the 
water, making the canoe float 
high. 
At the other end of the canoe, 
.the stern is often decorated .with 
:'. cr~.- 'Thc: imagesiof iavenand~: 
wolf ad0m ~e stern o f  a war 
canoe Bolton recently finished. It 
lies .on. his front lawn, long 
curved lines splitting waves of 
grass. 
" It ' l l  either catch the enemy or 
outrun them," says Bolton. 
But this 42ft, 4001b cedar 
canoe, though built in the tradi- 
tional style,, isn't intended for 
pitched battle, mtless it's on the 
THIS 42FT WAR CANOE, though built In the tradtional style, isn't intended for pitched battle. Cliff 
Bolton, standing by the 4001b canoe which seats six, carved it for the Port Simpson band, 
racing c~rcuit. 
Bands competing on the racing 
circuit are the primary buyers Of 
canoes right now, as many have 
lost the art,of canoe making, or 
there is uo'interest among the 
band members in constructing 
them. 
Racing is growing in popularity 
aud  Bolton's children, graltd- 
children,and step-childreu fre- 
quently'take part using his crea- 
tions. 
Bolton expects orders for" 
canoes front many bands this year 
so they can attend a gathering of 
Pacific Ri.n peoples in Bella 
Bella in 1993. He is also making 
a special canoe for his family to 
atteud the event. 
DONNA GRAF sits on an old wagon wheel she rescued from obscurity and a likely trip to the 
dump. After a little work it now occupies a prominent spot in her garden which is filled with many 
other recycled objects, from bedpans and buckets, to engine parts and old glass. 
Bloomin  
bedpans 
are best. 
Front the street, the small 
house at 4445 Lazelle looks 
like a picturesqu e British bed 
and breakfast. 
Complete with white picket 
feuce, it's the kind of place at 
which you'd love to spend a 
few days. 
Step througb, the wrought 
iron gate aud trellis framing 
the entrance to the backyard 
and you've feel like you've 
stepped into stepped into Ter- 
race's owu Shangri-la. 
Blooms of every size, shape 
and shade boldly dominate the 
yard, their scents combiuing 
into one sweet smell of sum- 
mer. Discreetly tucked iu here 
aud there arc tomatoes, zuc- 
chini, polatoes. Water gently 
sl}htshes over the side of a 
fountain. 
Pausing ou the top of the 
rough, wide steps, flanked with 
unnnatched flower pots, lead- 
ing down into lhe garden, it's • 
hard to see everything at once. 
Some artistic innovation greets 
your eye with every glance. 
And the creators of finis back= 
yard wonder? Donna Graf alid 
Maurice Belgrave - this year's 
wiuners of the Terrace Beauli- " 
society's judges, Yvonne 
Moeu, Graf arid' Belgrave's 
garden was chosen not only for 
its looks, but because of its use 
of recycled materials. 
When Graf first moved iu, 
the yard was completely uu- 
fiuished. She knew she wanted 
a garden, and when she saw 
big pieces of coucrete fr0tn a 
nearby demolished building, 
she attd Belgrave were in- 
spired. • 
The couercte chunks were 
turned into. steps and the gar- 
den was born. 
"We liked the old look of 
everything," said Graf. 
The gate leading into the gar- 
den is a transfornted iron head- 
board from a bed; a brightly 
colourcd lantern filled with 
flowers was rescued from the 
Bavarian hm; old bq:dlpatis arc 
reincarnated , aS.: fig ~,~ r p ~i~; 
attd, the cheery red lfi~llb0~: tt 
the front-was once an engine 
part. 
Other whiners from the Ter- 
race Beautification Society's 
contest are: -f' ':,~, 
A&W Restauraid ~ commer- 
clal 
Terraceview ~. ~ institutional 
t'ication Society's ' residential ' B.C, Hydr,0~!lnduStriai 
gardeu category. • , TwinRIver Estates received 
According to one of the honourablementlon. ,::. 
I ! " I : I I I 
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Three Cal graduates share 
outstand ng student award I I 
"Here  'n 
There" 
by Yvonne Moen 
Each year at graduation time, a 
studeltt is awarded the outstaud- 
intg student award, This award 
can be shared byup to three stu- 
dents, attd this year the three 
chosen were Lung Liu, Heather 
Dreger aud Dennis Veuema. ' 
I featured Lultg Liu last week, 
attd this week I will tell you about 
the other two studeuts. 
Heather was born ill Terrace ou 
December 23 1974. She started 
school at Parkside elementary 
her first teacher was Mrs. Keen- 
leyside ~ and then went onto 
Clareuce Michael, Skeena attd 
graduated from Caledonia last 
Juue with the class of i992. 
Over the years, Heather has 
been involved in fine arts pro- 
grams. She was vice-president of
the Caledonia music departmeut 
her favourite instrumeuts are 
the flute and bass - and this year 
was on the executive council. 
Upon graduation, Heather 
received the Caledonia music 
citizenship award, attd ~vas the 
top creative writiug student and 
/ 
top western civilizatiou studeut. 
She received honourable mentiou 
in the UBC essay competitiou, 
and wou the grade 12 School ser- 
vice award. 
From 1988-92 Heather has beeu 
all houour oll student. She plans 
to attentd UBC itt~the fall, pursu- 
ittg a bachelors degree itt music 
education aud a masters in per- 
formance, leadiug to all orchestral 
career. 
Two scholarships, $650 from 
the Terrace attd District Arts 
Council attd $350 from the Ter- 
race aud District Teachers Uniou, 
will help Heather with her tuitiou. 
Deunis Venema, the other stu- 
dcut who shared the outstanding: 
award, was boru on July 5, 1974, 
in Terrace. 
Deitnis started school at Kiti 
K'Shon iu Mrs. Gough's class. 
He went outo the Terrace AI- 
liauce school, and for grades 7-9 
moved to Victoria with his family 
to attend the Pacific Christian 
High School. 
He arrived back in Terrace iu 
BRIGHT MINDS Dennis Venema, Heather Dreger and Lung Lui 
share the 1992 Caledonia award for outstanding student. 
December, 1988, just in time for 
the teachers' strike. He attended 
Skeena for the remainder of grade 
9, then Went on to Caledonia to 
complete high school. 
A few other awards Dennis has 
received are: Grade 10 subject 
awards in math, science, social 
studies, French, woodwork, draft- 
ing and PE. Dennis ~/as the top 
arts and science studeut, and said 
the teacher who inspired him the 
most was Mr. Wootton, and he 
thanks Mr. Inglis for explaining 
high school math. 
Dennis plans to atteud UBC for 
"DO YOU VOTE IN TERRACE?"  asks Mayor Jack Talstra, He spent 15 minutes climbing in 
and out of the dunk tank at the Penny Carnival, held August 13. Towards the end of his al- 
lotted time, he decided if he was going to get wet, he might as well make sure he was getting 
a few votes out of it. Proceeds from the dunk tank went to the CAT scan fund. 
a pre-med degree in microbiol- 
ogy, aud then use his skills to 
work in developing countries 
A number of birthdays are 
beiug celebrated this month at 
Terraceview Lodge. 
Happy birthdays to Helen Jef- 
ferson (Aug. 2), Antasia Bohan 
(Aug. 2), Nina Huebschwerlen 
(Aug. 5), Jean Taylor (Aug, 5), 
Honore Desjardin (Aug. 9), 
Audrey Moore (Aug. 14), John 
Campbell (Aug. 15), Emsley 
Faithful (Aug. 18), and Greta 
Pauls (Aug. 30). 
Key health care industry workers in hospital, meutal health, con' 
tiuuing care, social service agencies, health care uuions, public 
health, as well as elected officials and service consumers will be 
participauts. 
They'll meet o discuss chaltges in health care iu the north. 
There's also a showcase planned for Oct. 2 to exhibit health- 
related community projects across tile region. 
The application deadline to be part of the showcases i  Aug. 28. 
For more information write Karea Chrysler e/o 3412 Kaluln St, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 4T2, or call Rose Dreger at 638-3468. 
Miss Terrace heads to PNE 
DANA JOHANSON, the last Miss Terrace, arrived in Vahcouver 
on Monday to represent Terrace in the first-ever PNE Youth Am- 
bassador Contest Next year, Terrace's representative Will also be a 
youth antbassador. 
When Miss PNE 1991 Kim Van De Perre steps onto the stage Au- 
gust 21, it will signify the end of a 44-year-old tradition. The Youth 
Ambassador Contest allows the entry of both male attd female con- 
testauts. 
Johanson is one of 47 young people representiltg B.C. com- 
munities. Senti-finals will be ou August 20, and the final show on 
August 21. 
The PNE youth ambassador aud deputy outh antbassador will be 
selected on the basis of their connnuuity achievements, volunteer 
cotttributious, scholastic progress and public speakiug ability. 
Fall Fair needs volunteers 
THE FALL FAIR has growu to be a major attraction in recent 
years with many popular events that draw large crowds. Logger 
sports and the heavy horse pull will be back again, as will the 
Skeeua Valley Car Club's show and shine, the 4-H displays and 
auction, attd the exhibit hall. 
New to the fair this year will be helicopter rides, the Green Flyer 
(a children's ride) and a video game arcade for the young and 
young at heart. 
But in order to make the fair a success, the society needs 
volunteers. If you Call help out, Mel Rundell, the Fall Fair president 
asks that you call 535-7582. Any assistance would be appreciated. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
AUGUST 1992 :PALACE. AUGUST 1992 
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16 !7  l_KSermode ~.BTerrace/ 20 Te74a7ce 2, I  Canadian 22 Minor Paraplegic Softball 
Air Cadets Assoc. Parents 
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,o,,a, Coo,,o°., 30 
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L 
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Minor Friendship 
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Hockey " Society ~1o. 18 
2,4Terrac e 25 T26el race .. I Kermode 
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' Terrace 
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Tribal Council 
2,8 Canadian 
Paraplegic 
Assoc. 
Nisga'a 
Tribal Council 
Kinettes 
Figure Skating 
9 Little 
Theatre 
Kinsmen 
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Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., FrL, Sat. Late Nigl~t Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
T.V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
Hook On To 
'This Deall 
: 
Take a CATV Rider Training Course. 
Grab on to a Kawasaki Bayou 4x4 ATV, 
and we'll throw in a 2,000 lb. 
Winch or, $30000 cash-back. 
But hurry! This deal is only available unti L I [U~~~~; , /  
November 30, 1992. ~. .~11~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ l  
NEID EI iER I;RISES    " 
Recreational Sales and Service 
4925 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. . 
Phone 635"3478 ~=~ 635 5050 
  M.E Wagner Shows Ltd. "Canada's Finest and Largest Motorized Midway" . .  
proudly l; 
presents 
* rides Rivers ide  Park,  Ter race  
* candy floss 
* .games 
* popcorn, 
SPONSORED BY KERMODEI LIONS CLUB 
VISA ACCEPTED 
FAMILY  DAY SPECIAL :  
Sunday, August 23 
• All rides Just 2 coupons for children 12 years old and under 
I From t 200 noon until clos ng For the L i t t le  Kid In Eye ,one .  
, t ; • L I 
~ .~-...-.r~.'1 NON.RF.FUND'~I~LI: FOR CASH ~;':~\r~l  , C~t~ ,~,~ N( )N.RErUNDAIIL[. ~FOR CASH I- .,-"r~,, \ ~r~K 
ilF C FXF C I;il OUPON Iii! !: OI ON 
; " ~ ~', 
I , I  M.F. Wagner Shows Ltd. Ii,/I~i M.F. Wagner Sho~ Ltd. I;!:1 
. ~ Ii~l ! ,I Ride Coupons .  J i i / J , I  Ride Coupons.  -~; 
I ~lnot good on Kid's Day or  Family l~ys l~ l  Idn,,t good on Kid's Day or Family Day l l 
at 
l •  
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BE'i=I'ER ALL THE 'TIME: Four Terrace scout leaders 
travelled to Prince George in July to j,'nprove their leadership 
skills ina week-long course. Pictured here are Jason Miller, 
Eric Harkonen, Chris Jennings and Cheryl Smith who took 
the training course and received their Wood Badge I1. 
Calendar winners 
There was a winner for every 
day of the month in July in the 
R.E;M. Lee Hospital Founda- 
ti0ii's daily cash calendar draws.' 
Oliver Faithful, of Terrace, was 
the $100 prize winner on Canada 
Day, July'l., 
iThe month s other $50 winners 
are! ii'.ois McDaniel, of TerraCe; 
Jim°.Durack, of Smithers; Mary 
Macoretta Sr., of Scarborough, 
Ont.; Bonnie Greer, of Terrace; 
Mrs. G. Dean, of Merrill; Marian 
McDennott, of Vancouver; Terri 
Ludwig, of Terrace; Mr. and Mrs. 
Bouliane, of Maple Ridge; 
Kathleen Wyant of Prince Rupert; 
Doris Anderson, of Malsqui; 
Claire Irwin, of Terrace; Eric 
Janze, of Hazelton; Doris and 
Dora Dominato, of White Rock; 
Brian Donnelly, of Terrace; Mike 
Barg, of Terrace; Gerry and 
Donna Wilson, of Terrace; Teresa 
Malinowski, of Terrace; Corinne 
Ellenuanu, of Terrace; Jeanette 
Szmata, of Kitimat; Sonya Sehui- 
meister, of Terrace; Robert Flint, 
of Smithers;'David Helrych, O f
Prince Rupert; Fred Berghauser, 
of Terrace; Alan Johusolt, of Ter- 
race; Irma Hughes, of Terrace; 
Alma Koshowski, of Rosedale; 
Mike Johnston, of Terrace; Ted 
Bobb, of Sinithers; 'Rita 
Nakoneshny, of Regina. 
Gerald and Heimie Cook, of 
Terrace, took the $100 prize on 
July 31. 
TOLSEC CANADA INC. 
3238 Kalum St. 
Terrace VBG-2N4 
EC200-1051 
638-0241 
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Students in su: pport worker 
program find jobs easily 
In today's bleak economy it 
isn't often that students in 
post-secondary programs find 
jobs before they complete 
their schooling. 
But the recent graduates of 
the residential support worker 
orientation program are the 
exception, perhaps because 
they are entering a demanding 
profession. Most of the 13 stu- 
dents have found jobs in group 
homes for the mentally hand- 
icapped, or other institutions. 
The staff turnover rate in 
special needs homes is quite 
high, according to Lil Fark- 
yam, one of the program's in- 
structors. 
She feels one of the reasons 
for the high turnover ate is 
that people applying for entry- 
level jobs aren't required to 
have any specialized training 
a high school diploma is all 
that is necessary. 
"The course has more 
than met my expectations," 
said Laura Moi. "l've 
learned to deal with crisis 
iuterveution situations, and 
I understand the mentally 
challenged more." 
"It's a job that is very im- 
portant and Very difficult," I 
said Farkvam,."and it requires 
a lot of skills in dealing with 
people who are very challeng- 
ing." 
" I  don't know how anyone 
could get in there and do the 
CHALLENGING JOBS await Laura Moi and Steve Skog, recent graduates of a residential support 
worker program. The two students will be helping special needs adults and children. 
job without any previous train- 
ing," she said. 
Students in the support 
worker program were trained 
in basic computer skills, and 
life and communication skills. 
Laura Moi, one of the 
course's new graduates, will 
soon be starting work at Agar 
House, where she'l[ be helping 
special needs adults. 
"The course has more than 
At the end of the five month met my expectations," said 
course 'they als 9 have ac- ' Moi. " I 've learned to deal 
creditation for survival first' with crisis intervention.situa- 
aid, a ~food safe course, and 
have a class 4 driver's licence. 
The course was sponsored l~y 
Canada Employment and Im- 
migration and this is the sec- 
ond time it has been run. 
tions, and I understand the 
mentally challenged more." 
Another graduate, Steve 
Skog, had a very personal rea- 
son for enrolling in the suppbrt 
worker program - -h i s  nine- 
year-old daughter Candy-Lee, 
a special needs child. 
" I 've been working in the 
field as an advocate for a long 
time," said Skog; who has 
been hired by another group 
home. 
He is delighted as much with 
the content of the course as the 
fact it was offered. 
He hopes that because of 
these and other courses, his 
daughter "can obtain a quality 
of life the same as anybody 
else." 
.... "....... WASHi"NG. . .  
IS NOW AVAILABLE AT COPPERSIDE VI 
,,u,, =18 4.9 SERVICE WASH 
As  low as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS: 
635-9400 
COPPERSIDE V 
4640 Keith Ave. " 
NEW! 
BULLETIN BOA 
SERVICE 
635-2,400 
635-4800 
}th are 2400 Baud 
Check it out7 
131Vl,r;,l(MJ f-t-) INTER 'FAN CANADA LTD 
Itadze lhaek 
4640 Keith Ave. 
635-7767 
.•~ql 
. . . .  . , , ,  . . . . . .  
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GST! !  
When you purchase this 
gorgeous 1991 modular that 
offers all the comfor~ of 
home. You will bepleasaut- 
• ly surprised to find this 
home has a great layout. 
Enter into the spacious 
livingroom and you will im- 
mediately notice the quality 
that surrounds you, from the 
track lighting to the built in 
stereo system. 
You'll be delighted with 
the enormous oak kitchen 
which offers a large 
skylight, and discover the 
main bathio0m enhanced 
with a list of fine features 
which include double sinks, 
separate oval tub aud corner 
shower unit all topped off 
with fine accent mirrors. 
Included also are 2 nice 
size bedrooms w i th  lots o f  
closet space &.extra  storage, 
gardea shed .& sundcck.  
Call  Suzanne for a v iewing  
o f  this l iome before its 
SOLD. Good possession 
! available. Listed at $54,900 i 
i MLS. i, i ~ 
i . 
SALESMAN OF 
THE MONTH 
~ JOE A,~:BARIJOSA ::i' 
' The management of TERI~ACE REALTY 
LTD. - ROYAL LEPAGE ABN recognizes 
JOE BARBOSA as the outstanding 
salesman for the month of July 1992. We 
value his excellent performance and ser; " 
vice to the public In the field of Real 
Estate. 
Joe's determination and motivation 
have awarded him "SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH", " 
i :. CONGRATULATIONSI 
: TERRACE REALTY LTD. 
• MEMBER 
I 
VERY CLEAN 
Ten year old three bedroom mobile 
with separate laundry room in well 
maintained mobile home park. 
Refrigerator, stove, washer, and 
dryer are included. Also has a 6x42 
addition consisting of foyer and 
solarium. $18,500 MLS.- 
65 ACRES AT USK 
Property is located to the North and 
west of the old Railway station site, 
west side of the River at Usk. Ven- 
dor states there is some merchan •
table timber on'the land and an old 
cabin. Access is by R~ver Ferry and 
rpj l~,~ plus overhead tram in 
I~n~e~:'A,sk~og =!25,000 MLS 
' ACREAGE ANDTRAILER 
Private 14.62 acres on Oueensway 
with 32 ft., 5th wheeltrailer. All ap. 
pliances are included. New septic 
system. Underground Hydro'and 
Telephone cables. Ideal homesite. 
$37,000 MLS :. 
Ralph Godlinski 
635-4950 
$86,500 
Charming split level close to 
schools and downtown. Central 
brick fireplace, renovated kitchen, 
nat. gas heat & hot watqr with 3 
bedrooms and much more, Colorful 
Shrubs and fully landscaped.. Cal l  
Sheila EXCL, 
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY 
To own your own business, Fully 
equipped restaurant with liquor and 
cabaret flcense for 74, V= acre pro. 
perry on the ocean on Shingle Bay 
includes an older 3 bedroom home. 
This excellent investment is in 
IRRESISTABLE 
Acreage in town with fruit trees, 
shrubs and multi colored flowers, 
double bay shop.boat.RV, garden 
sheds, greenhouse, smokehouse, 
plenty, of paved parking and the list 
goes on. 4 bedroom home in Very 
good condition with a big bright kit. 
chert. Subdivision potential with 4 ' 
large lots Ironts on Mills Ave. Call 
now for appointment to view. Shella 
EXCLUSIVE . . ' 
. MAKE AN OFFER 
This .2 ,bedroom buogalow !s 
situated on a 50x122 It lot in the 
4,700 block of Hamer. Not much 
vaiue in the home, but the lot next 
John Currle 
635-9598 
Sandspit, Q.C.I. one of the newest door has ust been listed as well giv. 
tourist areas of B C a hot spot for i inn a nice size parcel of land in an 
sa men f sh ng i [: sted ~ at' on y':.-~ I excellent resale area. Bring your 01. 
$129,500 MLS;.Open~{o any" !  for today on: ~ . 
reasonable offer Call Joy for more: I Home onlotL,.,,..,.,..i$36,5OOMLS 
information. " : • " - I Vacant lot ......... .,.,,,$24,900 MLS 
; I Call Suzanne for more details tedayl 
: Joy  Dover 
635.7070 
LOWER THORNHILL 
This 2 BR, cottage style home may 
be just what you are looking for if 
you like to garden, and like to tinker 
with cars1 Insulated shop and 
garage, with an adjoi~ing,~sitorage 
building and targ~','"de~loped 
garden area. Asking $79 800. EX- 
CLUSIVE ~ if!/, ," ~, '~;i,~ :, ,~, 
RENTAL UNIT IN THORNHILL 
Two 2-bedroom and a .1 bedroom 
unit wffh ground level basement 
located on Dobble Street. Lot is 
landscaped and a carport is attach- 
ed to the end unit. Exclusive. 
BUILT WITH PRIDE 
Modern 2 storey home, quality 
throughout over 1 200 sq.ft, on 
main; ',~ .. . .  Eu~rdl~n ~ dtyle ~. kitchen~ 
i Cetamic',tlle~ on,kRchen ',& d n hg 
room floors, twin seal windows, on- 
suite, concrete surfaced sundeck, 
vinyl siding, double garage, and 
lower floor finished with 4th 
bedroom, family room, 3 pce. bath, 
laundry room .apd foyer. Asking 
.$139,500. MLS 
HOME ON THE RANCH 
I1 you're tired of city life and want to 
get away to your cwn 'sp~ ~d',.In th 
country,'w~y 'qot ~ ~ ,aocom~ 
merit_to Seerthis ,' i/ell.eel io Hooey, 
Ranch? A pretty, 3 boor( ~n nomei/ 
barn, two fenced pastures, a riding 
arena, plus all the other sheds and 
lean.to' s you would expect. On 4:88 
acres - a bargain at $125,000. Ex- 
clusive. 
Sylvia Griffin 
• Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski (R,I.B.C.) Joe Barbosa 
635-5754 635-5397 638-0484 635-5604 
• ~-  • . • 
~, • .~  ,~ ~,~ 
SCENIC SETTING 
$98,900 MLS 
This character style homo has a lot 
to offer besides charm, You'll be 
pleased to discover a separate 
detached garage with workshop. 
Also included in this package are a 
country style kitchen, 3 bedrooms 
+ large .living room, Situated on 
Graham the property consists of 
1,18 acres and has various fruit 
trees &shrubs, Call Suzarmo today 
before this one is sold, 
't 
9' 
ONE OF A KIND 
This is a wonderful family home on 
a double lot in a quiet area of town, 
close to schools and hospital. This 
home was completed using quality 
materials, 2x5 construction, large 
rooms, good quality carpets, oak 
cabinets in kitchen. Hot water nat. 
gas heating with multi.zone ther- 
mostats, large attached garage, root 
cellar, cold room. Appointment o 
view call Wanda, $154,000 MLS. 
BACK TO'THE BASICS ' 
Picturesque 105 acre farm near 
Cedarvale has some of the finest 
rowing soil In the area. Bordered 
by the Skeena River with part of the, 
term as a large island, this 
homestead has 3 homes, Nestled in 
the valley under the Seven Sisters 
Mountains the setting is beautilul. 
Drop in to ouroffice and see the ptc- 
lures. Priced at $199,500. Call Joy 
to view. MLS 
WILDERNESS RETREAT 
Listen to ,the crystal clear water, as 
you eat breakfast or let it put you to 
sleep at night. 1,450 sq.ft, log 
house with ducted wood heat, hydro 
& running water. Situated on 20 
acre treed property with creek runn- 
ing through. Located in Nass Valley 
1 hour from Terrace. All this & more 
for only $49,500., .... 
IDEAL RENTAL UNIT I 
Is what you'll have if you make an 
offer on this mobile on landl Comes 
with 6 appliances, N/G heat & hot 
water, new roof, therefore minimum 
upkeep. Re~dy to sell at $48,900. 
Call Sheila nowl . . . . . . . . .  
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL LOT ~ 
6O'x4OO', has been clearedand is 
level. Small 1 bedroom house could " 
be fixed up or used for storage, Ask- 
. inn $28,500 MLS. Call Dave;newt 
I 
A GREAT LITTLE BUSINESS 
With lots of room for growth. Conve- 
nience store/laundromat nd 3 bay 
car wash. Recently built cement 
block building designed for a second 
floor. Comes complete with a home 
next door Ior owner or rent. Call 
Oerlck 635.6142 or 635.3042 for 
more details. EXCL. 
f 'i 
Dave Reynolds 
636-3126 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  =J J  = pRUDEN:& CURRIE (!976) . . . .  LTD. . . . . .  : 
4700 BLK. TUCK AVE. 
EXCLUSIVE ' 
Solid full basement bungalow offer- 
ing 1140 sq.ft, of living space, 3 
bedrooms, fireplace, up.graded 
carpets,-;iw!nddws, ar~dihbt w~,tpr~ 
'ta'nk~ Beautifully ,treed: I'o~-;otfe~1hg  
privacy in ~"gfi]h( i~tl~)H; Asking 
$89,500. , ~ i 
• , .  • 
INDUSTRIAL LOTS ON GREIG 
132. ft. fror:=tage at the corner of 
Greig & Clinton Street. Lots are 
cleared and ready for construction. 
Asking $45,000 MLS. 
SUITE DEAL! 
Full basement Horseshoe home with 
3 bedrooms up, 1 bedroom down, 
and a 2 bedroom basement suite. 
Natural Gas heat, 5 pce. main bath 
plus a 2 pce. ensuite. Worth a look 
at $110,000 MLS. 
REVENUE PLUS 
On this well cared for home with a 3 
bedroom suite down plus a 1 
bedroom inlaw suite on main floor 
with entry oil dining room or from 
large 8x30 sun deck. Newly- 
carpeted and painted all on a large 
well landscaped.~lot in the 
Horseshoe.,$130,OOO MLS.~ ..; ..... ~. 
YOUROWN FISHING SITE '~ 
0ver'147 acres fronting on the 
Cedar River, north of the General 
store and accessible from Cedar 
River Road. Lovely mountain views, 
River access, and some of the pro. 
porty was farmed in the past. Listed ' 
at $55,000 MLS. 
Cam Simon Run Redden 
635-9549 638-1915 
JUST LISTED 
Super clean 1100 sq.ft, double wide 
on anieety landscaped chain link 
fenced lot. Newer flooring in main 
living areas. 10x24 family room 
with wood stove, 11.6x17 living 
room, 2 bedrooms, master is 
11.6x!,8 and could be converted 
back to 3 bedrooRs. Renty of 
storage with 2 storage sheds. Great 
starter or retirement home. Call 
Dave NOW! Wori't~ last long at 
$65,000 MLS; ,, 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
A well situated vacant lot in the 
downtown core, Lots of traffic 
makes Ibis a great investment op- 
portunity. Listed at $40,000 MLS. 
For more information ' on this 
33x100 It. lot call Doug today, 
: ; , .  j 
Lynda Boyce 
638-1073 
~;~ . . . . .  ~! ~ 
Suzanne Gleason . . . .  , Doug Mlsfeldt . , ~(Kennedy ' 
638.8198 638-1715 636.3042 : 
i 
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
75x200 in Thornhill has a residence 
on it which is presently rented for 
$5501mo. A great way to invest for 
the future, Call Joy, $59,500, 
CONVENIENT & I 
AFFORDABLE 
Three bedroom 1,200 sqtt Con. 
dominlum located in town, New 
vinyl siding, 2V= bathrooms. Within 
easy wa k ng d stance to the real 
Call Dave now for more details. Ask. 
inn $53,900 MLSI 
THINKING OF SELLING 
When you list your home or pro. 
peity with NRS your name wl 
automatically be entered in tt 
MEXICAN HOLIDAY CONTESL 
Eligibility is restricted to the loca l  
area, making your chances of winn, 
inn greatl 
For TOP VALUE and OUALITYJ 
PERFORMANCE put the NRS System 
and marketing team to work for you, 
Q 
Wanda waIoerg Shella Love 
636-3734 635-3004 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
E A  
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HOME 
P 
PLAN 
i i l ,  i! 
¢. 
(~Westl~ne Plans include full 
ment , . .not  shown. PATIO SUNDECK 
MASTER SUffE ~ <:31 ~mR m 2 
I . .+++ . . . ,  , , , . ,  . +.++,x++? I O-l'.-, ,lUlf'l gs,<3+m ,+ 
_ ~ H~I . ~ ~, \. i~ m m-ex13-o = ~xt~ rl-r- l~lJ 9-6x130 
9-6x lO-6k~. - -  ~ 3962x3962 '/010Xmlu ~ [ 
J l" Ill ~lltilily~? __  LIVINGROOM ,~'I=~ 1~ox~ 
i +' : '  i . DEN FOYER up " Second F loor  . . , . ,  t}OxS-6 ~ > ~<l~ 3962x5029 
' ~_  , ~ZxZ~O I I > ~ d.' 
F, ' .  
C~edi:Staircase / 
Proval'es visua£ " 
Treat. 
I DESIGN NO. A-184 
The cool shelter of a wrap- 
arouz~d porch beckons as 
you approach thts tradit ional 
charmer, Step inside, the 
large foyer with Its curved 
staircase provides you with 
a visual treat unequalled...but 
there's much more. From 
this point you may proceed 
up to to any area on the main 
floor with ease. The cozy 
den to the left will provide 
one With many hours of .quiet 
for study, work or relaxation. 
At  the rear a large conveni- 
ently planned family area 
awaits yoLz. There ts plenty 
: of counter space in the kttchen~ 
~..a.n.d..,.t.he... family room features. 
'~;,i~ a wood'-burning, fireplace 
+ and easy access to either 
. pool or pat io .  , 
/,, 
• : ~ 
,: Licensed Premlaes 
i 
GOOD FAMILY DINING AT 
REASGNABLE PRICES 
WEEDNESDAY IS 
SENIORS DAY 
, Senior Cit izens receive 
i 0% off menu pr ices 
, (Specials exempt) 
Monday to Friday 
7 a.m.- 8:30 p.m. 
: Saturday 8 a,m.-4 p,m. 
Sunday 8 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
located in 
i. ~i the  
, .  
i ~ i~ i~  ~ ,,_~¢~"~ 
(• 
!SJ UM B E R 
" LODGE 
TERRACE 
4702 Lakelse 
:+S  PHONE 
;35 -6  30 ;  
t PORCH 
Width-" 7P-O ri{+ " 
Depth '35 ' -0"  ....... ~ .+ +~ ' "  ..... 
First Floor: 1252 sq. ft. : ++ .'+ : ....... 
Second Floor:  1117.5 sq. ft. ::ii(ii~:;ii~i(!:i ::,' i + : 
House Plans AvailableThrough 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 MEMBER OF TIM.BR-MARTS [.TO, 
[ ]  
. . . .  ~::i:i! 
Verne Fergu 
635-338! 
:~' Brenda Erickson 
638.1721 
nowi Priced ~t $62;400~ Ev~ff Young,' 
638-0268. 
1 
COUNTRY KNOCK.OUT 
Roamin' room on these 9.72 acres zdds 
charm to this home. Cheery fireplace, 
solarium, barn, horses OK, Greenhouse, 
workshop, 3 BR. VerDe at 635-3389. 
$114,500. 
iI+,, .,i,+ +~++++3%+, ,~"+\  
WARM l LIVABLE 
Horseshoe home that's neat & tidy. Quiet 
cul.de.sac. Gas, electric heat, lamity 
room, workshop, 3BR/1.4 pc, 1-2 pc bath, 
also near schools & shops. Exclusive. 
Priced at $99,951. Ric White, 635-6508. 
I 
I nls.cnaracler.etylO Dome IS 81tua!oQ OI1 a 
large view lot with .adjoining lot, thus 
enhancing the value and pleasure of this 
prime location. Call 01go Power, 
635-3833. 
i+ ~,+.  +~+~ 
FAMILY FAVORITE 
Great home, great neighborhood, great 
price. Five bedroom, 2Vz bath, sundeck, 
double carport. Family room, kitchen with 
special features. Wondstove and 
fireplace. View with Brenda 638-1721. 
$114,900 MLS. 
AImROABLE FAMILY L ,Vm : 
Spacious family home in Copperside 
Estates featuring 3 BR and 2 baths plus 2 
BR. Full bath and family room in the full 
height concrete basement. Additional 
• features include Irg. sundeck, double car- 
port, plus Irg. treed lot. Only $76,900. Call 
today lor viewing: Steve Cook. 638-0047.. 
• . ( ! 
GENTLEMAN RANCHER 
Country Thomhill raised ranch. Pedectiy. 
sited on 20 acres, energy saver. Fireplace 
charm, skylights, formal dining room, 
country kitchen, 3 BR/1-5 pc., 1.3 pc. en. 
suite, 1-3 pc. baths, well water, horses 
OK, mini.ranch. Exclusive. $194,951. Ric 
White, 635-6508. 
bath, fully finished basement with Irg. rec- 
room complete with beautifully finished 
bar. L/R has a fireplace with heat efficient 
circulating fan, Compact kitchen has built- 
in desk and d shwasher. Call Diana to 
view. 635.6236, 
!+ +-+. 
WELL MAINTAINED MOBILE 
12x68 mobile home with addition. 3 BR, 
all drapes and 4 appliances included. 
Sundeok. $26,900. Call Olga at 
635-3833. 
Diana Wood 
635-6236 
:i 
,+i: +~++i++++i i; : i + i 
Ric White 
635.6508 
FULLY DEVELOPED 
Up and down is this 1,350 sq.tt, 5 
bedroom, 3 bathroom home. 22x20 
family room, separate dining room, 
20x40 shop, pdvate location. Call 
Laurie. Asking $115,DO0. MLS 
AVAILABLE SOON 
This brand new 1610 sq.ft, home 
storey home nearing completion in 
choice Horseshoe subdivision. This 
home offers a family room, kitchen 
with breakfast area, separate dining 
room, four bedrooms upstairs and 
21h baths. Natural gas heat. Double 
garage. Ca(I Jim today for more In. 
forma'tion on this home priced at 
$161,900. MLS 
• WHY PAY RENT? 
Very attractive 14x70, 3 bedroom 
mobile set up on nicely landscaped 
and fenced lot. Features natural gas 
heat, 5 appliances and 20x24 
garage. Call Curdle 01son for your 
appointment to view. Listed at 
$61,900 MLS. 
Start Parker 
635.4031 
featuring 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths 
with an appealing floor plan is 
almost completed. Located on a 
large 75'x185' lot on a quiet dead 
end street, this home is a must see 
for someone looking for size and 
newness. Call Shaunce for more In- 
fo. Asking $130,000 MLS, 
PROPERTIES 
Check out these vacant properties 
for sale: • ' 
Kofosd Dr. (.98 acre)...,....$98,000 
Clcre & Kirkaldy(136xl15)$14,500 
Cedarvifle (38 acres) ......... $29,50B 
Call Shaunce for more information. 
MLS. 
Jim Duffy 
635~E=88 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kelum Street, Terrace, B.C. ~ ' (~  
,+ 635-6361 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED • , ;. %, 
. . . .  +++++ a 8 - -  • ++' ;, '. + 
CUTE & COZY 
Is the best way to describe this 
listing in the Keith Estates. This 
home has 1,050 sq.ft, on the main 
floor and also a rh basement. Roun. 
dlng out this fine package are 2 
bedrooms, n/g heat, 1 bath, and an 
immaculate yard. Asking $89,900 
MLS. 
QUALITY fiNISHING- 
PRICED TO SELL 
Exceptionally re.finished, this home 
provides 1400 sq.n. o f .  quality 
finishing with 4 bedrooms, 12x24 
family room, modern decor of Greys 
and blues attractively accented in 
pine, and four appliances included. 
Just move right in without he need 
to paint or cleanl Priced to sell 
$49,900 MLS: Call Lauri e todayl 
"L+++ 
Gor~ 
638'1946 
COMFORTABLE AND 
SPACIOUS 
This large 1800 sq.n., 3 bedroom, 
2 bathroom home on an acre.and a 
half gives you all the feelings of 
home. All this for only $112,000. 
MLS. Call Shaunce todayl 
ONE OF A KIND 
This home and property has so 
much Io offer your family, The home 
is a custom built, two.storey home 
offering over 2,600 sq.ft, of finished 
living area plus a basement. Hard. 
wood floors, five bedrooms, ree 
room, and much, much more. The 
property is two parcels totalling 
24.6 acres within Terrace. 24x36 
shop with loft area, Carl Jim today 
for more information on this truly 
untque property, MLS 
HOME AND SHOP 
With 1,152 sq.ft, of living space in 
excellent condition, three 
bedrooms, on a 75'x200' lot with a 
18'x26' shop, this is a great house 
for the home mechanic. Call 
Shaunce for more Information. 
$67,500. MLS 
LARGE FAMILY HOME- 
QUIET AREA 
Newly renovated 5 bedroom home 
providing many attractive features, 
Just redecorated in modern decor. 
Full basement, large dining area, 
famll? roorli, carpod, lofty fenced 
hack yard with access from alley 
way Well located on quiet street 
near schools and hospital. Well pric. 
dg- $92,500. Call Laurie for view- 
. • 
house makes it an excellent starter 
or retirement home. Features 2 
bedrooms, lfull basement and 
sundeck on large lot with fenced 
backyard, A must to see. $84,900, 
MLS. Call Gordie Olson for your ap. 
polntmont today. 
THINKINO ,OF' BUILDING 
YOUR OWN HOME? 
Here ts your chance to pick one of 
the large lots now available on the 
Bench In Phase I of. the new 
'UPLAND SUBDIVISION', Call Curdle 
Olson for more Information and ask 
about Ibe Vendor financing that is 
available, Priced at $29,750 each. 
SMALL HOME, LAROE SHOP 
Don't overlook this new listing, 
Small 3 bndroom home wllh partial 
basement. Situated on 1,13 acres 
and a 32x46 Insulated and wired 
shop. Call Curdle Olson for more in. 
formation. Priced at $89,900 MLS, 
on OIs~'~ •o'r~ * ' "Laurie Forbes ,Hans Stach Shaunce Krulsselbrlnk Ted Garner 1 
QSS-_K~2 "m'"73~, , . s , .e= e3t . se!L .  
. . . . .  . . . . .  ABOUT IT.'I. : . . . . . .  NO QUESTION " 
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Tynan Weekly Features 
Plan of the Week 
. : . I "L  ~ 
RETIRING, ~ 
By M. TYNAN 
At 1673 sq.fl., this base- 
ment home is smaller than 
average, yet still boasts a 
spacious and comfortable 
floor layout. 
The family room has 
been eliminated. Instead a
large living room, com- 
plete with a cozy wood 
stove, provides ample 
room to entertain guests 
and family. A good sized 
eating area in the country 
kitchen replaces the dining 
room, offering ample 
room to set up a dining 
suite. The kitchen also 
boasts an efficient work- 
ing area with plenty of 
cupboard and counter 
space and an open counter 
to service the eating area. 
A large master bedroom 
features a walk-in closet 
.o'=, ~ ,~.~ 
~ ~ ~  ~ ~='/,', - -  L ~ ...... 
1111 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. PLAN NO. B-733 1673 SQ.FT. 
l~ f~.108th  Avenue, 8ur~,  B.C. An  plana copyright 
P'hoo¢ $81.45799 Fax: $81-4823 
" - . , .  ,~ . : . . . . ! . ,  : , . and a four: Piece ensuite 
with a raised soaker ltub; A - - - ':: 
secondary~ ! bedroom will" " :  : ' ' '  " " 1 ' ' ' ' " 
comfortably acc0mmodate - ' ' -20 :5  'X'23=b! ~' '', ' • " ; 
overnight guests. The den, - ' , ,  f ~ L L ~ '  ~': : ' "  ~ ~ ~?" l l " '  :~ : ; 
• , . . ~ * ' . .~ .  ,~ 
complete 1 with closet . ,'. \ ,.~ !:}, ; .:\: 
space, could be used ,as a 
sewing or hobby room. 
If you havech0sen View 
property, two large decks, / 
froat and rear, will ensure 
that the view can be ap- 
preciated from either side. 
An unfinished basement 
awaits your own creative 
touch., 
Plans,for B-7~may be~-" ~:~:, 
obtained for $335.0Ofor .,~ ~ ','. ~ ~ ~-  
a package of five com- 
plete sets of working 
prints and ~$29.00 for 
each additiodal set of the 
same plan. Allow $15.00 
extra to cover the cost of 
postage and handling 
(B.C. residents add ap- 
plicable sales tax to plan 
total) (All Canadian resi- 
dents add 7% GSTto 
plan total plus postage 
and handling). 
This is one of our new 
designs. Many innova- 
i tiDe plans arenow avail- 
: able in our NEW Ranch- 
e r  plan .catalogue for 
$9.55 including postage 
-and handling and 7% 
GST. 
Please make all che- 
ques, money orders, and 
Visaor MasterCard au- 
thorizations payable to: 
Terrace" Standard Plan 
of the Week,, 13659- 
108th Avenue, Surrey, 
BC. V3T-2K4 
I1 FOYER 
: D#N 0 , 
10 : -0 'x12 ' -0" /  ' " 
=_:J:' ! 
L I V I NG ROOM 
14' -0"  x 18' -8" 
DN 
I ' " I [  
DECK 
BEDROOM 
11 ' -6"x l l  ' -4"  
II . . . . .  . i  
65' :-0" 
I 
!i 
~:i ....... - - - ]  
LOE]'R ~' PLAN 1B" /3  
I NOTE : 
. TH IS  PLAN INCLUUES 
AN UHF IN ISHEO BASEMENT 
' " ~ '~ ' ' L : ; : :  . . . .  " ( NOT SHOM4 ) " 
SO.FT .  ' - : 
L.W. CLAY 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4805 Davis Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone: 635-5533 Fax: 635-9068 
Office Hours 12 noon to 6 p.m. Daily. Including Saturdays. 
Evenings by appointment. 
I Conveyancing, mortgages, mobile homes, wills, etc. I 
m 
I 
CRNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Fdday at 9:30 a.m. on 9.90 AM Radio in 
Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday is your chance to win thousands of dollars on 
CFNR Radio Bingo! Pick up your cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Simoighets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocer/, Wayside Grocery, Terrace Shell 
and Carwash, Hilltop Grocew, Copperside Three, Select Jewellem, as well as, Sybil 
Morven of Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of Kilselas, and Delia Scodane at Northern Native 
Broadcasting, In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh Co.op Store,in Kitimat from Daretane 
Staff,' in Kitimaat Village from Roberta Grant, in Greenville from Ron Sampam, in Git. 
winksihlkw from Merci Moore. 
Call 638-8137 for more info. 
/ i¢~ k'.m~p., . ;~ .~ 
/ v.eg/~e. 6al Wrote b~r.I 
/ ~. only live, ~ro~n~ i 
/ Terrace..Imnota ] 
~lAr be~r, .or ~ , I 
'~y~r .  :] m re~. 
Come on- here are 
3une ~n pl~c~, [ 
yo~c=n wsii'.]m I 
~oin3 -fo #non Yo~" I
L.ct~; h~ve fl~r)/ J 
I 
 -5 ow Youp, 
TAKE A HOLIDAY Iit OUR FIOMI: TOWN 
HA~10)~ 
Canada Safeway All Seasons Spoding Goods 
Terrace Shopping Centre 4622 Lakelse Avenue 
Kermodie Trading CO. Skeena Broadcasters 
4625 Keith Avenue 4625 Lazelle Avenue 
CO-SPONSORED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE & 
TERRACE & DISTRICT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
• . .  at  your  house?  
It's time to call yea" 
Welcome Wagon hostee¢ 
She will bring congratu- 
lations and gifts ifor the 
family and the NEW 
B A B Y ~ ,  
I IN r l  1131~ ~t?O.  
Phone Elaine 635-3010 
Pint, no Diana 638-8576 
~ Phone Gilllan 036-3044 
L JUST LISTED Best buyl 4 bedroom, family bungalow I
in the Horseshoe area. Recent J
upgrading. Natural gas furnace and | 
hot water in 1989. New shingles this | 
year. Very good condition. $107,600. | 
, _ Cat Dick Evansl | 
SOMETHIHG SPECIAL 
If you have been looking and are unable to 
find that special home in the 
.$170o0004200,00 pflce range - one 
Dick Evans a call now at 638.1400. 
....q,. 
JUST LISTED " i i ASSORTED SIZES & I 
Rural setting just six minutes from 4 way I I , ,,,,,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
stop. Chalet style, 4 bedroom home of log I I P.~;>u,ll/l:u rnll;C~it 
& frame construction. 3 bedrooms have i I Lots 66'xl 23 to V4 acre. $24,600 to 
their own balcony. 12x27 master | i $29,000. Developer will carry flnanc. 
bedroom has ensulte.  18x32 I I  ing O.A.C. Call Edke for more info. 
shop/garage. Asking $96 900. Call Dick | i MLS. 
Evens, I ' 
experience In 
real estate, 
636-7088 • 
638-1400 
REVENUE HELPER 
Main floor offers 2 Brms, rec. room, 
bay windows and large kitchen. Base- 
ment has one Brm self-contained suite 
that rents for $40O/month; has 
separate entrance. Listed at 
S109,000. MLS 
CRESCENT STREET 
Large family home on 1.47 acres. 3 + 1 
brms, n.g., rec room and games room. 
Mint condition. Asking $119,600 MLS. 
Phone 6ordiel 
TUCK AVENUE 
1,400 sq.ft., 3 brm bungalow in quiet area 
of Horseshoe. 3 brms, brick fireplace, roof 
rash!ogled, 16x30 storage garage, garden 
area'and fruit trees, n~g. heat. EXCLUSIVE 
with RE/MAXI 
a 
J , 
Y 
- l~n 
I 
REDUCEDI! 
Great bungalow in quiet area in Thor. 
nhill. Now roof and exlerior stain; ever 
1,500 sq,ft. 3 brms, 1V: baths, n.g, 
heat, PLUS *New natural gas 
fireplace*. Only' S89,900 MLS. Call 
Joyce. 
i 
ONLY ONE LEFT! 
4812 HalUwetl (SOLD) 
4810 Halllwell (still available) 
Bright and spacious full basement home. 
Large double lot with access from rear 
lane. A great buy at S127,BOOMLS. Call 
Joyce. 
LAKE FRONTAGE 
Is at a premiuml 53x489 lot on Lakelse 
Lake. Single level home approx. 1600 
sq.ft. Good beach, Priced at S109,900 
MLSI Call JoYCet 
I 
HUGE LOT! 
.38 of an acre in town. This home 
features a douWe carport, paved 
driveway, two workshops, full base- 
ment. Best of all it is in excellent con- 
dillon. For a private showing call John 
at 638-1400. S124,900. EXCLUSIVE. 
i 
ANOTHER HUGE LOT! 
.83 of an acre in town. This yard has a 
large garden area, fruit trees, plus a gigan- 
tic lot for kids to play. The spacious home 
provides for a potential mortgage helper 
suite in the basement o make this home 
even more affordable. Contact John NOWI 
$149,000. MLS 
CHEAPER THAN RENTING! 
12x60 mobile home is in good condition, 
Located in Thomhill Park, pad rental is on. 
ly  $150lag. MOPIle has natural gas heat, 
new roof, storage shed and all appliances 
are included. Asking $19,900. Call John 
Evans, ' ' 1 " 
• r 
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USINESSr DIRECTOR 
TERRACE :EXPERTS --  IN A GLANCE 
RECKING 
! NEW - USED , RE 
Prompt Professional Service For All Makes 
of •Cars, 4x4's and Trucks 
• Computerized parts locating system across Canada 
• Full stock of parts- used, rebuilt and new 
• Wholesale and retail " 1 " 
• 24 hou r.towing - contract hauling - heavy duty recovery specialists 
• Licensed Mechanic - parts installed while you wait 
• warranty installs on parts and labour 
PARTS: 635-6837 24 HR. TOWING: 635-9383 
4129 SUBSTATION AVENUE. TERRACE, B,C. 
J 
.~.~. ,-.,~. 
"t~" ' ; .~*. 
;~. FULL FLORAL".~.'~ 
AND BALLOON SERVICE 
* Fun .  Magic * Balloons 
Top Quality F lowers ,  Balloon Bouquets 
* Decorating W Costume Delivery 
Bus: 635-6312 Home: 635-7819 Fax: 838-0603 
Heather Graydon 
3237 Kelum Street, Terrace 
"'We Add a Sparkle of  Magic" 
i • 
i! 
• . . . . .  BUSINESS OF THE WEEK 
: " * commercial pnotograpny - 
~,: ~ : 'i .CUSTOM FRAMING:  
~ ~ i .  Limited Edition prints& posters i :  
& NAN RICHARDSON - - . . . .  ' 
4913 Scot t  Avenue 
PH. Terrace,  B.C. V8G 2 B 7 0 J  , '3 - jAU~f  
I CLEANING SPECIAL 
I Carpets in Any 
: I Three Rooms... A le  
I GREAT RATES ON - r  ~,~ ,, ~ 5 
I FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY I 
. . . . .  I i ii . . . . . .  in 
When you gotta"have it, We'll ~ I t l  
," " . . . . . . . . . . .  " I~  MO l~t V . "~. 
~-- - ,= .~~~.  
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIMO DELIVERY 638-8530 
i 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave.. Terrace 
. D i rec tors :  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
BronZe Pt aq:t~s 
monume,', 
JEANETTE SCHULMEISTER . ,: 
24 HOUR f~ 
.'., Answer ing  an~ Pager  Serv ice  l~  
• ,==. ,~Ana ~.n~,o,, .... o 
. Assoctahon 
: : :  FOR ALL YOUR CLEANING NEEDS 
,~- - .Terrace & Kitimat::BiJ[ idingMainte~ance 
~ Insured .,:. :~ , 635~6772"~ ,. Bonded 
! i :  
i , i : 
~errace, Kitlmat. Smithers 
'& Prince Rupert 
i i  , 
Arctic Cat Neld Enterprises Ltd. 
Evlnrude 
Kawasaki The Recreation Specialists 
Suzuki 4925 C Keith Ave,, 
LawnBoy Terrace, B,C. V8G 1 K7 
H.O. Weterskls ~ ~Phone 635-3478 
& Accessodos ' Salea:5 50 0 
Certified Mechanics Jesse Cosgrove 
Fred Dunn Mark Neid 
Willie DeHoog Tim Link 
, 10% OFF  I 
I Any Serv ice  Wi th  Coupon :~: I I : • • , , , . ,  ;~ . 
l Dape~abl" Door-to.Door ~ A ~  .... Prompt, CoudeoOS l 
I Tn~i gnrv CO .... ; .~ .t,,,-~ ~,~,~ & Re able Delivoff • . 
I ~ ,~,~.: ~ , . ,~ .~, ,~, ; : ,~~"~I i I t '  Service I :' 
' $~{1~~ .... ~:'.;" " i ~ 
24 Hours - "  ~"  - ~ '  , 7 days t • ~a~ a ' :;' 
a Day ~ . ,~¢ak. I,,,Y 
i. :Wherever you're g~OThg, we're:go|nlg'~,y~0u~wa, Yl ~ )Cm 
i ,# '  I / i  l l I  ~ ,I~Ip~M~.'~,....,~: "~0 '~. ' / ) ' , f f ( i :Y l ' , ' , "  I ? .  
L 4449Lakelse I~ALUWI  i%/.U~30 635-7177 I 
. . . . .  , J  
~!il ~ " 
Am D LAN i~~"~ 
• L A N D  MOBILE  RADIO E-~L JU~ I I I I  
~. . ,~  CANADA LTD. 
;. Northland 
.,, CO . . .>  mmunicat ions  Ltd, 
Mobile Radio Sales & Service 
~: 4o 4 -5002 eohle 638"0261 
Caleo Computers • Hardware/Software Sales 
• Repairs to All Makeslll 
* Consulting • Training 
CCi 
- ! i ! i  635- 7886 FAX 635-3655 
4558 Lazelle Ave., Terrace V8G 1S2 ~ccPAc~u~,or~z~o~o~ 
Cowlicks Country Salon 
Call now for details on our 
BACKT0 SCHOOL SPECIAL 
Out of town customers call toll free 1-800-565-HAIR 
3945 Sande Ave. 
By Appointment Only 635"41  43  
SKEENA HEATING SERVICES 
Bonded "A"  
Class 
Gas F i t te r  
For all heating installation service, 
Industrial, commercial and residential, 
CALL STAN HOLLAND 
Ph. 635-7979 
Fax. 635-2208 
i i  
K ~ L C T I R E  SERVING THE WEST 
CONY FLEMING :, , : ,  i:?: '.i. 
Cedarland Tire Service ~td ) 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
Bus. Phone 635-6=151/6170 4929 Keith Avenue 
Res. Phone 635-6985 TERRACE, B.CI V8G 1 K7 
F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "  " ' ' I  " ' ' . l  
_{9[{ Skeena Valley Video Clinic .~9~' 
, I ~epcemDer ~avmgs I Includes ',[ndudes .... , 
I .~Tt  . . .  ,I _VCR or Camcorder, cleaned & adjusted, - - ,  uoz!C~am ,' 
~k3 JI, II " ~'  " I 
I cou~,o. H,S ,0 c,s, ~Lu~ ' 
' 635-7762 ,..,,, oo,o.~.,.,,~ 635.7762 ' 
'  venu  ; 
mmmi mi  mm n l  mm mm im mm mm i i  Imm Im~ mm I I  mm I I  Im m Im im i mn 
TERRACE REDI-MIX LTD, 
Ready to Serve you for all your 
Concrete needs. 
Commercial . Indust r ia l . .  Residential 
~ 635-4343 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1-800-661-2676 
HElD ENTERPRISES LTD. 
SPECIALIZING IN ALUMINUM WELDING 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS- BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION - GAS TANKS- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS - BOX LINERS 
200 TON METAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM NEID 
TEL 160~41 635"4843 
FAX 635.5050 
'5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
:lACE, B.C. V8G 3Y8 
( ~ ~ .  C~LOp~,,~4~..~ ~ '~" . .~  Windshield Repair/ReplacementS.AutoG,ass 
. ¢'?/-;,~J~/" ;LYe. * ICBC Replacements 
Large Selection Costumea for a, ~ ~ ~ r b " ~ "  "~L. ~ "~" ==Windows:-MIrr°rs 
occasions Including: ~ ~  ~ .  
• for Adu l ts  and Ch i ld ren .  . Halloween • ~,',,I,',H I lnif,q 
I ....~_ ~, . /~ ,~ • Easter I 
I ~ ,  ,~\ \~,~~~ ~ •Rose Schibli I 
I ~  635-4763 I 
k~: )  * podraita 
• I ~  * weddings '~,~ ::~,o ...... , o=y, as,ore,on o,B,W photos 
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Keep meats and 
m mlk produCts col 
£ 
~ can be avoided if we understand 
and practice good foo d hygiene., i 
:. In order to do this, We must be 
: aware of some 'simp!e, basic 
' facts. In point f6nn, these are:  
! ,Almost all f00ds, 'including 
meats, fish, fruits, Vegetables; and 
some high proteln'beVerages are 
naturally contaminated with dis, 
ease causing bacteriai often simp- 
ly refen'ed to as germs. 
• Bacteria (or genns), require 
threethings that allow them to 
grow or multiply. These are: 
food, moisture, . and favorable 
temperatures. Assuming adequate 
food and moisture, favorable 
d 
Ahhh summer - -  holidays, .In considering that many foods• 
warm weather, rcamping, bar- are naturally contaminated, and 
becues, picnics. Boy, what a life! that they are capable of support- 
But wait a minute, all .that good iug genn growth, the otdy way to 
food and warm weather can spell keep foods safe is through 
disaster if food is not  handled . temperature co|ltrol. Genus mul- 
properly. . ' .  ,: : ! . , i  tiply:in:]he favorable, tempera- 
Food po=soning can mean tures previ0usiylmentioned; this 
spoiled holidays, los t  :working range  is conamonly Called the 
hours, sevi~re di~eoi~if0it,:h0spi-" "Danger Zone".';* . • ' ,  • 
talization 01" ev(~! l  death:All i l tese  In order.to practice temperature 
control, v/e must achieve one 
basic objective- W e must either 
keep food s hot or cold (above 140 
or below 40 'degrees Fahreuheit). 
Then, we keep them out of the 
. danger zone a!~d prevent germs 
from multiplying on our foods. 
Smnmer months tnean in- 
(:teased travel and a greater use of 
barbecues and portable coolers. 
This is where we iequire a little 
extra effort to makesure that we 
maintain proper temperature con- 
' trol 'over our  foods. Here are 
some tips to help you do this: 
*Don't over crowd the cooler- 
pack it at the last minute and 
temperatures range from 40'140 leave plenty :of rqom for lots of 
degrees Fahrenheit (4-60 degrees ice or ice packs :to keep it cool. 
Celsius). : :.: ;. . i-... : It 's,surprising ho w ' quickly a 
• Meat,, fish, poultry and milk coolerwii!warmup. • 
products. (such .as creams, and .Make sure your foods are cold 
custards) are.potentially ' hazard-' before :you pack them in the 
ous foods; that;!s, they are.moist, cooler:This .allows them to retain 
high protein foods that can Sup - their freshness and their tempera- 
)oft the growth Of genns; ture much longer. 
• . t i , i 
": " , . :  BOX22, 
I ~"~| " J  IIMPR0 VIN~ , Terrace, B.O. Maior Cr~dlt Cards' 
I ~ J YOUR 0DDS i VBG4A2 •Accepted 
I ,~t J .A~cA~e : " Majorie Park " VourdonaUonls 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your doriatlon to the address above, along with 
the name of the deceased, .your name and address 
andthe name and address of the next-of-kin, for an 
acknowledge .~ent card. 
GOOD JOB PROSPECTS for graduates of an office skills program. The nine month program 
was sponsored by the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society and the Canada Employment 
Centre. Students took a Wide variety of courses, from resume preparation to English. 
Photo by - -  Murray Metcalfe Photography. 
1rEND oUR FREE 
LECI"  
 rads ' 
[)raised 
Contributed 
Ahnost nine mouths of hard 
work and dedication has paid 
off for students of an .office 
skills program. A dinner and 
dance was held July i0 to con- 
gratulate the graduates on their 
diligent work. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty 
Group Society aud the Canada 
Employment Ce||tre sponsored 
the program to iiicrea~e the 
employability of those receiv- . 
ing unemployment insurauce 
and social assistance. : 
Students took a widevariety 
of courses and participated in  
nine weeks of work experi, 
euce. Employers were im- 
pressed with the students' 
background and work ethic. 
Most of the class are now 
employed as a result of the 
program, and some haye 
chosen to continue their educa- 
tion at the local college. 
Graduating students include 
Grupal Aujla, Monique 
Belanger, Karl Dale, Chantal 
Doucet, Jeannette Delport, 
Raecheile Izatt, Wcndy 
Nicholson, Liuda Porter, Carol 
Simon, Linda Terry, Jill Veef- 
kind and Sheila Watts. 
! . .  DIAMOND 
, .... . •=.  SOblTAI  s 
  ratgo,(  S 1 49999 
~, SKEENAIMALLTERRACE : , ,, ~ : L 
.'b,, '. L=~'..':~'~..'."~ ~:' • " ' -~ ' . . ' " : :  ." " i.'.:":' ' ..-' ",:: " . .  ~'7 , ~ .. 
• ;~a.'V Monev:-back:guarantee::::~!::.::%;<:": ', :~ . : , ; '~~i '~:  
..~;i:lay Full. Exc.l~nge:Program~.:-~..':-~ :-..;:::,; ~ : ~  
THERE'S A COLD HEARTED 
THIEF IN YOUR HOME. 
It's lurking outside the back door. Or in the shadows of 
the basement. It's the humming, whirring, clicking, old 
second refrigerator, And it's robbing you of cold cash - 
an old inefficient second fridge can cost you up to 
$100 a year to run. 
WE'LL COME AIIDGET IT AND GIVE YOU $30!* 
We can take the problem off your hands; We'll pick up 
your oldoperating fridge (10 cu. ft. to 24 cu. ft. size) 
free of charge, dispose of it in an environmentally safe 
manner andrsend you a cool $30, 
To register in the Program, call the Refrigerator Buy-Back 
Hot Line toll,free 1-800~663-CASI-I (2274). In the 
Lower Mainlaiid, caIi683.CASH (2274). . . .  
V " . 
*B C Hydro reserves the right o change or c'ancel the reliate offer at 
' " ~ ! ' any t me without prior notice. . , i". '. 
• Si,sh ¢U insurance premiums up t050% 
Breakfast Television CITY TV 
CBC TVMorning News CBC TV 
Dini Petti Show CFTO TV 
i Business World CBC Tv 
John Oakle~, Show CFRB RADIO 
"Charles J. Givens is becoming to 
personal finance what 'Dale Carnegie 
~'s t0' human relations." 
- USA TODAY 
-" ';Charles J. Given~ as one ofthe. 
:qreatest success stories in North: 
America." 
- SUCCESS MAGAZINE 
"When Charles Givens talks, everyone 
listens." . 
-JANE PAULEY ' - 
, NBC TODAY SHOW- -;i .. :. 
'Last time he'was here, the Studigc.amle 
to a complete •stop ... everyone Started. 
taking notes and I was asl~ing for ~ -: 
advice." - : : : ' 
- BRYANT GUMBEL 
NBC TODAY SHOW 
"Charles J.. Givens is well on his way tc 
becoming the best-sellin~ financial self-. 
help autHbr of all times. 
- EARL C. GOTTSCHALK JR. : 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL 
i 
Charles J. Givens I ~  
has dedicated his life 
to teaching others throuqhout he world 
his easy to understand financial 
strateg~es.iHis books,-Wealth .Without- 
Risk,: and Financial Self Defense, .ha~e 
become the biggesrselling financlal 
books in'history With over two million 
copies sold..They have remained at the 
toi 5 of The New YorkTimes.best sellers 
list for over twoyearsi' ' ? 
Now in Canada, Charles J. Givens 
has researched ever ~ling made by • 
Revenue Canada, a: 'ell as every .'. 
official interpretation bulletin, circular 
and court decision to help you on the 
way to your own wealth w~'thout r'sk. 
SUCCESS ;TORIES 
I 
"We changed our insurance from whole 
lifeto term and by iwesting the cash 
returned from the p(dicies into an RRSP 
we have gone from Raying an extra ;i 
$:4,300 to receiving ~ $3,300 tax refund!" 
-Wend, Paulson: ' " 
• Lanig( nl Sask. CANADA 
~ l'm rea!ly exc!ted about all o! the inancialpossibilities that you ve 
presentedme. Thank you Mr. Givens, 
b r  p.utting your knowLedge on the 
market so that we "little guys" with no 
prior knowled of finances may better 
burselves anc r families." ' 
-Andre Gaudet 
• Calgary 
"J O C0n~ ),~ wish that your organization had 
r to my life at least. 15 years agol 
When I thine of the mistakes/have 
made in the r 15 years and the ~ 
amount ot rr /~hat I ~tsHp thr0~,.mgh 
my fingers during•,,, ~,,,,,., , . ,h i s  p " , I cou.I 
cry. At least now I can assist my " 
children with uestions of finance and 
I ef, tl" II be prevented from 
:in ~e same mistakes I have 
:le. 
-Jos~.~Fh L. Collins 
Bed ford, Nova Scotia 
• ,. ~ 4~ ~2C 
~- • . .  . .  . , . ' .  , :~ i "  " - * ' L - ,~ ' :  ' : - :  ~ =~ . '  "~ '~ 
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Sports 
Menu 
TONIGHT 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 10s - 6:30 p.m. 
AGK v Copperside 
Carlyle Shepherd v Co-op 
Centennial Lions v Surveyors 
Skeena Cellulose v Shoppers 
GIRLS  - 6:30 p.m. 
Terrace Travel v Kinettes 
Pizza Hut v Richards 
THURSDAY v AUGUST 20 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 12s - 6:30 p.m. 
Sight and Sound v C.edarland 
Bandstra v Finning 
Wildwood v Brady's FC 
SATURDAY 1 AUGUST 22 
Youth Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 7s - 9:30 a.m. 
All Seasons k,Kinsmen Jets 
Vic Freeae v Rotary 
"nlden Tigersv Safeway 
Terra~ Shell v Wilkinsons 
Philpots v Northern Motor Inn 
UNDER 8s - 10:30 a.m. 
Terrace Chrysler v Skeen aMills 
Dairy Queen v McAipine 
Cramptons V Totem Ford 
Shooting 
Kermode IPSEC Shooters meet 
at the Terra~ Rod and Gun club 
on Rifle Range Rd. in ThornhiH 
9 a.m.-2 p.m. Event continues 
same ti mes tomorrow. 
SUNDAY t AUGUST 23 
Running 
Smithers Fall Fair 5kin and 
10kin. Start ime 10 a.m. from the 
tlilltop Inn. For more info con- 
tact Dick Harrison at 847-5738. 
- MONDAY~I IGUST 24. 
,Youth .Soccer . . . . .  
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 1% - 6:30 p.m. 
Takhar v Braids 
Northern Drugs v Manuels 
TUESDAY~ AUGUST 25 
Youth'Soccer 
(Christy Park) 
UNDER 14s - 6:30 p.m. 
Sanberry v Overwaltea 
Terrace Builders v Bavarian 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 30 
Speedway 
Regular races at Teimce Speed- 
way, time trials at 1 p.m., racing 
at 2 p.m. 
WEDNESDAY I SEPT. 2 
Bowling 
Meeting at 7 p.m. at the bowling 
lanes for any bowler intending to 
play in any of the house leagues 
during the '92-'93 season. 
Topics to be discussed include 
rule changes and fee increases'.. 
Agendas available at the Lanes. 
For more info phone 635-5911.' 
THURSDAY, SEPT. 3 
Bowling 
Meeting at 7 p.m. at bowling 
lanes for members of the Sunday 
All Star league for the '92-'93 
s e a s o n .  
Topics Io include rule changes 
and payouls. Agendas available 
at the Lanes. For more info phone 
635-5911. 
FRIDAY I SEPT. 4 
Softball 
Inn of the Wesi Larry Swanson 
Memorial slow pitch tournament 
gets under way andcontinues to
Monday, Sept~ 7finals. 
SATURDAY I SEPT. 5 
Tennis 
Telkwa Open begins with finals 
scheduled for Monday, Sept, 7, 
The Terrace Standard of- 
fers Sports Menu as a pub- 
lic service to its readers 
and local sports organiza- 
tions. 
I f  you have an event 
planned, bring the details 
m and we'il add it to the 
Menu. 
To make the following 
week's paper, submissions 
must be in by 5 p.m, 
Thurscta.r. 
SPEED'S THE NAME of the game when Cal Johnson takes his super modified car out 'on to north- 
ern race tracks, Johnson owns the record at the Terrace, Prince George and Williams Lake tracks. .:~ . . ~, :~, 
He's also lead l~ ~he:~,po qt race in this year's Super Modified Pepsi Challenge, 
- 3 " ' :  " 
Life.in the fast lane 
T 
.knows,a l!abou t the uPS fi~ld clowns 
of super modified car racing. 
Less than a month ago rlohnson set the Prince 
George track alight with a blistering 14.475 sec- 
ond lap in the time trials, smashing the old record. 
He followed that up with winsinboth the dash 
and heat events to lengthen his lead in thisyear's 
Super Modified Pepsi Challenge. 
You could say he was on a roll at that point. 
And in the main, the final race of the day, hc 
definitely was. 
"I hit the wall at over 125 mph," he recalls. Al- 
though Johusou was unhurt, #44 took a beating, 
losing its front wheels, axle and wing. 
But, after his crew worked through the night to 
put the car back together, Johnson was in acti0ii 
again the following day to pick up a win, two sec~ 
ends attd post the fastest ime of the day. 
That's life in the fast lane and Johnson loves:it. 
But he's quick to point out there's more to it 
than just the thrill of racing, and winning. " It 's a 
lot of work, too," Johnson says/explaiulhg he 
aud co-owner Ken Hiebert 'arckept busy/each 
winter preparing for the next seasou. 
,Each season begins the ~ May loug weekend and 
runs until mid-Septenlber, The circuit inchides 16 
meets ru, at the Terrace, Prince George, Williains 
Lake aud Quesnel tracks. 
Goiug into last weekend's Opeu Invitational at 
the Terrace Speedway, the circuit'g thirteenth 
meet this year, Johnsoa was leading the Chal- 
- - - . .  , 
Icngc standings by 103 points. 
Although' he  hopes to put a lock on the, 
championship before the season's final races, 
Johnson acknowledges nothing's certain i, this 
game. 
In particular, he's keeping a careful eye on 
Richarff Larson " m car #22. Larson was back in 
fourth place in the standings going into the 
weekeud,.but as last year's champion, Johnson 
saysLars0n can't be counted out yet. 
Johnson's been racing super modifieds for five 
years now'. Vehicles in that class,'he xplains, fea- 
ture an ope,rwhcel design, use a direct drive sys- 
tem, run wings and are very light. At race's end, 
the car and driver combined must weigh in at 
more than 1900 Ibs. 
The cars burn straight alcohol at the rate of 
about halfa gallon a lap. That, he says, adds up to 
about $200 worth of fuel in a weekend's racing. 
It's expenses like that which make local 
spoasors o important to the racers, Johnson em- 
phasizes. For the local event, eight local 
businesses lent their support to  the Johnson- 
Hiebert team. "We couldn't do "it without hem," 
he adds. 
Going into the weekeud, Johnson held the 
record at the Terrace track, 14.62 seconds et dur- 
lug last year's meet. However, antieipatiug speeds 
of up to 115 mph ou the straightaways, he fore- 
cast the record would fall this thne. 
To find out whether that prediction worked out, 
check next week's Standard for meet results. 
New 
Look 
THE CALLS at 
Riverside Park are 
usually 'ball' and 
'strike', not 'set' and 
'spike'. All that 
changed Saturday, 
however, when lo- 
cal volleyball 
players took over 
the diamond for an 
outdoor tournament. 
The weather co- 
operated, but per- 
haps a little too well 
with the sunshine 
and warm tempera- 
tures making 
sunglasses and 
cold pop a must for 
the players. 
Simpson takes 
Duathlon title 
Going for a run or bike ride 
may sound like a relaxing way to 
spend a Saturday morning. 
It's a little differcnt when it's a 
5km run followed by 30kin 
biking and then another 5km rust, 
all against he clock. 
But Terrace's Sue Simpson 
proved well up to the challenge at 
the Boomtown Duathlon held 
Aug. 8 as part of the Village of 
Hazeiton's Pioneer Days celebra- 
tions. 
Simpson clocked lhr:40:21 to 
hold off Smithers' pursuer Anita 
Bush by 18 seconds and take top 
spot in the women's event. 
Julie McDonald of Kitimat 
placed third in a time of 2:15:00. 
"Conditions were really good," 
Simpson said of the race, al- 
though the day was beginning to 
turu "a bit warm" by the time 
she started out on the last 5kin 
run. 
The win earned Simpson $45 
prize money to go with the 
souvenir T-shirt picked up by 
each of the 24 entrants. 
In other Duathlon divisions, 
Peter Krause of Smithers 
(1:25:52) comfortably took the 
men's while Chris Desjardins 
(1:31:04) squeaked out Hazeiton 
rival Dave Allwood by just 13 
Sue Simpson 
seconds. 
Smithcrs athletes also tri- 
umphed in the team event where 
Dick Harrison and Tyler 
Coehrane crossed the line in 
1:20:10 
Anthony and Les Priest, also of 
Smithers finished second in 
1:32:24 while third went to 
Tclkwa duo Liam and Richard 
0vcrstall (1:34:04). 
Next up for northwest runners 
is the Smithcrs Fall air 5km and 
10km on August 23. 
Sport Scope 
New courts open to all 
Locai Scruffs buffs can now practice their skills on one of the new 
hard courts at the Skecna View facility. 
,Terr!:ee Tennis Club members were out ia force last Thursday 
nig~'t:iifstalliug thc net posts, nets and spei:tators; benches before 
e;~joying their first 'club t fight ou the llcW surface_, 
..... Clubspokesman Ada Sarsiat said the additional five.courts,will be 
partic:ulariy beneficial Wiidn"k cbii i~ to tom~iheidsbe~iSd'thdy 
double the number Of courts the clubwill ha% a%ilable forsuch 
events. 
She also suggested the new facility could lead to a larger turnout 
oa club nights because the wait to get a game will be reduced -- 
Kalum St.; the club's previous venue, had 0nly three courts, Long' 
term, there was a possibility of increased club membership as well, 
she added. 
Sarsiat said the courts are reserved for club members each Tues- 
day, Thursday and Sunday eveniug from6 p.m, to dusk. Outside of 
those times, however, the public is welcome to use them, 
The club does ask people to follow certain rules. Rollerblades, 
skateboards, hockey stir:ks and bicycles are all bamted from the 
courts because all can damage the surface. 
When other people arcwaiting to use a court, those playing are 
limited to half an hour's tennis or one set. 
Other than that, Sarsiat said, the message is, "Have fun aud enjoy 
the game of tennis." And anyone who fiud's they're njoying i t so 
much they'dlike to join the club simply has to drop down to the 
courts auy club night attd introduce themselves. 
Local strike call goes out 
It's a sure sign summer's oou to leave us -- the local bowling 
lanes is now accepting registrations for its fall leagues. 
Those leagues roll into actiou Friday, Sept. 4 and offer a wide 
choice for prospective bowlers Of all ages and abilities. 
Diane Francis of Terrace Lanes says people Call register either as 
a full team or an individual or couple that's looking for one to join. 
To get your uame on the list or simply get more iuformation, 
phone Francis at 635-5911. 
Sign up for 'Swanee, 
Men's Slow-pitch teams will begiu the chase for cash and trophies 
Sept. 4 when the 4th ammal hm of the West Larry Swanson 
Memorial takes to local diamouds. 
The curry fee is $400 and only 16 teams will be accepted ou a first 
come, first serve basis, said spokesman Ritchie Mallctt. Out of town 
squads are once agaiu expected to take part, headded. 
Teams will be split into two groups for the preliminary round 
robiu which bcgins Friday evening. 
Based on those results, teams will thcn divide into the 
championship and consolation divisions, both of which will operate 
on a double-knockout basis, 
The finals will take place in the early afternoon Of Monday, Sept, 
7. 
Chance to see and be seen 
Local sports clubs have a perfect opportunity to attract new 
members next month. 
It's also a good tirue for people to find out what sports action 
is planned for the winter season and get In on it. 
The occasion is the recreation department's annual Clubs' 
Day in the Skeena Mall. It runs 6-9 p.m. Friday, Sept. I1 and 10 
a.m.-3 p.m. the following day. 
For more inforntatiou or to book a table, phone the recreation 
department at 638-4750. 
Head for the hill 
Want to explore alpine meadows without having to exert yourself 
too much to get there.' 
It will be possible this weekend when Ski Smithers plans, weather 
permitting, to fire up its chairlift. 
The chair will operate 2-8 p.m. bothSaturday and Sunday. Ticket 
prices are $6 for adults, $4 for seniorsand children 6.12 years with 
younger children riding free of charge. : 
For more itfformation, call Ski Smithers a!8~1772058.- . . . .  , . :  ~. 
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Breaking the 
cycle of inacti ,ity 
m 
I f  
By KATHY CORBETT 
D 
AY BY DAY, it is impressed upon us that we 
must look after our bodies. We are told to be more 
active. To walk, not drive. To participate in sports 
and attend fitness classes. And, of course, the 
older we become, the more we are expected to do - ,  and the 
less receptive we are to do it. 
"Hey! I've worked all day. I just want to put my feet up. 
l 'm tired ~I  don't have t ime!" : : 
Sorry, it doesn't cut it. If Our bodies aren't continuously 
stimulated, they become lazy. The less we do the less we 
want to do. Chronic fatigue and depression are two common 
symptoms related to inactivity. 
We have to stoke the fire to raise a flame. Energy creates 
energy; It may be anlold clich6, but it's very true. We must do 
it for ourselves. The buck m.ust stop. 
We control our own 
destiny. We l ive in a very We have to stoke the fire 
self-centred world. Well, to raise a f lame. Energy 
self-centre it ~ look after creates energy. 
your body. We are not talk- 
ing genetics of a disabling injury, we are talking facts. 
Wrap those arms around yourself, give yourself a hug, and 
.say " I t ' s  all right, I love you and I will take care of you from 
now on." 
It 's up to each of us to nurture ourselves and give ourselves 
unconditional ove. No more self-abuse, punishment and 
neglect. We are not just from the neck up, we are all of us. 
Without our body, we have nothing. 
Kathy Corbett writes a periodic column on health and jTtness. 
CORE BOAR 
Terrace Youth Soccer 
August 12 
UNDF, R.10 DIVISION 
Skeena Cellulose 1 Co-op 
Surveyors 6 Shoppers 
Centennial Lions beat Copperside by default 
AGK bt Carlyle Shepherd by default 
o 
S o c c e r  U p d a t e  
By MARY HERNES 1,0001"thereby aising $20,000. 
Many people have been asking 
about the planned 
washroom/chaugeroom facility at 
Christy Park. 
Like everything else, it costs 
money! 
We need volunteers tO help 
raise that money and especially a
voluuteer to spearhead the pro- 
ject. 
The Terrace chapter of Xi Beta 
Mu has c0idributed$500 and the 
Terrace Soccei Ass0ciatiofi has 
promised us a Sizeable contribu- 
tion. . 
However, we still cannot start 
to build without YOUR help. 
As the facility will be a block 
building, we:will sponsor a.'BUy 
Marion Schlegel and John Mac- 
Cormac are hell)ing prepare the 
materials to get this project un- 
derway. 
Blocks will be sold for the first 
tiem at the Mini Soccer Festival 
on Aug. 29. Please, help us by 
buying a block and by also 
volunteering your time to sell 
blocks. 
If a group of parents from each 
team or division got together and 
undertook tO ~seil a certain num- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  then the workload 
would be shared. 
This season we have 43 teams 
.made up o[  600 players, so we 
should be able to reach our goal. 
However. it will take every- 
body's co-operati0 n . 
a Block' project. Each block will If you can help, please phone 
cost $20 and we l~lan 0n selling Mary at 635-3475. 
~.'.~-~. . . . . . .  '4, . . . i  
ON THE BALL Kispiox players were among the 35 years.and- 
up competitors from across the northwest who gathered here 
over the weekend for the annual Terrace Oldtimer Soccer 
Tournament. See next week's paper for results from the event. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~" !: 5 :C  ~ ..,,;;?& ' ~,.~, "~C; -~; ; , , , : ;~ : : . / , : - . : . . .  " . . . .  "~ . ' - '  "~" l~'~ 
"5 . : : .  : * 
BCh ldrO 
5220 Keith Avenue 
29 June 1992 
METER ROUTE 
CHANGES 
In order to accommodate the customer growth in 
this area B.C. Hydro Is currently in the process of 
re-scheduling meter reading routes in the Terrace 
area. Over the next 3 to 4 months this may result in 
shorter or longer than normal billing periods. 
veg/s~e. ~al wn~le ~f, 
1. o~Iy live, ¢ar0q.nd 
"F~n-cxo~. I m no'tA 
.l~l=r baxr, or. c~ • 
:fedd,/bcar:. ] rn real. 
Cane on-here (;Ire 
9oin5 -fo sho~ YO~' 
Let~ h~ve ~.n! ~ i b  
~ TAKE A HOLIDAY IN OUR HOME TOWN 
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Kitselas Band Building 
~. , ,~ , ,vv .ww,~, , .  
4634 Park Avenue 
Mist~ River Books 
4606 Lakelse Avenue 
Gemma's Bed, Bath & Kitchen 
Boutique, Skeena Mall 
CO-SPONSORED BY THE CITY OF TERRACE & 
EERRACE,&DIS~B!~='~,GHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
1 ~ • r c , ,  ., ,!" , / , - , . , : . ,  . . . . . 
Terrace Furniture Mart's 
UMMER s s vt GS . 
~v .,,~ ~;  =.~ . . - , ~ ~  ALL -,~ %=~.~<..,:,,.,.~ ,:,." . ~:i!i ~ MATTRESSES 
" ":~! .... .O J .  ~ ~ l l ~ i ~ . 3 ~  UP  TO 
~,  , u~I / , .  
01 ~;  ~.~ ~! 
uu 1o OFF 
~ : ~ . ~ ! ' i  39" Singlo. Reg, =319.. =1 59  SET 
" ~ ~ ~ ; '  , - '289 ~~' .~ i 7~. ,~: ; ' . .~~'  54 Double. Heg. $429. SET 
~ ~ , L ~ f  60" Queen. Reg. $859 '399s~,  
FREEZERS BEDROOM _~~ 
.= ~. .  • 
STARTING ~ ~  SUITE "~-" o' *~ Whitewash. "~ UNI ~.  
FROM ! -i : ! i ,~ i  
'289 t" =2195  
R g, $3395 
33" COLOUR ~-, :
• Fuli on screen display 
~' - ' ,~n  ~ •remote " " i 
~r~¢. $'~ ~j~ ~ • 181 channel 
I ~  • and more 
II =1499 D° 
;;LEATHER SOFA i 
;Matching Ioveseatcha!r available. . []  
, I 
I Terrace Furniture Mart i 
4431 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 638-0555 
FINNING SUMMER SPECIALS 
~ ~ l ~ ~  ~ ~P~I  ~ - ~ LICAT~HDOIO~sSEL FFINOGP~IN E ANTIFREEZE 
• ALUMINUMICOMPATIBLE GAS ENGINE ANTIFREEZE 
• 98 
4 htre JUG Ik~ 
• s 7 ,3  
Iltre BARREL .194 
Keep it C0o l !  
A multi-point Inspection on your cooling system will help you 
avoid problems through those hot summer months. 
• pressure test cooling system for external leaks 
• drain cooling system 
• install new antifreeze (including conditioner or filter) 
• visually inspect belts, hoses, radiator cap 
• install new thermostat 
• run and check operation 
• includes antifreeze disposal $250. 
Expires September 30, 1992 
Full  Ma in tenance  Serv ice  
includes: 
• Shop engine oil (up to 40 Iltres) 
• Caterpillar engine oil filter(s) 
• Scheduled oil sample analysk' 
• Caterpillar fuel filter(s) 
• Check all flUids and top up w, 
• Test coolant for conditioner, 
if required 
• Grease chassis 
• Multi-point visual Inspection 
• Inspect air filter,element(s) 
= • 
.... Cat 3406 $189 
"bl :,!,i~ '~ Cat 3176 $185 
Cat 3306 $165 
: Cat3116 $165 
Cat 3208 $165 
(Brakesaver or 
non-brakesaver) 
: Expires September 30, 1992 
I 
F I N N I N G  
For more Information call 638-4600 
The lure of log jams 
When I last dragged my in- 
fiatible over them, there were 
eleven log jams on the Lakelse 
River. 
Some consisted of little more 
than a half dozen logs and an 
assortment of lesser sticks that 
had piled up, on and against 
them. Others were massive 
picc'es of randoin architecture, 
"imposing, daunting, and sure 
: to raise a heavy sweat during a 
long portage. 
There are other rivers in 
• Skeena the size of the Lakelse, 
"but most have no log jams at 
*all and none seems to have as 
many.. , :  
: Log jams are endlessly fas- 
! cinating: they move, they 
igrow, they shrink; they are 
nurseries for all inanner of in- 
i!sects and juvenile fish. For 
• those reasons, they're the best 
: place t0 10ok for big trout. 
." An angler can spend hours 
poking about in log jams Iook- 
~!ng for~otsam and jetsam or 
:.gazing between the interstices 
:'after the ghost-like forms of 
fish. 
While a log jam is an in- 
convenience to a canoeist, it 
Can be a boon to a hiker, espe- 
cially a hiking angler -- a 
sereudiptious bridge providing 
access to the far side of the 
river. 
I was using a jam as a foot 
bridge this May when the sun 
lit up something brilliant and 
green in the midst of the the 
structure. Butting up against a 
fallen cotton wood was a plug, 
a Hot Shot so-called. Dangling 
from its rear were the rusted 
remains of a serious hook. 
Sittce this .kind of lure can't 
be cast, and nobody was likely 
to be still-fishing the upper 
sections of the river, I 
,wondered how this deadly bit 
Of plastic had gotten so far up. 
stream. 
The only explanation could 
be that it had gotten there via 
the only fish big enough to 
brcak that tow rope mouofila- 
ment clinched to it, a chinook. 
I held the reptilian lure up to 
the sun and pictured a row of 
them shimmering, diving, 
rising and rattling in the flow, 
attached to the lines of the 
fishcrfolk sitting on the bridge 
straddling the lower Lakelsc, a 
milc above the place where it 
mecLs the Skeena. 
I visualized a pod of chinook 
appearing suddenly then 
moving steadily through the 
green shafts of light, pushing 
smoothly upriver in response 
to some mysterious kind of 
biological radar. 
I imagined olle separating 
from the pack to smash the 
garish intruder with his power- 
ful, black jaws. 
I imagined the forlnerly quiet 
gaggle of fishcnuen stirred to 
hysteria by the boil and splash 
of the big fish, then suddenly 
stilled by the snap of the line 
as the giant broke frce. 
After w'iuning freedom, the 
big spring would have con- 
tiuued its journey upstream, 
the cartoouish, red eyed, lure 
still hanging from its jaw. 
Some weeks later the salmon 
would have begun excavating 
the gravel with sweeps of its 
powerful tail. A short time 
later it wpuld have spawned. 
Chinook are packed with 
power, it's one of the reasons 
men are drawn to them. The 
great fish, edged now in white 
fungus, its fins Frayed and 
flanks blackened, would prob- 
ably have spent another two, 
maybe three weeks burning off 
surplus energy before its last 
dying shudder. 
Then, gently, the low flows 
of Fall would have pushed tile 
diminished, but still imposing 
carcass to a gravel strand 
where the gulls and fish crows 
wRuld have picked out its eyes. 
The gliding form of an eagle 
would have eudcd the squab- 
bling of the lesser birds. 
After tile big bird had had its 
fill a weasel or martin or mink 
may have made a meaf of the 
remaius. 
Finally, thcscavengers' leav- 
ings must have' decomposed, 
leaving the plug on the beach 
until Fall rains filled thc river 
setting the lure adrift over the 
coho and trout of autumn. 
Once or twice it may have 
gottcn hung up again, maybc 
on the remains of a pink sal- 
mon or against a sweeper. 
But last year was a flood 
year when entire jams were 
dislodged and dcpositcd milcs 
downstream. 
Finally the battered plug was 
blocked by, the mammoth jam 
ill the lower river whcrc it 
rcsted over file still winter and 
the slow melt of spring until I 
found it. 
It looked out of place there. 
Besides it would have lasted 
forever. I hung the thing above 
my dash -- where teens who 
are now in middle age used to 
hang plush dice and other 
trinkets -- where it now serves 
to reminds me of a pleasant 
day near logjams. 
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TENNIS 
Gingles proves point 
Kelly Gingles showed Aug. 8 
just'why he has been named the 
local tennis club's most improved 
player in '92. 
Playing in the Terrace Closed 
tournament, Gingles advanced to 
the A side finals in both the 
men's ingles and doubles. 
The wilt eluded him each time, 
but then the opposition was about 
as tough as it gets. 
In the singles, Gingles ran into 
defending champiozi Richard 
Kriegl who took tile title for the 
fifth consecutive year with a 6-3, 
6-1 straight sets victory. 
Tile pair met again in the dou- 
bles where Kriegl teamed with 
Swarn Mann to sweep Gingles 
and Matt Phillips 6-0, 6-0. 
However, it was not the 
blowout the. score suggests. 
"They played really well," 
Kr iegl  agreed following the 
match. . 
Ill mixed doubles A final action, 
Swarn and Frau Matin needed 12 
games to win tile first set but took 
coutrol ill the secotid to knock off 
Kr. iegl and Melita Bracken 7-5, 6- 
The Mann's have yet to be 
beaten in this event in the Terrace 
Closed. 
Fran Mann was back in the Win- 
ners circle again in the ladies 
doubles A final when she and 
partner Nancy Coudon defeated 
Ada Sarsiat and Gill Redpath two 
straight, 6-1,6-2• 
Mann and Condou were on op- 
posite sides of the net, however, 
when it came tO settling the ladies 
champ. 
Mann made it three-for-three on
the day with a 6-0, 6-1 victory in 
the A final. 
In B side men's singles action, 
Grant Holkestad attd Paul Picard 
played the match of the tourna- 
ment. 
With point after point involving 
long rallies, the pair took just 
over two hours to settle the issue. 
• ~ "~.. " *?~,¢v .  i . . . . .  ' "~ ' ~ ~" * "  
FINAL TOUCHES. Brad Holmberg (left to right), Chuck Cey and 
Swam Mann were among the members of the Terrace Tennis 
Club who turned up last Thursday night to put up the nets at the 
new Skeena View courts ori Halliwell. The courts are open to the 
public as of this week. 
Ultimately, Holkestad squeaked 
the Win %6 on a tie-breaker and 
7-5. 
Another entertaining, final was 
served up on the mi×ed doubles B 
side. Ado atzd Dave Sarsiat took 
the first set 6-3 only to be stung 
1-6 in the second by Gordon 
Woodd and Renata Weber. 
That set up the rubber which 
went ahnost o the limit, the Sat:- 
siata squeezing a %5 win for the 
match. 
In the pro sei ladies B singles 
final Kareu Appleton dropped 
Alayne Fleischmann 8-2. Ap- 
pleton, however, came out on the 
wrong end in the ladies B doubles 
decider when she and Cheryl 
Watt fell to Eileen Birkedal and 
Shiela Caddy 6-3, 6-4. 
Time didn't allow for tile zueu's 
doubles B final to take to the 
courtbut that match up is ex- 
pected to be played next week. 
It will see Grant Holkestad aud 
Rick Tabata team up against Paul 
Picard and Andrew Simpson. 
Take note 
There's a eha,,ge to the dates TODACCO ISA  
for the Kennodc IPSEC Shooters DRUG.  
meet at the Terrace Rod and Gut ,  ,Protect YOur children. 
inThornhill. ; r~ ,., :, ; : - : :  .~"~ " 
u] zy and Sunday, Aug. 22-23 
ffRin9~;~', to'2p.m, bothdays. " 
It's Totem Ford's 
TU RF' S t DRIVEN WITH PRIDE 
Join the Party 
w 
/i ii 
i/!/!i? 
I  YOUR DECOR 
ii : Ter race  Carpet Cent re  
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16 W.~ 
i i . '  TERRACE ~ : :~::: / 
635 2976 
1-800-665-1657 
/ 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 22 
Noon - 4 p.m. 
Come down and 
meet the sales staff 
and let us show you 
how to DRIVE 
AWAY IN A WINNER! 
qlmzm 
i !i i'(il;::!;i;iiiii:il i; i / 
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ACTION AD S 
CALL } 
38-SAVE J 11 BUY 11SELL RENT 11 TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 1. Real Estate 2. Mobile Homes 
" V ISA  
638-SAVE 
!DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stet holiday fells on a 
Sstutdsy, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 
5 p.m. for sll dieplsy and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE,, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified diaplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard. When nhonlng In ade please have you Visa or Master. 
card number ready. . 
20 words (nret Insertion) $5.25 plus 12¢ for additional words. *(Addi- 
Iionai Ineertlone) $3.50 plus 9¢ for additional words. $9.95 for 3 weeks 
(not exceeding 20 words, non-commerclsl) Prices Include 7% G.S.T. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7. For Rent Misc, 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10. Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS.I 
Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 24. Notices 
i Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities ~, 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery .26, Personals 
5. For Sale Misc.. 16. Farm Produce 27. Announcements. 
17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
19. Lost & Found 
20. Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22. Careers 
23. Work Wanted 
! 
The Terrace Sta~-'ard'reserves the right to classny ads 
under appfop~ate headings and to sel rates therefore and tn 
determine page lacaUon. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers Ihat it is agafnst 
the provincial Human R~ghid Act ro discHmidate on the basis 
of children, marital status and employment when ptaclng"For 
Rent" ads. Landlords can state a nc-smoklng preforonce, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the ~ht to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement a d to retain any 
answers directed to the News Box Re~ Service, and tn 
repay the customer the sore paid for the advertisemenl a d 
box rental, 
Box repUes on "HoWl" fnstructlons ot picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be dear'Dyed unless 
mailing Instructions am received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requacted not o send 0r/ginais ofdocuments to
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by 
the publisher within 30 days after the first publlcatidn, 
It is agreed by the'ed~'ertlser requesting space that he 
liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of tailors to 
publish an advertisement as I~bllshed shall he Ilmftnd Io the 
amount paid by the ndverUser for only one incorrect insertion 
for the portion ofthe advornsing space occupied by the Incor. 
rect or omitted Item only, and that here shall he no Itabiflly in" 
any event greater Ihan the amount paid for such advertising, 
1. Real Estate 
CABIN FOR SALE. Finished cabin of approx- 
Imately 900 square feet. Available for sale on 
4,24 acres of leased recreational property 
located on Scum Lake, 55 miles west and 32 
miles south, of Williams Lake: Comes with pro. 
pane stove, cook stove and propane lighgng. 
Finished cupboards and intedor water system. 
30, Obituanes 
31, Auction Sales 
32, Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
"1 
1. Real Estate 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE (3 UP, 1 DOWN) in Thor- 
nheights area. 2 years old. Sedous enquiries 
only. No real estate agents please. Call 
635.7250 and leave message. ~2tfn 
FARM FOR SALE: 16 ACRES at Rosswond. 
Newly decorated 12x72 trailer with 10'x20' 
addition. Shop, garage, out buildings, older 
house, new year round well, 20'x20' root 
cellar, 16'x16' greenhouse, 8.5 & 3.5 KVA 
generators, propane stove, fridge, dryer & hot 
water heater, R,S,F. furnace. Asking 
$50,000. Phone 635-6104. To view ask at 
store, 6pl 3 
USED MODULAR HOMES, BUNGALOWS, 960 
or 1056 sq.ft., $22,500 to $30,500 delivered 
Smlthers, Terrace, Burns Lake, Vanderhoef. 
Set up prices available upon request. Herb, 
403.264-6122 or 1-831.2233, 4p16 
FOR SALE: EXECUTIVE VIEW HOME offering 
the discriminating purchaser a prestigious 
location boasting a fantastic panoramic view 
of the city. Extra lot included on the excep- 
tional competitive price of $219,000. Please 
enquire at 4619 Hillcrest Ave. Pb 635-2643. 
3p16 
3 BEDROOM HOME, L/,::GE LOT, FULLY land- 
CHARACTER HOME IN HORSESHOE, Wood 
floors, 3 bedrooms, family room, basement, 
garage, barn, organic gardens, 5 appliances. 
$85,000. Call 635.2436. 3pl 6 
TOTALLY RENOVATED 2 BEDROOM HOME 
(Horseshoe area) is bright and spacious and 
attractively decorated. N/G heat. Large detat. 
ched garage. $72,500. Call 638.0407 3p10 
FOR SALE OR TRADE: 1.7 ACRES LEVEL land 
with well and hydro. Ideal for your mobile or 
building lot. 635-5061 3pl 8 
SIX BEDROOM HOME OH 4,26 ACRES LEVEL 
land. Will consider smaller house or 5th wheel 
as part payment. 635.5061 3p18 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE. 3 UP, ONE DOWN. 32x16 
shop, wired and Insulated. Fruit trees, Built in 
vaccuum, N,G. heat. Paved driveway, 
635-7710, 6pl g 
LARGE LOT, APPROX. t/e ACRE ON THE cor. 
ner of Thomhlll St. and Old Lake.lse Lake Rd,, 
suitable for house or trailer. Water available 
from the Zelgler System. $22,500, Contact 
Rusty Ljuogh, Terrace Realty, 638.0371 or 
home 635.5754, lp l  8 
RIVER FRONTAGE, LANDSCAPED AND TREED, 
full acre with two-bedrcom home. Sound 
house, comes with four appliances, gas, can. 
tral heating. Greenhouse, fruit trees, out 
buildings, panoramic view across Skeena 
River, $120,000 for beauty and serenity, 
635-6088 (Terrace) or 1-227-2085 (Van. 
couver). 3p18 
SENIOR WISHES TO SELL WORKING % sec. 
tion hay ranch, Large new barn, small mobile, 
House trade considered. Box 413, Telkwa; 
VOJ 2XO. 4p18 
LARGE RESIDENTIAL LOT ABOUT % cleared, 
Thornheights Subdivision Phase II1. $17,900, 
Phone 635-2148 3p18 
2. Mobile Homes 
14x70 TRAILER ON PRIVATE LOT. For sale or 
rental purchase. Phone 635-3428. 6p15 
'91 & '92 MANUFACTURED HOMES, 
Downpayment $3000 and $485 monthly 
payments. A must see. Phone mary 
638-0800 or Bill at 638-1182. 6p15 
DOUBLE WIDE THREE BEDROOM AND ~o 
.bathroom obile home for sale. Fddge, stove, 
dishwasher, wood & oll heat. Call today to 
Topley: 696-3270. $37,000 4p15 
3 BR 12x68 MOBILE HOME, INCLUDES 
delivery to the Smithers/Hooston area, 
$13,900.1-831-2233 4p16 
197814x70 TRAILER. ASKING $21,500, Ex. 
cellent condition, Inquiries: 635.5993 or 
632-6261. Ask for Andrew. Includes almond 
fddge and stove. 3p16 
1989 14x70 MOBILE HOME WiTH 10x12 ad. 
ditlon. 3 bedrooms, lots of options. $39,000. 
Call 638-1691,, 3p16 
No field or well: Lake has privatealr strip, scaped; natural heat and H.W,, large deck, SAVE, SAVE, SAVE: FOR SALE BY OWNER: 
A.~k!ng'$iB;50..0 for. ~ulck s a~; Call Indra Gra- g a_r.ao_e_,ga~en,_m_a.!uretrees:.4_ app!lances.: : 1979, 14' wide, 3 bedroom mobile..Im. 
Inner at Re~l(y World" N~rth'em ]oi"further Ihfo: "" ~/'4;buu. §3u.u3ul'or 63b;3469" - '~ 3p~ o ,, mddi~te-nOsess on- c aS ,~  Cn~t k~Zd:-~, 
398-8266 days 0c396;7470 evenings: Lease ;:~ FOUR 'BEDROOM~HOME I~:NICE ~c~untry set. ~ owhb~.,- Great family,location in Thornhill, 
Is'assumable or avatiable for purchase from tno Ful basement, ddlled wel~ 377 acres,. 1i5~36i6 Larch. 4al~plances, economca 
the B.C. Government. 44tfn (1~() acres cultivate~i),creek, two hay sheds. ' gas furnace. Asking $24,900. 638-1672 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT Adams With substantial down owner carry contract 3p17 
at 4 5 per cent, $149,500. 842:6619" 4pl 6 Lake, B.O~ % hour from Salmon Arm - 45 
mln. from=Kamlocps, 10 mln. from Shuswap 
Lakes. Fully renovated with very attractive 
living quarters. Showing excellent return in an 
area of growth and terdfic climate, Start the 
New Year on a positive note. Phone 
1-679.8904 tin37 
OPEN HOUSE 
49--6"6 ME 'D~V E, 
; CUL-DE-SAC '' :" 
WED., AuGJ19 & 
THURS., AUG. 20 
5 pm - 8 pm 
Brand new 1,232 sq. ft. 
bungalows, 
Prices starting at $103,000 
plus G.S.T. 
Some features: carpets, concrete 
ddvewoys, landscaped, ]acuzzi tubs, 3 
bedrooms, ensulte bath, European 
cabinets, marble tile, gas heat, vinyl win- 
dows & siding, bay windows, 
"BUY DIRECT" From' Owner 
- SAVE 7%!! 
"BUY OLDER" Home 
SAVE 6STll 
HOMES FORSALE 
Phone: 636.9080 
Pager: 638.3996 
"{we bedroom home, natural gas, 
in townL;:. . ....... ;L,,,;;,,..$54,600 
Three bedroom home full base- 
ment, garage, natural gas, big lot, 
In town, has had sdtteln base. 
menL ................ . ....... ;.~$89,§00 
Two bedroom home, with garage 
natural gas, In town. Handy Man 
Only". ........................... $56,900 
Two bedroom home i;totally 
renovated, new fridge, Stove, 
;wdsher, dryer, In town...$74,900 
Three bedroom home, new foun. 
dation, P.W.F., In town. "Handy 
Man 0nly~',; ......... ;,.,;,.$5§,900 
For the entrePreneur. Apartment 
hld. In town. Wlll conslder home 
on trade,..i....:,,L,.::;.$284;900 
12x68 MOBILE HOME WITH LARGE ADDITION 
196 ACRES WITH RIVER FRONTAGE, large . situated on large lot in quiet neighborhood. 3
creek, springs, mostly cultivated farm land,, bedrooms, 4 appliances, gas furnace, 
638-8745. 3p17 river bottom soil ~h down/owner carry con- 
tract at 4.5 per cent, $95,000. 842-6619. 
4p16 
FOR SALE BY OWNER APPROXIMATELY 2 
acres, corner on Kleanza~ withe3 bedroom • 
home, approximately: i;600 ~sq.ft. ~ Large 
garden,3 bay shop, and Workshop, $82,000, 
,Financing available/ 22 per cent down, 
635-7650 or 842-6453. 4p17 
FARM: 3200 SO.I T; L)JXURY HOME on seven: 
acres:: large form:kitchen, pantry, family 
room, four bedrooms, three full baths, quality 
carpeting, eak cabinets, wood.electflc hot 
water heat, 70 ft. multi.level deck, satellite 
dish, large garden area, greenhouse and out- 
buildings. Call for appointment to view, 
845-7479 after 6 PM. 4pl 7 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE TO SHOPPING and 
schools. N/G heat, Large landscaped lot, large 
sundeck at rear. 4 appliances. 638-2019 
3pl 8 
3 BEDROOM FULL BASEMENT HOME IN 
Horseshoe area ,  1200 sq.tt,, natural gas heat 
& water, new carpet and linoleum. Asking 
$97,000. 635.9750 4pl 8 
USED 
MOBILE HOMES 
- Like New - 
"1989 MOBULINE - 3 bedroom, 
with addition, situated on pad, va- 
cant, priced $38,000. 
1980 "14x70 - With 2x6 expan- 
do, 3 bedrooms, new natural gas 
furnace and hot water. Fddge, 
stove, dishwasher. Excellent con- 
dition, vacant. ~25,000. 
WESTWORLD 
MOBILE HOMES LTD. 
3117 Clark 
635-4949 fex: 635-2245 
Northwest Community College 
OFF CAMPUS HOUSING REQUIRED 
Due to increased enrollment and on campus student residence Ilmita. 
tion Northwest Community College will provide a free IIs|ing service of 
local short term and long term accDmmodaUon. Should you wish to of. 
fer room and board, sleeping room, suite, apartment, or shared accom- 
modation, contact the college residence office at 635-6511, lOCal 267, 
between the hours of 8 a.m. - 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
N.W.C.C. does not assume any responsibility for agreements made bet- 
ween the student and the landlord. 
I 
NOBLE HOMES 
Single wide, double wide, 
modular and custom order. 
FACTORY DIRECT 
PRICES . 
These homeshave some am ,az.lng 
features never befOre seen::in : a ':. 
manufactured home. 
For appointment tO vlewa single 
....... wide, phOne 632-6527 
14x70 MANCO MEADOWBROOK MOBILE 
home, expando living room, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer and dishwasher, Nat, gas fur- 
nace. Excellent condition, $32,500. 
635.7411. 3pl 7 
MOBILE HOME 12x50 PLUS EXTENSION 
(10x26), fddge, stove, water tank. furnace. 
$5,000. Call 638-0492 3p17 
14' WIDE TRAILER IN WOODLAND HEIGHTS 
trailer court, 2 bedrooms, wond.stove, fddge, 
stove, washer & dryer included, immediate 
possession can be arranged. Asking $24,900. 
Call Rusty Ljungh, Terrace Realty, 638-0371 
or 635-5754. lpl 8 
FOR SALE: CLEAN & COZY 2 BEDROOM 
mobile home with addition, woodstove and 
fe.nced backyard situated in a very quiet trailer 
park, Includes curtains and 4 appliances. 
MUST be seen. Asking $18,500. Phone 
635.6916 and please leave a message. 2pl 8 
MOBILE HOME WITH ADDITION ON LARGE lot. 
NIG and wood heat, Large shop, wood shod, 
fenced. Newly renovated, fully landscaped. 
635.7809. 3pl 8 
WELL MAINTAINED 12x58 FT., 3 BEDROOM 
mobile home in a Thomhill Park. 14x27 ft. ad- 
dition and patio, N/G, 3 appliances, drapes and 
curtains, Avail Sept, 1, $15,500 firm. Worth 
looking at. 635.4119. 2pl 8 
New Mndullne Manufactured Home On 
Display For Your Viewing 
Consignments Welcomel 
WESTWORLD MOBILE HOMES LTD, 
3117 Clark St. 
PHONE 636.4949 FAX 635.2245 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 baths, 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V. 
Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31fin 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right down town. 
Fddgelstove, secudty entrance. Paved park- 
inn, On site management. 635-7957 15tfn 
FOR RENT. $175 per month. 180 sq, tt. office. 
Location - 4623 Lakelse, Terrace, B.C, V8G 
1P9, 635-2552 5fin 
1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. Call 
635.5968. 3pl 6 
SANDALWOOD APARTMENTS- KITIMAT'S 
finest[ 1 & 2 bedrooms, some tomishod, W/W 
carpets, security entrances, no pets. To view 
call 632.5728 6pl 3 
APPLICATIONS FOR WINTER RENTAL of new 
1 bedroom cottage on Lakelse Lake are being 
accepted. Fully furnished, natural gas, 
fireplaces, carpeted. Ref required. No pets. 
Damage deposit. Phone 798-2267 6pl 4 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT FOR F~ENT: 
fddge, stove, blinds, laundry facility and park. 
inn, $425/month, No pets pleaso~,~Call 
635.255.6~"i, ':. . . .  "I,,.I(-I':2R17 
~ATI ( )NS  FOR 2 bedroom'b0se. 
ment suite apartment in Horseshoe area to 
non.smokers. $4001month, utlllUes Included, 
Call 635-2159. 3pl 7 
FURNISHED SUITE (KITCHENETrE) UTILITIES 
included, for $450/month. ($50 damage 
deposit) Suitable for quiet working person or 
college student. 635-1511 2pl 7. 
3 BEDROOM 10' WIDE TRAILER WITH addl. 
Uon. Set up at Sunnyhlll Trailer Park. Avail. 
now. Call 849-5449. 3pl 7 
HOUSE FOR RENT FOR COUPLE: REFERENCES 
require. No pets, $495/mo, plus $245 
deposit. Phone 635-6950 evenings. 3p17 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX IN THORNHILL for non: 
smoker without pets. Utilities included, 
$5751month. Call 635.4200. 3pl 7 
ROOM & BOARD FOR WORKING PERSON. 
638.8293. 3p17 
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE SUITABLE for 
a single person. Utilities included in rent of 
$4501month. No pets, 635.2806 2pl 7 
SHARED ACCOMMODATION. PRIVATE 
bedroom plus cable T.V., hydro. Shared kit. 
chert & bath, $275. 635.3772 3p18 
ROOM OR ROOM & BOARD FOR RESPONSIBLE 
adult. Use of washer, dryer & kitchen. Phone 
.635-3762. 3p18 
FOR RENT 
JSERVICE/COMMERClAL 
880 & 1,320 80. FT. 
12'x12' overhead oor, washroom and 
natural Gas heat. Central ocation. 
Phone 635-7459 
FOR RENT 
RETAIL OR OFFICE 
5,700 SO. FT. 
CENTRAL LOCATION 
PHONE 635-7459 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTr 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
3. For Rent 5. For Sale Misc; 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, AVAILABLE Immediate. 2 CYLINDER DIESEL TRACTOR WITH 4 ft, 
ly. Workshop, N/G heat, NO pets, References rotoUller. Air cooled engine, Call '842.6436. 
required. Fddge & stove. 4730 Davis, 3p18 
635.2360 after 4 pro. lp l  8 10 SPEED BIKE. WORTH $700 NEW, $150 
firm. Call 635.7400 after 7 pro, 3p18 
4, Wanted to Rent WINDSURFER (BIO CALYPSO) COMPLETE 
NEEDED SEPTEMBER 1, 3 or 4 bedroom ' package In very good condition. Good for 
house, townhouse or trailer. References starters to advanced sailing. Asking $800. I 
available. Leave a message at 635-6277. will deliver. Call 627.1001 after 6 pm 
MATURE COUPLE LOOKING FOR 3-4 bedroom (weekdays). 2p18 
home with acreage. Non.smoking, references, FIBREGLASS SHOWER COMPLETE WITH 
835-3772 or 638.1977, 3p17 Glass doors. Like new. $500. Call 798.2573 
ADULT COUPLE WITH LARGEOUTSIDE DOG 3p18 
seeking reasonable house for rent. Call  MENS 10 SPEED $75.00. LADIES 10 speed 
635.5261. 3pl 8 $100. Phone 638.1511. lp l  6 
WANTED: 4 BEDROOM HOME EFFECTIVE MASON AND RISCH PIANO. EXCELLENT con: 
Sept.1/92. Contact Doug or Diane Magee. dltion, $2000 0B0. Castle accordlan, $400.. 
634.5269, lp18 York Gym model 2001, as new, $250. 
635.7009 after 5 pm, 3p18 
5. Far Sale Misc. WOLFFE TANNING BED, WITH OR WITHOUT 
J.D. 350 LOADER. New engine, new tracks, oent cards. 635-2474 after 6 pro. 3pl 8 
etc. $1400.00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, blade & BUNK BEDS, NEAR NEW WITH mattresses, 
bucket 80% new. $5500. 32 tt. house boat liners, sheets and bedspreads. $600 OBO. Call 
• lifetime aluminum -has everything & trailer 635.9760. 3p18 
• $19500. 82 lade 2-door auto • good cond, 
$1500. 14 ft. Tri.hull speed boat • 50 horse SOLID OAK DINING ROOM SUITE with six 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okanagan Camper chairs and cabinet. $1,200.535.4818 3pl 8 
• hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kuboda lite plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Alien Oox 161 
Granisle, Ph. 697.2474. 19tin 
PRECISION BAND CUT: Lumber, timbers, 
siding and firewood. We can supply any and ELECTRIC 
all demands foi" size and volume. Will 
negotiate custom sawing, logging and/or pur. CEMENT MIXER 
chase of private wood. Bums Lake. 695-6365 
FISHER AIR-TIGHT FIREPLACE INSERT. In O llJ good condition. $250, Call 635.3627 3p16 
240 AMP MILLER BLUE STAR WEDLER 3 CU. ft. drum 
Welder. A 110 power outlet. 16 Horse Kolher, 
cables and helmet included. Call 845:3156 
and leave a message. 4pl 7 
FOR SALE: PREFABBED, WOOD Constructed I R L Y  BIRD 
utility sheds, garages, workshops. Also trailer l i ra  
skirting, decks and fences, joey shacks, snow ~ J  
roofs. Dirk Bakker 638-1768 (evenings). 6pl 7 638-8700"-" 
1980 14x70 MOBILE. FURNISHED OR unfur- 
nished. Located in Pine Park. Call 638-8273, Hwy 1 6 E Ter race  
3p17 OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 
ASSORTED WICKER BASKETS, CHAIRS, 
1 tables. Papason chairs $160. All new stock, Phone6357675 6p17 DRYTOP 
2-3o3 R,FLES $15 each. 22 CAL R.FLE GUTTERS II 
with scope $65.28" Mitsublshi picture in pic. 
ture floor model T,V.: full menu and picture in ~ 
picture channel .search, $1,200. Antique , ~ _ ~ . ~ j  
beds, twin and singles, $125 each. Antique' 
cdb $250. Leather armchair $50, Ski rack to 
fit compact car, $85. 6 drawer dresser $45, 
Kitchen table set: 4 high back chairs and can. Specializln{ ~ 5" continuous 
trs leaf, like new, $325.2 antique trucks $50 steel or aluminum gutters. 
each, Entertainment centre cabinet $125. 31 
day wall clock with chimes $65, 1981 Installation, repairs & 
VOlkswagen Jetta new b[akes new-tires ~. ~ ~, ,  c lean ing .  
nd~batte~, new h~a'd'~dn'.'tn~tBl'~.~-i=R-C~ ';'~ I.,,::,,.::~SERVINGTiERRACE,,, %~;  
$1:;5()(}.635-5()-23 : : " : : : -  ......... --~Pi 7:~ PRINCE RUPERT,' 8MITHERS:" 
ANTIQUE ENGLISH VANITY IN GOOD condl. 
tlon. $300 OBO. 638-1978 3p17 AND KITIMAT 
FIREWOOD: BIRCH $100/CORD, MIXED woo( ]  Window & Door  ~crsen  
$7Olcord, free delivery or $20 per cent off for Reloelrs Too 
pickup. Calla38-0492 3p17 Call Steve 638-0838 
PIANO IN GOOD CONDITION. $1200 . . . .  
635.5208. 3pl 8 
LADLES 12 SPEED KUWAHARA MOUNTAIN 6. Wanted Misc. 
bike. Excellent condition, $250. Also, 2 
seater yellow kiddie trailer, Good cond., $100, IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling children's fur. 
Call 635.4737, 3pl 8 nlture, check with the Product Safety Branch 
of Consumer & Corporate Affairs, Canada. 
( (# '~T TkT l "P ' l l~t  T~l ~} (604) 666-5003 to ensure it meets current  U. L,J.II Safety Standards, The sale of non compliant 
products not only could result in a tragic ac(:l, 
SCREENED TOPSOIL  dent but also is a violation of the Hazardous 
Products Act, tfn 
DRAIN ROCK ANTIQUE FURNITURE IN REAS0MABLY GOOO 
BEDDING SAND condition. 635.4231 between B & 9 pm or 
days 638-3288. 3p17 
ROAD CRUSH 
PITRUN GRAVEL MO-NA FOODS 
638-8477 ,To. 
SKEENA DEPOT 
CONCRETE 
,.oouc,  OPEN 
HOT TUB Aug, 19, 1092 
RENTAL S 7pmonly-9pm 
Family Fun For At Copper Mountain School 
Everyone t Chec  10,,,,,8,, d 
635-5645 
~ Special 6. Cars for Sale 
Weekend 
Rates  1985 WHITE HONDA PRELUDE 5 SPD,, 
AM/FM radio, Pioneer stereo, excellent condl. 
Ava l lab le l  Uen. Must sell. $6,500,635-3734 43fin 
CLASSIC 1965 MUSTANG. REBUILT 289 high 
TERRACE TUBS pedormance eng,ne and transmission. Ex: 
. cellent cond, Body completely restored, New 
97  31  caddy apple rod porschs paint. $7,900 0OO 
Fridge, stove, heat andhotwaterinclud" : 635" 039-9323.Includes ov r $2,000 in spare parts:.14thl 
 :q'tCira;:'eting'st°ragespace'References ------SUPER SPECIALS----! 
386droomApt. SBOO.OO . Portland Cement only. .... . $ 8  , ,50per  bag l/ 
: No'pets? ~:  . I 
~:PHoNE 0FFICE 635"5224~ ~.t Patio B locks  8x16 only.... ..... il $1 .OO..,I 
I FOR LEASE J NEWSURPLUS LUMBER|  i 
-I| i 0FFiCE-RETAIL--CUNIC SPA cent re ,  Location - Off Street Parking ]l J FoR: SALE and Many Other I i !::: 
| 1,400 sq.ft. Ground Floor I I Construction Supphes |1 
I 900 sq,ft, Optional Second. I 
I Floor Apartment I 
| WarehouselStoragespace-Optlonai I I ECHo CONCRETE & BRICK 
! AVA~~ER" IO92.  ~1 I 4430 Keith Ave. i~  
I Phone 63[,2252 (Days) I 
| 636-5531 (Evenings) | 635 9191 i[ ! F.x636-7,122 I I ..... 
TION AD 
v 'BUY v 'SELL  v" RENT v 'TRADE 
VISA 
8. Cars for Sale 
1983 HONOA ACCORD. MUST SELL! $2200 
OBO. Call 798.2524 or 632-4908. 3p17 
'1987 BLUI~ MERCURY TOPAZ. 4.door, Like- 
new condition 5 speed standard power steer. 
ing; I~oWer;.brakes, al~" conditioning, AM/FM 
stereo,cassette, 86,000 kms, complete with 
sheepskin seat covers, new tires. $5,500. 
. . . .  635.9525. 2p17 
1970 MACH I MUSTANG, 351 Cleveland shilt 
kit, competition suspension, low gears. 3,500 
miles On new short block. $9,500 OBO. Call 
632.7756. ,~ 3p17 
1981'T.BIRD P/S, P/B, P/W, SMALL VS. Good 
gas-mileage, no rust. EXcellent condition. 
$3000. 632.481.0 3p18 
1986 FORD TEMPO. 84000 km, Very good 
shape.'$3,200, :!980 Ford 5 ton truck. 18 ft. 
:enclpsed van.~$9 500 OBO, Call 635.7583. 
; : ;  -' " ' " 3p18 
1969MERCEDES BENZ 230, NEW BRAKES, 
a'ndpaint. 4dooi sedan. Gas, A/C, runs good. 
$3,500 OBO. 638.0587 3p17 
FOR SALE: 1990 SUBARU LEGACY- STATION 
wago!!, fufly loaded and in excellent condition, 
low mileage sunroof, all the extrasL.Call 
635-6916 after 6 pm or leave a message. 
2p18 
! 1991 MUSTANG GT COGRA ELECTRIC LOCKS, 
:: mirrors,.wlndo{vs. Cruise, 5-speed, $17,000 
0r:$3000 and T.O.P. 635.3347 3p18 
MONTE CARLO SS 1985, LIKE NEW- must be 
seen to be appreciated. 56,000 km. $11,900. 
Ph. 635.9525. 3p18 
1989 ISUZU TROOPER - TOP OF THE Line 
'LS' model. Like new condition. 635.4818 
3p18 
1977 BLUE CHEVY VAN, AUTOMATIC, good 
running condition. Seats 8, Good radials, 
?Alpine Stereo. Very reliable. $1,600 OBO. 
635:6879. 3p18 
1990 LUMINA EURO 70,000 km. Bucket 
seats, sport wheels, GO sedes tires. Excellent 
condition. $11,500. 638.1292 3pl 0 
FOR SALE 
1980 Chevy 
Chevette 
4 dr., hatchback, auto, low 
mileage. Very clean, good 
runner. $2 ,000  obo. Must  
see. 635-7731 Gord.  
9. Trucks for Sale 
1986 r': . . ' :  '~': P, WL 4x4, 2,9 lltre engine 
with ,::", ~nd u,,.opy. Low mileage. Excellent 
; condition. Asking $8900, 635-7400 alter 7 
14. Boats & Marine 
28' LAND N' SEA CABIN CRUISER, 8' beam, 
highway legal, Chrysler 318, Volvo le~ FWC, 
Upper and lower steedng stations, depth 
sounder, VHF, stereo, eye level oven, 4 
burner propane stove, fridge, stand up head 
with shower, Sleeps 6 comfortably, very nice, 
economical. 
FAMILY FISHING BOAT. INCLUDES MOORAGE 
at KlUmat Yacht Club, Owner has moved up 
and must sell, $19,500 OBO. 632-4844 4pl 5 
1991 15 It. SMOKERCRAFT WITH 1991 40 
HP Mariner, C/W Galvanized trailer. Like new 
cord. $5,000. Call 635-3893, 3p16 
1983, 21 FT. CAMPION 80AT, NEW MOTOR, 
new leg, 2 depth sounder and radio. Tandem 
trailer. Call 635-9312 3p17 
21' NORTHWEST SAILBOAT/ TRAILER. Ex- 
cellent condition. $7,000, Burns Lake. 
1.694.3585, 4p17 
15 FT. WELDED ALUMINUM RIVERBOAT 70 
hp Merc, O,B, motor with jet. $6,000. 
635-7058 or 635-34t7 3pl 7 
FOR SALE 30' BAYLINER TWIN 350's com- 
mand bridge, leaded, excellent condition. 
Must sell. Serio.us enquiries enid. $31,500 
OBO. 632-4844 4p17 
WANTED 12 FT. ALUMINUM BOAT. 
635-5244. 2p17 
18' FIBERFORM 120 h.p., in/out OMC leg, 3 
props, EZ loader trailer w/new tires, new bat- 
tory, depth sounder. $4,000 0DO. Burns Lake, 
1.692-7276 or 1:692-7658, 4pl 8 
23 ft. RIVERBOAT & TRAILER (WOOD & 
flbreglass) 50 HP Merc and jet. 15 HP 
Evinrude. 638-1312 or 798.2489 after 9 pro. 
3pl 8 
20 HP JOHNSON MOTOR. LONG OR SHORT 
shaft. $950 0B0. Call after 7 pro, 635-7400. 
3plB 
28' LAND 'N SEA CABIN CRUISER, 8' beam, 
highway legal, Chrysler 318 Volvo leg, RWC, 
Upper an~ lower steering stations, depth 
sounder, VHF, stereo, Eye level oven, 4 
burner propane stove, Iridge, standup head 
with shower. Sleeps 6 comfodably, very nice, 
economical family fishing boat. ncludes 
moorage at Kitimat Yacht Club, Owner has 
moved up and must sell $19,500 0DO. 
632-4844.  4p18 
20 HP MERCURY MOTOR. EXCELLENT condi. 
tion. Call after 5 pm. 635-3592 or 635-9156. 
3p18 
15. Machinery 
510 JOHN DEERE C BACKHOE. GOOD running 
condition. Call 846-5600. 4pl 5 
966 WHEEL LOADER COMPLETE WITH log 
grapplo. Sedal Number 30K1014. $39.500, 
1-699.6990 , 4p16 
pro. 15ffn 1984 KUBOTA 7950 4WD TRACTOR, 75 HP, 
cab with air and loader. 567.3305 4pl 6 
: 1962 WILLYS JEEP 4.WHEEL DRIVE, Noeds 1980 COLUMBUS SHORT LOGGING trailer, 
some work. $750 0B0. 635-3627 3p16 Good. rubbe[, good condition. $6 500.0BO 
1989 JEEP YJ 6.CYLINDER, 5'SPEED. Soft & i BLi(~s'LaI~,; l i698~7627:: ' ', "~;11):[6~,,: 
h~'~d top. Power~;&~:tilt ' . . . .  steering~:,Warranty ~ ~ : - :  
6Q,000:100.'~$12;500 0DO, 635-3579 after 5 p~. " , 4p15 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 2.0C3 
Cats, $4,500 each, 9 U & OO3 Cat pads. 2 - 
1979 C J7. JEEP REHEGADE. STANDARD, 
:4.speed: 'Lots ol accessories. Low mileage. 
$6,500 0B0. 627-4275 days or 624.9269 
alter 4 pm. 3pl 6 
1979 FORD BRONCO XLT. $2,850 OBO. CaR 
: 635-4552, 3pl 7 
FORD BRONCO II 1984, EXCELLENT CONDI- 
TION, lots of extras, $4,995,635-9069.3pl 7 
1979 CHEVY SIERRA 4x4. 8" LIFT, 38" mud- 
dare, ".ton Ford Duely rear end, Rancho 
shocks. 350 motor. 694.3572 4pl 7 
11; Recreational 
Vehicles 
1983 COLEMAN TENT TRAILER, Exdellent 
condition, sleeps six, stove, furnace. $3,500. 
Ph.635.3136, leave message. 3pt 6 
19' FI8REGLASS BIG FOOT 1989 Tandem, 
Near new with many extras. 798.2206, 3pl 6 
11Vz' CAMPER. EYE LEVEL OVEN, 4 burner 
stove, fddge, furnace, hydraulic lacks, sleeps 
4.5. $3000 OBO, Phone 635.6734. 3pt 6 
• IGOING" SOUTH FOR THE WINTER? 25' 
Rockwood Motorhome, Showroom condition, 
20,000 miles, Bums Lake, 1-694-3585.4pl 7 
f976 24' MOTORHOME, AWNING, AiR oondl- 
dohlng, microwave; lots ol extras. Good con- 
diUon~ $12,500 OSO. 635-3408, 3pl 7 
i;: FOR SALE.OR "[RACE ON MOTORHOME, 1990 
5th Wheel'traller. 21W, $13,500. Phone Ron 
'R~)fteli, i~ Burns Lake, 1.692.3683, 
' 1.692.3824. : ' :  4p17 
197818 FT. TRAVEL TRAILER TANDEM axle. 
: Fully self contained, $5,600 OBO. Call 
~ 635.5244 alter 5 pro. 3pl 7 
~ i~ 1990 21Vz RUSTLER SPECIAL 5th WHEEL, 
~ full bath 3.way, frldge, stove/oven, sleeps 
.. : 6.8; forced alr' heat, 'micrO panel Like new, 
asldng $16,000 OBO. 632.6527 3pl 8 
1980 ECONOLINE CAMPERIZEO VAN. Needs 
work, $1,500 'OBO. Call AL 638.3231 or 
535.6344..,, 3p18 
12. Motorcycles 
1981 GT 400 SU.ZUKL EXCELLENT condition. 
.:- $900 1985 Honda 250 Rebel. Excellent con- 
. dition, $900.1.692,~7384 (Bums Lake) 4p16 
" :";- ' :. 1982 CAN-AMSONIC 500. Excellent coRdS. 
":. i lion, low hours, Great Eeduro bike. $1,300 
• OBO, 635.4585 3p16 
20' aluminum boats. 1-697-2474, 
1-697-2393. 16tfn 
300 AMP DIESEL WELDER 843, Reheat 
Yamaha Golf Car, several dozers all sizes, dp- 
pets, 6 way blades, belly dumps & clams, 
bellies dump trucks, fuel truck & water truck, 
ambulance, backhoes & excavators. 
493-6791, 4p16 
BRUSH CUT SAWS $300 080, 1,000 gal. 
tanker & trailer $1,650,846-5195, 6-9 pro. 
4pl 8 
COMPLETE TRAILER CAMP, INCLUDING six 
hunk trailers and ono cook trailer. Open to of- 
fers. Call 845-2289 (Houston). 4pl 8 
30 ACRE FARM LAND AND MACHINERY. As 
follows: MF 1105 tractor, 100 HP, cab & 
A,C., $9000. 21 ft. deep tillage cultivator, 
$1000. Easy-on loader, $1,500. Case 680 E 
backhoe and loader, $9000. 1973 Interna- 
tional Tandem Dump truck, (671 Detroit 
Diesel) $8,500. 1988 F350 crew cab, 460 D 
motor, with 5th wheel, $8,500, 35 ft. Jayco 
5th wheel travel trailer, $8,500. Will sell last 
two items as unit, $16,500. Call 842-5748. 
MOVING & 
MUST SELL: 
i986 Case Super E Extendahoe Loader 
1985 Case 580 E Backhoe Loader 
1987 Case 1835 8 Skidsteer Loader 
1979 Int'l S.Serles Gravel Truck ' 
1977 Inl'l 4300 Transtar Tandem Gravel 
Truck 
1974 Ford Tandem Gravel Truck 
Lots of Misc. Tools 
Call 635-2315 for more Info. 
i 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMB FROM CUMMINGS Ranch 
Highway 16 W. South Hazelton, Available 
year round. Also goat meat. 842.5316.12p10 
HAY FOR SALE. WEATHER PERMITrlNG. New 
crop. Timothy, Alslke-Brome, Alfalfa, All. 
Brome. Will be available June 25. Other 
varieties later. Cummings Ranch, Highway 16 
W, S,Hazelton. 842-5316, 12p10 
HAY FOR SALE, GOOD GUALITY, NO rain, 
$350/bale. Call 635-3380, 6pl 6 
--THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL"- 
" PORTLAN D 
i!!, C E M E N T On,  . . . . . . .  er bag 
!!i pATIO Sl°°.o,, 
: BLOCKS 8X16 On ly  . . . . . .  
SKEENA CONCRETE IPRODUCTS 
r~' 3751 Old Lakelse Lake Rd. 
638-8477 
16. Farm Produce 
EXCELLENT QUALITY FORT FRASER HAY for 
sale. Straight alfalfa and mixed hay, 1000 lb. 
round bales, delivery available. Call 
567-3305, 4pl 6 
GOOD DUALITY HORSE OR CATTLE HAY. 600 
lb, round bales, Call 690.7490 4pl 8 
17. Garage Sales 
J. Phillips' 
"DUILDER'S 
GARAGE SALE" 
4404 N. Sparks 
SAT., AUG. 22 
1 0 am - 4 pm 
Construct ion & 
Household Items 
18. Business Services 
GAP EXCAVATING - 10,000 lb., 6xl wide 
with thumb 1.4", 24" digging bucket, 36" 
cleanup bucket, dozer blade, All types of 
quality custom work including roads, trails, 
drainage, final grades, ditching, farm work, 
complete excavation services. Certified 
operator Frank Austin, 847-5653 4pl 5 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS & 
p~lrts. We rebuild standard transmissions, 
transfer cases and rear ends. BoI-AIr 
Automotive Auto Pads and Service, Pllohe 
846-5101, Telkwa B.C, 16tfn 
R,K. FASHIONS IS NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS 
specializing in East Indian ladies ready.made 
clothes. Contact Rupa at 635.4697, 3p17 
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR THE BEST IN com- 
puter courses? Word Perfect, MS Works, 
Lotus, Excel, MS Dos, ACCPAC, Wlndow s'and 
more. Call Ralner Glaonelia Systems for Fall 
schedule. 635-3444 6pl 7 
KID'S 
CASTLE 
(LICENCED) 
DAYCARE/PRESCHOOL 
For children 2½ to 5 
638-8890 
MAGNUM 
SIDING & ROOFING 
~.~' SPECIALIZING IN: * VIn~i :~''C~l~.~: ' 
:~et:Contlnuous Gutters ~_SolllL&.:Ea'~ia:_': 
• 2 Ply Roofing Systems • ShingleRoofs 
• Metal Roofs • Carports 
FREE 0 
ESTIMATES 
638-0157 on 
638-1958 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
ANDYUKON 
COMMUNITY NEWEPAPF.R, 2 ? 0 
ASS~OIATION 
n 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Engines rebuilt from $995, 5 
year 100,000 kme warranty, 
Bond Meohanlcal serving 
B,C, for 27 year& Phone 7 
dsye,Ea,m,-Ep, m, (604}872. 
06~1, Toll.free Mon-Frl 1- 
800-663-2621, 
GOVERNMENT SEIZED/ 
SURPLUBvehloles, U,S, and 
Canadian low as  $100, 
• BMW's, Cadillacs, Chevs, 
Fords, Meroedoe, Porsohea, 
Vuoke, vans. AMAZING free 
24-hr recording reveals how 
(41S)631-4666. 
CANADA ENGINES LTD, 
Quality Rebuilt Englnea: ears, 
light trucks, 6 cylinder from 
${)96, 6 cylinder from $1095, 
5 year, 100,000 Ks, Ltd, war- 
ranty, 7 Days - 880-1050, 1- 
800-666-3570, 856-5628 
evenings, 
PUBLICAUTO-TRUCKAUC- 
TION every Tuesday 6:30 
p~,and Saturday 12:00 
Over 6OO oars & Vucks 
avery week, Sell your oar or 
oume as a buyer. First Ume 
customer, this ad worth $50 
In free services. 12742 King 
George Highway, Surrey, 
B.C. lnfo: (604)560.0011. 
CARFINDERS: Fleet Prices 
To Youl Cars end trucks, 
tease or pumhase. Whypay 
more whenyou're a phons 
call away? COlh 634-7087, 
BUILDING SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWBI Inte- 
dor end exterior wood, metal 
and French doors, wood win. 
dows, skylights, MOREl,Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (eo4)~6s.11Ol 
BUSINESS opPORTUNITIES, 
Complete turnkey operatlan 
Computerlzed Emoroldery 
Buslnese, Best opportunity 
of the 90'8. High return. Set 
up at home orwlth olher busi- 
ness, Total Investment un- 
der $60,000, Call Logo Llnk 
at 1.600-661.9089. See us 
at Vancouver Business Op. 
~ ty Show Sept, 19.20, 
18. Business Services 
CHILDREN'S HOUSE 
An Eady Childhood Centre 
PRE-SCHOOL AND DAYCARE 
Children 30 months to 5 years 
A child centered program with 
qualified Eady Childhood staff 
September Reglsb'ation 
O.nU TraP.In nt  RRR.CITt' IR 
5o/ o 
/ /  WATER & 
J/ SEPTIC PUMPING 
t l  3928 Hagen Street 
I;I SEPTIC PROBLEMS? p! 
I~1 7 DAYS k WEEK 
IPI 24 HRS. A DAY P 
Ix I ,  Commercial & Residential Ti 
F I  • Serving SurrouRdlng Areas e! 
I:1. Reasonable Rates! 
I ' I SPECIAL RATES , 
/ !  FOR SENIORS 
/I 635-7441 
~1 "We'iiTake Crop 
I~i',[ From Anyone" 
~l~ so,, s,.,o E 
19. Lost & Found 
FOUND: FEMALE SPANIEL CROSS ON Graham. 
638-7239 2pl 7 
LOST: HEART.~.SHAPED WATCH WITH diao 
mond trim, gold strap, back Engraving reads: 
'S:J,R: GRAD 8B', on the morning of Aug, 
2/92 at Lost Lake, Sentimental Value. Reward 
offered. Phone 635-4967. 2pl 7 
LOST: BLACK MENS LEATHER WALLET on 
Aug. 1192 in tho vaclnity or the Thornhlll Com. 
munity Hall, Reward offered. 638-1419 2p18 
LOST: WED. AUG,12/92. Approx, 5 pm, a 
small :brightly woven wallet containing a 
young family's saving. Please, It Is so vital 
that this be returnedl An art piece or cash 
reward. Please call Chris icNutt. 635-6705. 
2pl 8 
20. Pets & Livestock 
STANDING AT STUD, NEGA JET BAR 
registered quarter horse, 16.1 hh; pure black, 
More information, call Jerry Cummlngs, 
847-331 or wdte Box 4548 Smithers, B.C, 
VOJ 2NQ . . . . . . . . . .  4p20 
POM PUP~IES:'C.K.C/REGBTERED. The best' 
litti~+:d~s 1~ 'thee ,~vves{l"$425'."~Phon'e "~ 
846-5B78. 4pl 5 
16 H ANGLO ARAB GELDING, 10 yrs old. Well 
trained western, no vices. Great natural 
dressage, gaits. 2 yr old registered Appaloosa 
filly, started under saddle, good nature. Would 
make good games horse; 842-5928 evenlngs 
& weekends. 4pl 5 
20. Pets & Livestock 
COMPLETE DISPERSAL. HILLCREST Ap. 
palousas. A.O.H.A. Weanling $800. Bred, 
broke, mares $3000 to $4,500. Top jumper 
$10,000. Bred, unbroke mare $1,000. Burns 
Lake, 1-692-3403 4pl 6 
OBEDIENCE CLASSES BY GWEN HOPPER. 
Evenings, commences September. 
VanderhooL Fraser Lake, Burns Lake, 
Houston, Puppy, beginner, basics or full. 
1.692.3403. 4p16 
PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING IN HOME or 
door to door service. We come to you. Small 
dogs/cats, large dogs, Apts. Price varies on 
size, 635-3772 or 638.1977'Joanna'. 6p16 
TWEEDSMUIR CAVALIERS SADDLE CLUB Fall 
Fair Horse Show, Aug. 21-22-23, Entry 
deadline August 12. Mall entries to Karen Rit- 
they Box 744, Burns Lake, VOJ lEO 4pl 6 
ONE MILK GOAT AND 3 GOAT KIDS, Call 
638.0633. 3pl 7 
GIANT SCHNAUZER - FEMALE, 8 months, 
Registered, excellent outdoor companion, 
638-8624. 3o17 
PUREBRED REGISTERED GERMAN SHEPHERD 
puppies 1or sale. Ready to go Aug. 20/92. Call 
635-7309 3pl 7 
REG. YEARLING CLYDESDALE COLT. FORT 
STEELE, Rubble breeding. 4 white stockings, 
blaze face, Black, approx. 15 h.h. Henry 
Adams, Burns Lake.1.695-6559 4p17 
KITTENS TO GIVE AWAY, 0RANGE IN COLOR, 
All male. Call 635.2142 2pl 7 
CUTE & CUDDLY WHITE MINIATURE Samyode 
cross with blonde poodle. 7 wks. old. Shots 
included. $250, Call 635-4600, 3pl 7 
UNREGISTERED TOY POODLE PUPS. BLACK 
male $250, black female $295, Have first 
shots, ready to go Aug.18/92. Vanderhoof, 
1.567-4028. , 4pl 7 
REG.WELSH/ARAB CROSS PONIES. 7 yr. old 
gelding, 6 year old mare.- Well trained 
english/western. Call Chita Foote to viow/info, 
1,694.3521 4p17 
GUERNSEY COW WITH RED ANGUS CALF. 
Cow is 3 years old, gentle and milking. Calf Is 
4 months old. Cedarvalo 849-5455~ ! 2-5 pro. 
• 4pl 8 
REG. 0.H, GELD, CHESTNUT, 16 H.H., 7 yrs. 
Quiet, gentle, good basic Training, sire son ol 
Two Eyed Jack, Dam Granddaughter of King 
Leo Bar No.2500. 846:5537 lpl 8 
TCSC THIRD ANNUAL J,P.R. SEPT.12192, 
Starts at 11 am. Strimbolds Ranch, Broman 
Lake. Forestdale Canyon Rd., 15 miles west 
of Burns Lake, Info call Cecile, 1-698~7627. 
4p18 
21. Help Wanted 
NEEDED MMEDIATELY IN HOUSTON, B.C, A 
codified Dental Assistant or experience chair. 
side. Will train if necessary. Please send 
resume to: Dr. Comparelli, Box 46, Houston, 
BC, V0J 1Z0 or fax to 845.2032 4pl 5 
Jane's Pet Gallery 
o Dog and Cat Grooming 
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
Pet Portraits 
Original Pastel Portraits 
Dogs, Cats, Horses and Wildlife 
JANE TURNER 
 
635-6552 
638-8018 
Recycle newspapers, corrugated cardboard, 
magazines, non-commercial glass and tins: 
Glass and tins must be clean - -  (prefer without 
labels). 
BEHIND THE OLD BINGO PALACE 
MONDAY-SATURDAY ......................... IOAM' ,4PM 
I I 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. end Yukon 
end road's more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222, 
I 
for 25 
$195 we,. 
$3,70 each additional word 
I I 
BUelNE88 OPPORI'UNITIE6 
Established Tire, Radiator 
and MuffieroperetJononbuay 
Alaska H lghwsy. 5500 
Square Feet work ares. 
Health forces sale, (604)774- 
6372 or (604)774.2800. 
Voice Mall 8u~ese SyetaFIS, 
Ground floor, Easy turnkey 
operatton. Reslduallnoome. 
Instant oashflow, Rnamlng 
available. Inves~ents start. 
Ing from $6,000. Call 1-978- 
6378 "Toll Free, me,|age. 
• Mall Order Millionaire. It Is 
easier than you think. For 
freelnfo sendS.A,S.E, to B,J. 
Enterprlwe, P.O. Box 691, 
Salmon Armr B.C. V1E4N7. 
BUSINESB PlIRSONAI.8 
ADD A LITTLE SPICEI B,C. 
College Roommatoe. Karen, 
Wenc[y and Lira have exdt- 
Ing Personal Photosof Ihem- 
selves for erie. For discreet 
Info write to: Spice, Box 670- 
GB, Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7P4. 
Adults only please. 
EDUCATION 
Out of work? Train to be an 
Apartment/Condominium 
Manager. Government II. 
oensed, correspondence 
courp will qua_lily you for 
smpmyment. For details: 
(604)681-8488 or 1-800-665- 
8339, 
EARN EXTRA MONEYI 
Learn Income Tax PropeR. 
tlon or Bselp Bookke_epingby 
correeponaanoe, For tree 
brochures, no obllgatJon, con- 
tact U & R Tax Services, LOS. 
1346 Pamblna HWY,, Winnl- 
peg, MB RaT 2B61-800.665. 
51~4. Also enquire about 
exclusive fremhlse 1erdtodes 
now available, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPOFITUNITIBB 
We ere seeking experienced 
Muffler/Brake InstaJlarwhowlll 
devetop tong term customer 
relationships resulUng In re- 
peat sale,=, Top wages and 
benefit=, For per,=onel Inter- 
view call James (804)392- 
2685 Willlema Lake, B.C. 
RNANOE 
Government Grants & Loans, 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and exisllng 
B.C, buslnseses. The Brad 
Book can show you how to 
get your sham, Call now 1- 
800-668.4)653, 
ATTENTION RETAILERS: 
For a complete selection of 
clothing, toys, gifts, 
Halloween, C.,hrislm as item s, 
eto, atcompetltlva prices with 
~re~ld sNpplng, call 1-8CO- 
P.65-2869 B,K, Wholesalers, 
Ontado, 
FOR 8ALE MISC. 
PLASTIC WATER TANKS, 
140-1300 IMP, GAL, CALL 
COLLECT 1(604)540-9090. 
GARDENINO 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
BHOP, B,O. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7428 Hadley 
Ave,, Burneby, B.C. VEE 2R1 
FREE BROCHURE. 
Aluminum/Glees or 
AlumlnumlAoq/flta SDP, Dou- 
ble.walled GREENHOUSES 
5olarluma end comp/ete line 
of Greenhouse Accessories, 
Telephone (604)433.4220, 
ax 438-t285, 
HEALTH 
GALL NOWI Free Mall Order 
Catologue Irom Vitamin Dis- 
count Stores, Please call 1- 
800-663-0747 or In Vancou- 
ver321-7000 for all your Vlta- 
~nin needs, 
HELPWANTED 
We need you to sell toys & 
g l~ for O& M Gilts, NO 
INVESTMENT, NO DELIV- 
ERIES, no collection, Call 
519)258-7905 or fax 
519)258.0707 for free Info. 
Immediate pOsltJon.,evalleble 
In Banff and Ja~r  with qual- 
Ity resort pmpailJes, Subsi- 
dized tingle ancommodallons 
are avalka101e. Contact:Allison 
Butterworth, CHARLTON RE. 
SORTS, P,O. Box 1416, Jas. 
~>Srp, Albep.  TOE leo, TEL- 
HONE, (40.t)862.5644 
Saturday thru Wednesday 
3."30 am. to 3:30 ..m. 
HELPWANTED 
ACCOUNTANT, Hands-on 
accountant required for busy 
newspaper aasodetlon office, 
Should be a senior student or 
recent CGNRINCA gradu- 
ate wllh good knowledge of 
AOCPAC/Lotus 123. Some 
supervisory exper!ence and 
good Interperconal skills es- 
sential, Competitive salory, 
benefits end pleasant work- 
Ing conditions make This posi- 
tion an excellent opportunity, 
Please forward resume to: 
Bob Qrainger, Executive DI- 
rector, B,C.Y,C,N.A,, 414- 
1033 Davis Street, Vancou- 
ver. B.C. VEE IM7. 
Experienced Reporter/Pho- 
tographer wantedfor award- 
wlnnln.g community newspa- 
per In umlthere, The position 
Involves wdting and photog- 
raphy for general news and 
feature stodes (not sports). 
Car and camera essential. 
Full Ioenaflt package. Apply 
Editor, Box 2560 Smlthere, 
B.C. VOJ 2NO, 
Recrantlon Coordinator full- 
IJme. Salary per H.S.A, con- 
baot. Ouali}lcatlons: Recrea- 
tional Program Degree or Di- 
ploma, Content C, Nlcholson, 
Burns Lake Hospital 1.692- 
3181, Fax 1-692-3633. 
IN YOUR POCKET, That's 
where the profits go when 
you're a Ma Oherle Dlstrlbu; 
tor, Earn 45% iS'Gilt from our 
exduelve line of lingerie end 
leisure wear. If you're ready 
to put a few extra dollars In 
your pocket, we're ready to 
talk to you et 1.800-681 -3305. 
NATIONAL FOOD COM- 
PANYOEALER, 1,Exoellent 
Part-time Inoome/12,S00- 
I4,000 per month 2, Estob- 
Ibhed MKket & Minimum 
Overfwad 4, Minimum In- 
vestment 6, Produet& Ouel. 
It,/ Unaondltlonally Guar- 
anteed 6, Ideal for Hard 
Working, Perloneblo Indl. 
vlduelS with the Desire to 
Aohleve. Prime Choloa 
Foods Ltd. Contact' Mike 
Milton or John McCarlhy 
• : i - - .  :_  
HELPWANTEB 
LITTLE OPTIONS, Cane, 
dlan children's wear menu. 
feoturer requires home 
rty representatlvaL En- 
.selling a high quality 
proou©t with a unique con, 
cept backed by 100% guar. 
antes. 1.380-0873. 
NOTIDES 
ANYONE KNOWING THE 
WHEREABOUTS OF MARK 
GOODRIDGE is requested 
to contact Johnston & Com- 
~l? ny, 4717 Madna, Powell ver, B.C. VSA 2L2 regard. 
Ing an eqtate matter, 
FABRIC CLUB, Wholesale 
prices 60% below retail Doz- 
ena of monthly specials e,g, 
100% Cotton Sheeting $3. 
QuiltJng Cottons V,I.P, etc, 
$5..and much more. Send $5, 
for membership card and In- 
formation to: P.H.Q, Fabd¢a, 
Box 6034, Williams Lake, B.O, 
V2G 3W2, 
REALESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes, Crown Land 
aval!ablllty, For l_nformatJon 
on both write: Properties, ?~ 
Dept, CN, Box 5380, Stn. F ,  
Ottawa, K2C 3J1. 
THOMPSON RIVER ES- 
TATES, Valley View lots 3/4 
&l acrelots-5& lOaore ois, 
I on ly -  5 sore lot on the 
Thompson River30 mln,west 
of Kamloops on the TCH#1, 
Call Collect (604)373-2282. 
$81,900 Two, three bedroom 
modern bungalows, Ful  
basements, Ideal for sen ors, 
Beautiful Logan Lake, B,O, 
(604)523.6924 collect, 
SERVICES 
M a j o r  IOBCandlnJuryclalms, 
oel A. Wener trial lawyer for 
24 years. Call collect: 
604)736-5500, Contlrlgency 
eesava able, Injured In B.C, 
~nl~' . . . . .  
- - .TO- - .  II ! 
=8 /I 
~v~siN"Best auy"ill 
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21. Help Wanted 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER WILLING TO work 
out of town. Phone Frank at 831.2233 3p16 
320 ACRE RANCH NEEDS SEMI OR retired 
older couple to maintain ranch near Burns 
Lake, B,C. Need experience in carpentry, elec- 
trical, cooking and general repair. 
(206)884-2619, 4p16 
BABYSITTER FOR 2 GIRLS AGES 16 months 
and 4 years. Monday to Friday part days. 
Mountain Vista area preferred. 638.8842. 
3pt7 
RESIDENT APARTMENT MANAGER IN PRINCE 
Rupert, Good communication and handyman 
skills. Previous experience ssential. $2000 
per month plus benefits. 274.4442 2p17 
2 EXPERIENCED MUSHROOM BUYERS need- 
ed. Call 635-7506 lp18 
IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY WORKING, WAITING 
present job to start again, or are Just out of 
work; and are trained for good work habits & 
self.motivaOon; AND need more money; send, 
resume to Box 64, Terrace, B,C. V8G 4A2 and 
I will show you how to make more money. 
3p18 
TOTALLY TROPICAL URGENTLY REQUIRES 
consultants to sell a fabulous line of silk plant- 
s, through home shows. Dabble, (403) 
835-2461. 3p18 
TELEMARKETERS REQUIRED' FOR EASY 
evening work. Call 653.1163 lp18 
LIGHT DELIVERY, MUST BE NEAT N ap. 
pearance and have own transpodation. Phone 
653-1163, lp18 
HAIRDRESSER WANTED FIJLL-TIME OR pad- 
time. To start immediately. Burns Lake, 
1-692.7687. 4p18 
RELIABLE PERSON TO CARE FOR 2 children. 
Ages 1 & 3. In my home, weekdays. 
638-1292. 3p18 
CERTIFIED 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
and or 
DENTAL ASSISTANT 
STUDENT,S 
Progressive dental' office requires 
FULL TIME Certified Dental Assis- 
tant or Denial Assistant Students 
willing to in.office train and be willing 
to take the Certified Dental Assistant 
program through open learning 
course at the'college. Applicants 
must be caring, dedicated, people 
odented and a team player. 
Salary. to communsurate with ex- 
perlence. 
Please s~nd resume: 
Dr. J.D. Zucchlattl 
4623 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 284 
Phone: 635-2552 
21. Help Wanted 
lEARN EXTRA S$$1 
in your neighbourhood. I 
Become an AVON sales dealer nowlI 
For more Information call MARY I 
635-2517 I 
PERMANENT PART TIME 
OPPORTUNITY IDEAL FOR 
RETIREE, HOMEMAKER 
OR STUDENT 
Stedvision Is looking for an outgoing, 
cheerful person to compliment our patient 
television rental service to hospital pa. 
tlents at the Mills Memodal Hospital, This 
position requires a commitment el 2 to 
2V= hrs, commencing at 3:30 in the after. 
noon on Sunday & Monday. Your 
availability dudng the rest of the week for 
the occasional vacation relief would be 
helpful. No expedence ncessary, just the 
ability to work on your own in a caring 
professional atmosphere. This is a rare 
opportunity to supplement your income 
and have fun doing so, Interested parties 
are asked to phone our local office on 
Thursday or Fdday between 9:00 a,m. & 
noon at 635-9606 to learn more, 
PINE 
MUSHROOM 
(MATSUTAKE) 
BUYING 
STATION 
Experienced agents 
& pickers needed 
Apply with conf idence 
Phone: 270-0699 
Richmond, B.C. 
23. Work Wanted 
FULLY EXPERIENCED 
CARPENTER 
Available for renovations, repairs, etc. 
around lhe home or office. Will do painting 
& plumbing as well. Reasonable rates, 
contract or hourly. Discount for seniors. 
Have full line of equipment, als0 base- 
ment forms. 
Call Ron 
635-4655 
ALASKA 
JOBS! 
Earn up to $30,000 in three 
months fishing salmon. Also 
construction, canneries, oll 
fields plus morel For imme- 
diate response call 1- 
504-646-4505 Ext. K565 
24 hrs. 
i 
NORM'S AUTO 
REFINISHING 
Is now accepting 
applications for a 
Journeyman 
Autobody 
Technician 
Please apply In person to 
Norm. 4630 Kelth Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. 
DATA ENTRY 
OPERATORS 
elan DATA MAKERS requires data entry operators or 
statistical typists for an exciting fast-paced seven day project 
to take place in Terrace. 
Day and afternoon shifts are available and hours of work are 
expected to be five hours per shift - 9:00 am to 2:00 pm and 
3:00 pm to 8:00 pm. Candidates must demonstrate accurate 
typing of HAND WRITTEN alpha/numeric data utilizing top 
row numerics or calculator style keypads. A minimum of 
8,000 keystrokes per hour or 50 words per minute typing is 
required. 
Qualified candidates, Please call collect and ask for JOAN at 
(604) 688-8521 or'fax your resume to (604) 669-0171. 
elan DATA MAKERS 
• 307 -788 Beatty Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6B 2M1 
TERRACE REGIONAL 
HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
NUCLEAR MEDICINE 
TECHNOLOGIST 
A certified (CAMRT) general duty technologist Is required on 
a full-time basis beginning September, 1992. 
We offer an attractive salary and benefit package under the 
HSA collective agreement. 
For more information please send resume to: 
Director of Patient Services 
TERRACE REGIONALrHEALTHCARE SOCIETY 
4720 Haugland Avenue 
Terrace, B,C. 
" V8G 2W7 
- CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS 
REPRESENTATIVE 
,.~ , Permanent Part-Time Position ., 
~ Our Terrace, B.C.:~pffj.c~,is:JLooklDg~f~ .self mot vated n- t 
:~dlvldual Intereste d Ip :'~,~osit[o~,,~f~fi~,,,~,v'arlety of respon-, 
;'s b titles wlthin':a te~.m Oriented e'nviron~ent. "' 
• The successful applicant who possesses both the clerical 
and credit skills to fill this. position, will be responsible to 
assist in all aspects of the credit functions for our Terrace and 
area accounts. 
Finning Ltd. offers an excellent wage and benefit package 
in an exciting industry. 
If you are qualified and Interested, please submit your 
resume in confidence to: ATTENTION: Matt Lalng 
, Finning Ltd. 
F INNING 4621 KelthAvenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 1 K3 
Kermode Friendship Society 
NATIVE EDUCATION 
WORKER 
The Kermode Friendship Society Is seeking a self.motivated individual to 
develop curriculum materials on northwest aboriginal culture for schools in 
the Terrace area. This Individual will be responsible for recruitment of 
resource leaders, liaison with native groups and agencies, liaison with local 
schools, professionals, etc. This position is for a 19-week term beginning 
September 8. Funding for a second phase has been applied for but is not 
guaranteed. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
; experience in developing curdculum materials for grades 2 to 6 (Education 
degree preferred). 
• - thorough knowledge of Northwest aboflglnal cultures and history: 
- excellent communication skills, oraland Written. 
- computer word.prccesslng. 
- valid B.C. driver's ticence, access to a vehicle. 
SALARY: $2546.00 per month. 
START DATE: September 8, 1992 .... " !' i 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: August 21, 1992 . . . . . . .  ; , 
PLEASE FORWARD APPLICATIONS TO~ 
Kermode Friendship Society 
3313 Kalum Street : ~ , -  ~ 
Terrace, B,C. 
V8G 2N7 ' ' 
ATTN: Executive Director 
I  xcE'LE.T I 
OPPORTUNITY 
Career opportunities are now available 
for full or part-time qualified hairdressers. 
Apply in person to Rhonda at 
4652 Lazelle Ave. or call: 
638-8787 - 
1 
OPTICIAN & 
OPTOMETRIC 
ASSISTANT 
Required immediately. Salary negotiable D.O.E. 
Send resume to File No. 26 
c/o Terrace Standard 
4647 Lazelle Avenue 
. . . .  Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 $8 
have an excellent opportunP 
ty to make additional in- 
come in your spare time. 
If you or someone you kni)w 
is Interested, then give us a 
call TODAY! 
BACK-Up, CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
Mtn. Vista and 
Agar, Medeek area 
B CKoP CA.,  Rs 
ARE NEEDED FOR 
ALL OF THE UPLANDS 
AND THORNHILL 
AREAS 
Terrace Standard 
638-7283 
i r 
N.W.C.C. Student Body Fitness Centre 
BOOKKEEPER/SECRETARY 
Duties: Maintain books and provide secretarial support for Fitness Centre 
and student association. Perform olher related cledcal duties on ri pddodlc 
basis as required. .- , 
Applicant will be able to demonstrate proficiency In the use of Microsoft 
wordproceesing and spreadsheet/Lotus 123 for Macintosh computer, as 
well as ACCPAC Plus. Will have previous experience working in an unsuper- 
vised related clerical posltion/s. 
This is a contract position starting at $9.5O/hr for the period from 
September 1 to Apdl 30. It is NOT a position with the college. 
Mail resume and covering no later than Friday, August 21, 1992, . , 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE, STUDENTS ASSOCIATION 
5331 McCONNELL AVE,, TERRACE, B,C. V8G 4C2 
Tolsec Canada Inc. has an Immediate opening for a 
SWITCHBOARD/ALARM MONITOR PERSON 
The successful candidate will be responsible for the operation Of a busy, 
multi-line switchboard, capable of working in a busy office environment, able 
to make decisions and work well under pressure, and deal effectively with 
the public. 
Applicants should have previous switchboard end office experience, typ- 
ing/word processing (40 WPM) and be well-organized. Computer ex- 
pedence would be an asset. .~ .-, 
This Is a FULL TIME position and involves a combination of deyshlff (8 am- ~4 
pro), afternoon shift (4 pm- 12 am), and weekends. 
Full benefit package available. 
Please apply with resume to: '~.- . . . .  .: ~ ~,; 
3238 Kslum St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N4 
0 L.E.J. INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS LTD. 
ASSISTANT 
SERVICE MANAGER 
L.E.J, International Trucks Ltd., a young aggressive and 
highly motivated Medium/Heavy Duty Truck Dealership re- 
quries an Assistant Service Manager to run the day to day 
operations of our service shop, located in Prince George. 
The applicant should be conversant with Class 6--8 trucks 
and be fully confident in supervising a large staff of heavy 
duty technicians on two shifts. 
Interested candidates hould forward detailed resumes, In- 
cluding references with past supervisors names and phone 
numbers, a hand written cover letter stating why you are 
qualified for this position, and salary expectations to: ,, 
Larry E. Josephson - -  President 
L.E.J. International Trucks Ltd. 
1951 1st Avenue 
Prince George, B.C. V2L 2Y8 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
DIRECTOR 
The Haisla Support and Recovery Centre Board of Directors 
is seeking an individual of Haisla Descent, to assist in the 
development of a strategic training plan and subsequently 
follow this plan and ultimately assume the role of  Executive 
Director. 
The duties of the Trainee will parallel the duties of Interim Ex- 
ecutive Director, but in a more supportive role, and as time 
goes by will become progressively proficient in carrying out 
these duties. 
Management, supervisory, and training experience combined 
with a commitment o a sober positive lifestyle is an asset. 
Renumeration egotiable. 
Please submit your resume to the address below by 12 
o'clock noon, August 261 1 992. 
Halsla Support & Recovery Centre 
P.O. Box 1036, Kitamaat, B.C. VOT 2BO 
phone: (604) 632-7644 Fax: (604) 632-5710 
r rACT ION AD S 
, .  i  BUY  'SELL  'RENT 'TRADE 
:23 ,  Work Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds adver. 
i tigers that the human rights code n British 
Columbia forbids publication of any advedlse. 
, ~ meat n connection with employment which 
discriminates against any person because of 
• origin or requires a Job applicant o furnish 
: ~ any information concerning race religion col. 
::: our, ancestry, place of origin or political belief. 
• Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred to, 
please read also as 'female' and where 
: ~ 'female' Is used, read also as 'male', 
: RI~PLYING TO.A FILE NUMBER? Please I~ 
: sure you have the correct box number as 
:given in the ad Address te: File , The Ter. 
~: race Standard; 4647 Lazelle, Ave., Terrace, 
/B,C, VBG 1S8. Please do not Incude bulk 
goods or money to Box repl es 
CARPENTER 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE, Forms, 
fram no, siding, finishing inside or out, No job 
• too sma, Mike Gray 638-0822 32fin 
! ] :~  HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC looking for employ- 
:: ment full or part time in Terrace or surroun. 
dins area 635-7630 4p15 
. WILL BABVSIT IN MY HOME, WEEKDAYS. 
Copperside area. Call 635-4810 3pl 6 
CONFIDENTIAL 800KKEEPING SERVICE. Small 
i bus iness  or self-employed, Mary at 
i!:, 635.7474 6p17 
i i !  "PRIVATE LESSONS BY QUALIFIED EX. 
i:i.-: peflenced teacher for basic reading, English 
, '. as a second language and handwriting. Call 
' : 635,4323, 3p17 
,!~i i MOTHER OF ONE WILL BABYSIT IN MY home 
:Weekdays, Ages walking to five years. Debble 
, j at 635'7549. 3p18 
i; ° HANDYMAN, CARPENTER HELPER. ODD jobs. 
' Dryv)alltngl 635~3442, ask for Donovan. 3pl 8 
.GRANDMOTHER WILL BABYSIT IN OWN 
Home, Mon-FrL Preschool and up preferred, 
Copper Mountain School area. References 
available. 635-5318 3pl 8 
24. Notices 
PRO.LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, .pamphlets, lending library, 
• dealing with human life Issues such as abet. 
• tlon and euthanasia, Student enquiries 
welcome, Call 635.3646. 5ffn 
-BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, excite- 
ment, perhaps a tropical Island? Call Elan 
Travel at 635.6101 and catch the splrltl 2tin 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 636.1330 
9:46 Sunday School (aN ages) 
10:66 Worship Service 
Chlklren's Praise Hour 
Paster  Jack Bingham 
25. Business 
: ,  Opportunities ,-, 
COMPLETE RADIATOR SHOP EQUIPMENT and 
, stock. $19,000. Reply to File No.75,clo The 
: Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Terrace, 
B.C;; VBG 1S8 3pl 6 
. ]FOR SALE: FAST FOOD RESTAURANT. Very 
/ :reasonably pdced. A little more than cost of 
• equipment. Nice 'location, lots ef fond and 
'. vehicle traffic. Well established for 12 years. 
: Reply to f e n o 65 C/O this paper. 4pl 7 
. VENDING ROUTES. BEFORE YOU iNVEST, call 
:ihe Best. Get the straight facts on vending in. 
,': " vestments from $5,500, Eagle profit systems, 
:: •1-800-387-CASH. 3pl 8 
.AN OPPORTUNITY: BEAUTY SALON STAtions 
;'to rent. 635-5020. 3pl 8 
HOUSE/RANCH/C~BIN SITTER AVAILABLE 
short/long term, Terrace & Smlthers area. 
.References,starting Sept 15, Call 846-9751. 
1~18 
When Opportunity 
Knocks... 
Newly decorated Beauty Salon for sale, 
pdced dght. Well established cllentelle, 
excellent returns, Owner retidng. Sedous 
enquiries only. 
Phone 635-2753 
evenings 
I 
26, Personals 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES. Is there somethlng~ 
about he Watchtower that makes you uneasy, 
but don't know whist it is? If so, you are not 
alone, Phone 1.847,4354 for recorded 
message, tin40 
24. Notices 
NENA'S MASSAGE THERAPY, Remedial treat- 
ment of bodily disorder. Therapeutic treat. 
ment, Phone 635.2641 for appointment. 3pl 8 
KNOW SOMEONE IN THE TERRACE area with 33. Travel 
Alcohol/Drug Problems? Get the beautiful 
lapel 'Raised From the Ruins'. You'll loVe itl , 
Free/Confidential. Call 'Freedsmline', . , , . . . . ,L 
1:800-528-0070. 3p16 ,51EiHTSEEING 
DO YOU WANT TO GIVE A UNIOUE POEM to 
that special someone in your life; yet don't 
know how? Phone 638.0514 3pl 6 
LOOKING = FOR ME? I'M SEARCHING FOR a 
male companion In his 40's or older to share 
my interests in animals, lens walks, quiet din- 
ners, music, hooks, romance and the 
moonlit]hr. If you are interested in being that 
man, reply to file No.30 c/o Terrace Standard. 
A photo would be appreciated, 3p18 
27. •Announcements 
Little Boy Roy 
Take off that Red Tie 
Your Hair looks good 
But you're living a lie 
So come out of the closet 
and give a big cheer 
cause your 30-B-day is 
finally here. 
Happy  30th Roy Cage 
Gottcha Againl l  
TOURS 
• 
Specializing i n customized 
town & country scenic tours. 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
"(604) 635-7B68 
= 
For All Your ,Travel Needs 
124 HRS. 635-61811 
LOOKING FOR A 
VACATION? 
Come down and see the glds at 
Elan Travel in their new office. 
Continuously growing, Elan has 
moved two doors down to: 
120.4741 Lakelse Ave, 
Terrace, B,C. 
(S~II in the Skeena Mall) 
8ox number and fax numbers 
stay the same. 
COME DOWN AND SEE gsm 
635-6181 
Purple haze, little wing, 
the wind cries Mary... 
Remember the days when 
that shiny thing on top of you 
was hairy? 
A birthday wish for my 
lifetime fish; 
The one I chose to marry. 
rm glad that you're the one 
I caught, happy 40th Garyl 
xox hornineSs. 
C.O.R.E. 
HUNTER'S SAFETY 
COURSE 
• Will be conducted at the Terrace Public Library 
Aug. 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29. 
If you need a B.C. Hunter 's  Card 
this course is for you. 
For more In format ion call  635-6642. 
i 
About the Terrace Standard 
: : :  HOURS: 
i ; O~Jr office is open 8:00 a.m, - 5:00 p.m, Monday to Friday 
::.. DEADLINES: 
Deadlines for classified advertising.is 5:00 p.m. Friday 
: - beforeWadnesday paper, 
" " Deadline for space booking of display advertising is 5:00 pm, 
:~: Friday before Wednesday paper. 
: Deadline for submission to the editorial department Is 1 2:00 
i noon Friday before Wednesday paper, 
: SUBSCRIPTIONS:  
• : Subscription rates for the Terrace Standard are $31.00 per 
• year. 
HOW TO CONTACT US: 
'" ~i We are located at 
/ ' i 4647 Lazelle Avenue in Terrace, B,C, VSG 1S8 
: '  phone 638-7283 FAx 638-8432 
32. Legal Notices 
I 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCIES OF 
OWYNETH ELISE DIAfl 
(~ao known =, Owym}th etowart/Ow~neth 
8tew~.Diu) 
JOAO CARLOS FARINHA DIA8 
(o~o known =- John 0(,~) 
NOTICE Io hereby 01yen th=t OWYNETH EUSE 
DIAS AND JOAO CARLOS FARJNHA DIAS flied 
; mlBnmants on the 28th day of July, 1992, and 
: that the flint meeUno of ctedtonl, ~ be held on 
: Wednesday. the lOth bey of ~ebtember, 1992 
at the hour of 9:30 o'clock In the fonmoon, at 
The Court House, 100 Market Place, ~ the City 
of Pdnce Rupert, In the Province of Bdl(~ Col. 
umbla, 
Dated at Prince George, B,C, th~ elh day of 
August, 1992. 
Deloitte & Trustee 
#800. 299 Victoria Sbe,t .  Touche 
Prince George, B,C, V2L 588 
(604) 664.1111 , . 
i 
TENDERS INVITED 
Project T.WH002. Provide labour 
and matedal to renovate the Ministry 
of Social Services office at the cour- 
thouse in Smlthers per drawing and 
specifications, 
Tender documents may be obtained 
after August 12, 1992 from BdUsh 
Columbia Buildings Corporation, 
4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1K7. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at 
4825 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1K7 until 3 :00  p.m., 
Septembei" 2nd, 1992 and will be 
opened in public at that time. 
For fudher Information please con- 
tact Walt Hall In Terrace at 
638-3221. 
E].C, Buildings Corporati0~ 
IN THE MA'I'rER OF 
THE BANKRUPTCIES OF 
ANE LISE RASMU,~,~EN AND 
KJELD HENRY RASMUSSEN 
NOTI(~E is hexeby ~iw~ t~at ANE LIS~ 
RASMUSSEN AND K.TELD HENRY 
RASMUSSEN rded ~ on the 
14th day of July, 1992, ~ I  that he lust 
matins of croton will be hdd on 
W~Imda~, the ]eh day of Sep~ml~r, 
1992, at the hour of ~.15 o'dock in the 
forenoon, at The Cotat House, 100 
Mark= P~¢e, m the CRy. of Prince 
Rupm, ha ~ Pmdr~ of Bd~ Cd- 
umbm. 
Dated at Pdn=e George, B.C. this eh  
day of August, 1992. 
D]BrJ)113~ & ~ ]NC 
Trmtee 
#8O0. 299 V'v:toda Sizes 
Pdnoe George, B.C. 
vz. geloitte & 
(6o4)  ,tt, Touche 
" . . . , . , .  
e.. 
Young Ones 
~n nknm q 
h Most Child drownings 
-L J II . ~- - ' -  occur when children 
~:~'~Keep your child in 
~.o  ~ /  .~..%= ..~ "~ , ' ,  
~'S- -~_  ~K~:::~ ~. stght" Enroll your child 
~-'~..~PT~- '- in a Red Cross Water 
, 
The Canadian Red Cross Society + 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
DescdplJon Reference Closing Date 
Operation & routine maintenance at 
Stewdrt Diesel generating station. SOMe-270 22 Sept]92 
Operation & routine maintenance, meter 
reading & associated services at 
Eddontenajon D.G,S. SOMA-271 22 SeptJ92 
Operation & routine maintenance, meter 
reading & associated services at Telegraph 
Creek D.G.S. SOM0-272 22 Sept]92 
Tenders may be obtained at: 
Systems Operations & Maintenance Purchasing, 1265 Howe St., 4th 
Floor, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2C8, (604) 663-318812575. Sealed 
tenders clearly marked with reference numbers will be received on 4th 
Floor, address as above, until 11:00 a.m. on above closing dates. 
BChydro iml 
I 
BULKLEY VALLEY  MAINTENANCE LTD. 
CONTRACT NO. BVM-54 
CRUSHED GRANULAR AGGREGATE IN STOCKPILE 
BULKLEY NASS HIGHWAY DISTRICT 
TENDERING OF CONTRACT 
TYPE: Produce or supply in stockpile Crushed Granular Ag- 
gregate in accordance with contract. 
LOCATION: At following pits: Blondle, (Hazelton Area); 
Donaldson (Smlthers Area); Surprise, Spruce Creek and 73 
M!le (Mezladln Area). 
DATE OF COMPLETION: Various, depending on location; 
Final pit by October 3, 1992. 
CLOSING DATE: August 25, 1992 at 2:00 P,M, 
• TENDERS: Can be obtained at Bulkley Valley Maintenance 
Ltd., 204--3842 Third Avenue, Smlthera B.C, (Monday to 
Friday, 8:00 am -- 5:00 pro) 
INQUIRIES: Gary Hsmmedlng at 847-5775 
Gary Hemmedlng 
Operations Manager 
AT: Smithere, B,C. ~ 
August 7; 1992 
i 
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LAND TITLE 
BY THE OOVERNMBIIT OF 
CANADA/FOnEBTRY CANADA AND THE 
BRITISH COLUMBIA MHSTRY OF 
FORESTS UNOER THE FOREIrI' RE I IO~ 
DEVEL~"MENT AGREEMENT (FRDA) • 
Sealed fenders for the following 
Mechanical Site Preparatim Contract will 
be received by the 
INstdct Menagm' 
MinieW ef Frusta 
125 Madret Plau, 
Pdnce Rupert, adnsh Columlda 
VGJ 16a 
on the date shown below, 
Contract: SP92RO8.001 
53.8 ha in two blocks, located on the 
Skeena River approximately 2.3 iqn south 
of the c®limnce of the Kasiks and 
Skecna River. All equlpmenl must be 
harged in from Prince Ruped. 
Viewing of this site prior to submlttlng'a 
hid is mandatory. A conducted view.of 
these contract areas will leave the North 
Coast Forest District: 
August 26, 1992, 09:00 itourS 
• Llavin0 125 Madult Place 
PRE.REGISTER FOR VIEWING BY AUGUST 
24, 1992 BY CALLING 627-0460. 
Tenders must be submitted on the form 
and in the envelopes supplied which, with 
particulars, may be obtained from the 
.Ministry of Forests, District Manager in- 
dicated above. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 15:30 
p.m., September 2, 1992 at which time 
all tenders will be opened. Fax tenders 
will not be accepted and the lowest or any 
tender will not necassadly be accepted. 
ACT 
IN THE MATTER OF Duplicate Cer. 
tificate of Title No. M773 to Lot 
29, District Lot 977, Range 5, 
Coast District, Plan 4583 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of 
Duplicate Certificate of the Title 
No. M773 to the above described 
land Issued in the name(s) of 
Malden, Daisy May 
McAIplne, Alan Manning 
has been filed In this office, 
notice is hereby given that I shall, 
at the expiration date of two 
weeks from the date of first 
publication hereof, Issue a Provi- 
slonalCertiflcate of Title in lieu of 
the said Duplicate, unless in the 
meantime, valid objection be 
made to me in writing. 
DATED:this lOth day of August, 
1992. : 
Brian Bigras 
Registrar 
J . . . .  i BB:va 
IDATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION! 
I August 19, 1992. 
( ~  Province of Ministry of 
Brltlah Columbia Government Services 
PURCHASING 
COMMISSION 
OFFER TO PURCHASE BUILDING FOR 
REMOVAL AND/DR DEMOLITION 
Offer must be received on "O.ToP. No, 1600" by the Pur- 
chasing Commission, 4234 Glanford Avenue, Victoda, B;C., 
VSV 1X4, telephone 356-8524, fax 387-O38B not later  
than 2:00 p.m. Monday, September 14, 1992. 
2 bdrm bungalow, plus/minus 25 yre, approx. 848 sq. ft. 
with attached double garage and storage room, sun porch, 
front porch and detached sun deck. 
Located: On Hwy. 16, Just west of Smlthers Townelte 
near local golf course. 
Legal Descdptlon: Lot 1, D.L. 865, R5, C.D. PL4238. 
Viewing: Wednesday, September 2, 1992 
1:00 p.m.- 3:OOp.m. 
For furtherinformation and Conditions of Sale, please contact 
Nancy Greenwood, Ministry of Trapsportation and Highways, 
Terrace, B.C., telephone 638-3586 
NOISE CONTROL BYLAW NO. 313, 1991 
, . . ,  . , . . •  . , .  . , • : 
........ PUBLIC NOTICE ~ ~=~ l r ) '~  ) ~ 
REGIONALDISTRICT OF": 
KITIMAT-STIKINE 
RESIDENTS OF ELECTORAL AREAS A, B, C and D - 
TAKE NOTICE; 
This public notice Is to Inform all concerned persons that the Board 
of the Regional District of Kltlmat-Stlklne at its regular meeting held 
June 27, 1992, adopted the above bylaw for alrof the rurau areas 
within the Regional District except Thomhlll which has a different 
noise oyiaw. The bylaw IS effective from the date of adoption, 
The need for the noise bylaw arose mostly because of noisy parties 
and other activities which emit unreasonable noise. 
This bylawprohlbits the creation of sounds which are objectionable 
or liable to disturb the quiet, peace, rest, enjoyment, co~ort or con- 
venience of Individuals orthe public In the nelghbourhood or vicinity 
of those acts. 
The bylaw will be enforced by the R.C.M.P. in cooperation with the 
Regional District of,Kltimat-Stiklne.. A person who contravenes a 
prowsaon of this oymw Is guilty or an offense and Is liable upon 
conviction to a penalty of up to $2,000. • 
Copies of the bylaw may be;obtained from: 
Regional District Of Kltlmat.Stiklne . ': 
300 - 4545 Lazella Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4E1 
For further Information call 635-7251 or 1-800-663-3208. 
LAND ACT 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR 
A DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Titan Explosives Ltd. of Richmond, B.C., 
occupation Distributor Intends to make application for a 
License of occupation of land generally situated off Old Remo 
Road approximately ten kllometres South West of Terrace, 
B.C, and more specifically desoribed In (b) below: 
(b) Commencing at a post planted at the South East comer 
of Lot 1935, Range 5, Coast District 
thence 150 metres west; thence 150 metres north 
thence 150 metres east; thence 150 metres south and con- 
talnlng 2.25 ha more or less. 
The purpose for which the land is required Is placement of 
magazine for storage of commercial explosives. 
Comments ¢oncemlng thi8 applloation may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
Lands Division 
Bag 5000, Smlthera, B.C. VOJ 2NO 
Telephone: 847-7334 
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BONELESS ROUND 
ROAST 
Outside. Cut from Canada 
Grade A Beef. 3 perpk.q. 
Limit 1 pkg 4'.37/ kg 
FRESH 
NECTARINES 
U.S. Grown. No. 1 Grade. 
1.O8/kg 
9 Ib, 
TOMATO 
SOUP 
Campbell's. 
284 mL t in .  
FOR °,ou.o I 88 ,vo,. ' 9 
COFFEE BAR SOAP ' ,  
Edwards. t 
Reg. Fine or : ea . . . . .  e 
Extra Fine Grind. ! 
300 g pkg. ~ Pkg. of 3 -  90 g.barS 
.HAMBURGER 
BUNS 
or Hot Dog. Selected IL:~ 
Skylark. ~ ! 
Pkg. of 12. : ::~ ~"~~~ I'~' 
Limit 2. Over ...... ~ ~ ' g ~ ~L~ J 
limit price 1.28 eal ~ :; 
GROUND 
BEEF 
t~  s4.40 
i - 
Regular Quality. 5 lb. chub. 
Limit 1 Over limit price 1.08ib/5140 eal • • , 
each. Works out o.fill ecl " i ~, i :: 
1.94 /kg  
lb 
,°u,,z,  78a 
KETCHUP 
Town House. ' 
1 Litre. ~ 
,,,,o. p9 8 ,o,,,., 199 OF BEEF d SALMON 
B.C. Whole. Boneless. From the Inside I 
round. Cut from Canada Fresh. 
Grade A Beef. ~ n Ib Ib  
6.57 /kg  ~ .88 /100  g 
AUGUST, 1992 
WED THURS ! FRI SAT 
19  20  21  22  
Advertised prices In effect at your neighbourhood ' 
Terrace Safeway store, Quantity rights reserved. 
Some items may not be exactly as,shown, 
Take off with the AIR MILES T" Program at Salewa!l! 
Safeway is proud to be the exclusive grocer, drug store and Florist sponsor of the AIR MILES r~ program. 
~ show your AIR MILES~card every time you shop at Safeway and you will earn valuable miles towards much deserved travel. No Card g No problem, pick up you application at your Neighbourhood Safeway and join the thousar 
i people earning AIR MILES TM 
,/ 
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